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Blaring the Cream anthem “I Feel Free,” WBCN went on the air in March 1968 as an experiment
in free-form rock on the fledgling FM radio band. It broadcast its final song, Pink Floyd’s “Shine
On You Crazy Diamond,” in August 2009. In between, WBCN became the musical, cultural, and
political voice of the young people of Boston and New England, sustaining a vibrant local music
scene that launched such artists as the J. Geils Band, Aerosmith, James Taylor, Boston, the
Cars, and the Dropkick Murphys, as well as paving the way for Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty,
U2, and many others. Along the way, WBCN both pioneered and defined progressive rock radio,
the dominant format for a generation of listeners. Brilliantly told by Carter Alan―and featuring the
voices of station insiders and the artists they loved―Radio Free Boston is the story of a city; of
artistic freedom, of music and politics and identity; and of the cultural, technological, and
financial forces that killed rock radio.

"Alan's book traces WBCN's unassuming birth from the ashes of a classical music station in
1968, through its heyday as the 'Rock of Boston' in the '70s and '80s, to its demise in 2009,
when, Alan writes, the station was 'drained of its blood in the consolidated radio industry of the
new century.' To recount the story, Alan interviewed most every personality involved and willing
to speak on the record."-- "Boston Globe""Carter Alan remembers the first song he played on
WBCN, "I've Had Enough" by The Who, from "Quadrophenia." The former 'BCN DJ and current
midday man and music director at WZLX remembers much more in his recently released and
thoroughly engrossing chronicle, Radio Free Boston: The Rise and Fall of WBCN."-- "Boston
Globe""From the first note of Cream's "I Feel Free" carried by the FM signal at 104.1 in 1968 to
the final note of Pink Floyd's "Shine on You Crazy Diamond" bringing the story to a close in
2009, Alan traces the station's wild ride from its roots as a foundering classical music operation
(WBCN stood for Boston Concert Network and employed a young Ron Della Chiesa), to its
evolution into a free-form, counterculture outpost, and finally to a tightly controlled, corporate
enterprise with two of its most popular, and controversial, shows emanating out of New York
City. . . . The fairy tale of WBCN may not have had a happy ending, but Alan tells it with the kind
of flair that does its original free-form spirit proud."-- "Boston Globe""Incredibly well researched,
deeply interviewed, and as close to being 'down the middle' as is possible for a writer who was
involved in much of the action."-- "Arts Fuse"Review“WBCN—four letters that made a big
difference to our U and our 2. . . . Without them taking risks on new music, I’m not sure the U2
story would have been the same.” (Bono)“WBCN welcomed us in those early days; so much so,
that Boston became a home away from home for the Allman Brothers Band and for me. ’BCN
was truly one of the greatest of American radio stations. I miss those guys.” (Gregg Allman)“To a
kid growing up in the suburbs of Boston, WBCN was on the front line of the culture war, with



Peter Wolf, Maxanne Sartori, J.J. Jackson, and all the rest bringing us the music that would be
the soundtrack to our cause.” (Joe Perry)“I hereby certify that Carter Alan’s cast of hippies,
freaks, madmen, admen, music fans, leftists, visionaries, new wavers, New Agers, grunge
dudes, bluesmen, and especially rock stars and the girls that love them is worthy of a sprawling
novel that now doesn’t have to be written because Carter Alan expertly brings it all to life in
Radio Free Boston.” (Stephen Davis, author of Hammer of the Gods and Walk This Way)About
the AuthorCurrently a DJ and music director at WZLX in Boston, CARTER ALAN was a DJ at
WBCN for nineteen years. He is the author of U2, Outside Is America, and Life on the
Road.Read more
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Journey through Rock in 50 Concertsby Carter AlanforewordSTEVEN TYLERImagine a time
when you could get good in a band by practicing in a basement or garage, when you could play
in local bars or clubs, and when local radio stations were actually running themselves. Real
human personalities owned the music as much as the bands that wrote it; they frequented clubs,
knew personally the pulse of local talent, and knew the goings-on of a community or city. This, in
fact, is how everyone from Willy Dixon to Elvis, the Beatles, the Beastie Boys, Run DMC, and a
little unknown band from Boston called Aerosmith got their foot in the door and proceeded to
wreak havoc and bring the house down for the next forty years.It’s all Maxanne Sartori and
WBCN’S fault. We were ruffling our feathers one night when we caught her attention at a club
called Paul’s Mall. And before you knew it, I was sitting on her lap in the studio at 5:00 a.m. on a
Sunday morning doing a cat-and-dog public service announcement. I tickled her fancy, so to
speak, into playing “Dream On” and turning the daytime jocks on to our demos, which we had
just recorded at Intermedia Studios on Newbury Street.The timing was perfect, and the rest is
history.Due to the passion of these local DJS, we were able to ignite a fire that would burn in the
hearts of millions . . .THANK YOU WBCN,StevenprefaceJust weeks after WBCN folded in
August of 2009, I got a call from Stephen Hull from University Press of New England. “Would I be
interested in writing a book telling legends and fables from the birthplace of Boston progressive
radio? My qualifications were that I’d actually been employed as a DJ and music director at
WBCN for a good chunk of its forty-one-year history (from 1979 to 1998) and that I’d already
published a couple of books. Although the idea intrigued me, the thought of militantly organizing
my writing time around an already-bulging schedule at ’BCN’S sister station WZLX did not
intrigue me. I had jousted with that stress monster before, and as Confucius or maybe Charles
Laquidara said, all work and no play leaves one a bundle of nerves and the master of nothing.



So I stonewalled, fascinated by Hull’s idea while equally fearing it, before declining. But Stephen
refused to close the door and urged me to think about it.Enter the wife here. Carrie also worked
at WBCN, as a sales secretary from 1989 until 1995 (conveniently leaving the station moments
after we tied the knot). She argued, “You know most of the people that worked there; why
shouldn’t you write it?” That was logical, but the issue remained that accepting the project would
result in no life for an extended period of time, like when you were in fifth grade and all your
friends ran past the house in a raging snowball fight, but your mom wouldn’t let you suit up and
join them until you finished that damn book report on Robinson Crusoe. Multiply that example
into a year or two of abstention. Ouch!“Well, if you don’t write it, someone else who didn’t work
there will do it . . . like that guy who wrote the Aerosmith book.”“Stephen Davis,” I replied. “He also
wrote Hammer of the Gods—the Led Zeppelin book, as well as one on Jim Morrison, Bob
Marley, Guns and Roses . . . ”“Yeah, Stephen Davis will write it. Then what?” Now, those are
fighting words because I’m a bit envious of Davis. He’s a damn good writer and, along with
Cameron Crowe, seems to have had the greatest rock and roll journalism adventures on record.
I mean, he knows the truth behind the “Mudshark” mythology! Button pushed, I replied, “Yeah,
why should he get the ’BCN story?” I found myself shouting: “He gets all the other stories! I’ll do
it!”A callback to Stephen Hull and my fate was set, for not one, or even two, but over three years.
Writing in a limited time frame from five to eight every weekday morning with as much time as
possible on the weekends, and recording and transcribing over one hundred interviews (104 to
be exact, and no, I didn’t try to do that), sent the project into serious overtime. I actually tried to
bail at one point because my health started to go downhill, but Hull gave me slack and urged me
to stay on it, albeit at a less frenetic pace. With apologies to Stephen Davis, I found myself
becoming jealous of the fact that he could exclusively write for his supper and not need to divide
his time between writing and work. It became a no-win every morning: if I was writing well, I’d be
upset that I had to put the computer away and do battle on the Mass Pike. If the writing
resembled caveman gibberish, I’d have no further time to wrestle the words into a decent
representation of the English language, and I’d hit the shower in frustration.Nevertheless,
commissioned to my task, I found myself lucky and privileged to be able to share the misery of
regimentation that all writers must endure. I also feel honored to have been one of the illustrious
staff at WBCN and part of a great radio experiment that began in 1968 and survived through
some of the most turbulent changes in all of human history. At its best, WBCN represented what
a community of believers, not preoccupied with testing the limits of personal gain, could
accomplish. At its worst, the station found itself swept out of that humble place and down the
inevitable road of capitalism, losing its innocence as it slid toward a desired stock price at the
end of the rainbow. WBCN went from Baltic Avenue to Boardwalk with hotels on it, and it wasn’t
a pretty end, but there was magic created all along that forty-one-year ride past “Go.” That’s why
this book is here: to pull out some of that magic before we all begin to forget it.WBCN became
the major force in Boston radio and, along with WRKO and WXKS (KISS 108), dominated every
other station in awareness in the market. Sure, others made that dent occasionally, WCOZ,



WEEI, WAAF, and WFNX, but they never approached the status and power of the WBCN legend
or became internationally recognized as a true phenomenon of American radio. Recognized in
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, this is the station that introduced new ideas that became fresh
trends, and then accepted dogma. The ’BCN jocks were test pilots, really, getting out there like
Chuck Yeager in a leaky X-1, beating the speed of sound and passing the how-to-do-it on to the
next generation. Underground, progressive, AOR (album-oriented rock) radio, and alternative
were format labels taped on ’BCN’S journey through the years, a swath of influence and
innovation that dated back to Lyndon Johnson’s presidency. Refined in the fires of the sixties
antiwar movement, swept into the color-splashed, pixilated eighties world of MTV, and
eventually drained of its blood in the consolidated radio industry of the new century, this is the
station that rocketed through it all. There are some stations with colorful stories, but none as
vibrant as the one you’re about to read. WBCN began as a spark on a windy day, somehow
catching into a decades-long conflagration. Eventually, that fire would eat itself, but happily, it
took a long time . . .thanksJohnny and Beth A., Bill Abbate, Katy Abel, Adam 12, Carrie Alan,
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was doing anything. Albums were outselling singles, so it seemed to me that someone ought to
be playing the music that people were buying or wanted to listen to. We cut the balls off of Top
40! RAY RIEPENTHE AMERICANREVOLUTIONJoe Rogers had a new job. It didn’t pay much,
but that wasn’t the point. This was a gig to dream about, like scoring in Vegas for a cool million or
winning a gleaming new ’68 Camaro SS in a raffle. Barely three weeks earlier, the Tufts student
had been spinning his thoughtful arrangement of folk and blues records at WTBS-FM in
Cambridge, the noncommercial station at MIT, when he’d met a most unusual figure. Filled with
energy and ideas, the dynamo of a man radiated a wild entrepreneurial spirit and confidence
that made it seem like his crazy schemes could actually work. His name was Ray Riepen, and
he came off like some older midwestern lawyer: starched and unfappable, with the bulletproof
assurance of an innocent newly arrived in the scheming Versailles of sophisticated Bostonians,
and itching to work his way into the next hand. Even at Rogers’s relatively young age, he had a
sense that the world was often unkind to people with dreams; yet, this guy glowed with foresight
and just seemed to be a heck of a lot smarter than anybody he’d ever met.So, Rogers bought
Riepen’s scheme; what did he have to lose anyway? It wasn’t like he had some big-time radio
career to worry about; the college kid at Tufts merely wanted to stay out of the army and listen to
music. Certainly not a professional disc jockey like Alan Freed or Arnie Ginsburg, he had no
desire to be some fast-talking AM radio jive ass. A natural talent on the air, Rogers loved to
blend the many artists and styles plucked from his treasured record collection for the enjoyment
of his audience. Now, barely a month later, he had gotten the phone call from Riepen about that
crazy idea they’d talked about. This was actually going to happen! Gathering up the records he
needed was a deliciously unhurried process as the DJ lingered in the moment, anticipating the
moods he would create, and the cuts, intros, and segues he would perform. Then, hefting up the
heavy crate of vinyl, Rogers headed toward Back Bay and the 171 Newbury Street studios of
WBCN-FM, the flagship station of the Boston Concert Network and bastion of classical music
programming in the Northeast. Tonight, 15 March 1968, there’d be some new sounds coming
out of the tower, judging by the records Rogers carried: We’re Only in It for the Money by Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention; some Elmore James; Boogie with Canned Heat; Papa’s Got
a Brand New Bag from James Brown; Buffalo Springfield Again; a Kweskin Jug Band disc; and
Fresh Cream from recently departed Bluesbreaker Eric Clapton and his two new
bandmates.Rogers reached 171 Newbury, went in the front door, and took the battered, old
elevator up to the third floor, relieved to put his heavy crate of records down. The doors opened
into WBCN’S cramped office space, now darkened, as it should be this late after a long
workweek. The place seemed deserted. The main air studio was up a couple levels beyond the
reach of the elevator, so he lifted his burden again and hiked up the timeworn stairs to the attic. It
was cramped up there: a main room barely twelve feet across with another production studio
and a massive classical music library all squeezed into a tiny loft. As he crested the steps he
saw some figures milling about: Riepen; a guy he recognized from the Boston Tea Party named
Don Law; fellow college radio jocks Tommy Hadges and Jack Bernstein; and his engineer buddy



Steve Magnell from Tufts. Rogers also saw the man he’d be relieving sitting at the control board.
He smiled at him nervously, but the man grinned back. Although Ron Della Chiesa had become
a veteran announcer and the program director of WBCN, he remembered the excitement of his
first show at the station eight years earlier on Christmas Day, and he knew how Rogers felt.Do
you remember the front cover of the Pink Floyd album Wish You Were Here? Two men in
business suits stood in a studio lot shaking hands—and one of them had burst into flames. This
was that kind of moment, the two DJS standing on opposite sides of a musical chasm. Chiesa
lived and breathed classical music and as a result had forged a steady upward path at the
Boston Concert Network soon after graduating from Boston University. Rogers’s musical
passions traveled elsewhere, in American blues and traditional folk; his enthusiasm embraced
such musical outsiders as the Mothers of Invention, the Fugs, and his beloved Holy Modal
Rounders. Chiesa’s smooth and debonair on-air delivery was a far cry from Rogers’s somewhat
timid approach, his college-radio experience never demanding he develop any amount of polish
or panache. But, the younger, scruffier DJ didn’t care much about his voice or style, just like he
didn’t care so much about how he dressed. Rogers preferred to speak on the radio through his
music. And so he would tonight.Although it didn’t seem like such a big deal at the time, Joe
Rogers’s first shift at WBCN became a shot heard round the world or (at least) a crate of tea
tossed into Boston Harbor. Time and hindsight would be the forces that eventually heaped great
significance on this moment. It was, as Ray Riepen surmised, the time of a new American
revolution. The rebellions in cultural, sexual, musical, artistic, intellectual, and political freedoms
that began slowly at the end of the fifties had gathered speed in the early sixties and burst into
full flower by the middle of the decade. The youth of America and free Europe, witnessing the
daily horrors and rising body counts broadcast every night in living color from Southeast Asia,
united in a bond as strong as those that had toppled totalitarian regimes in the past. All the
turbulence of a new generation unsullied by convention, heedless of authority, and joyfully
seeking answers had arrived on this night in a most unusual place: the control room of a
classical music FM radio station. Even though Ron Della Chiesa hadn’t yet turned thirty and was
quite sympathetic to the forces of change, he still represented an old guard about to be swept
away.Rogers settled into the studio chair, assuming his bluesy radio identity as “Mississippi
Harold Wilson,” and then cued up a record while waiting for Chiesa’s final selection to wind
down. It was almost 10:00 p.m. Time had begun to accelerate in the last few moments, like it
usually did before stressful and important occasions, as Mississippi felt the excitement of leaving
his ten-watt college radio world behind to sit atop a New England radio powerhouse. Mississippi
calmed himself as the classical piece ended, and he flicked on one of the turntables. To
WBCN’S loyal listeners, it was as if an alien mother ship had suddenly invaded their concert hall,
panicking the startled dowagers out of their seats and scattering programs, purses, and fox
stoles as patrons ran wildly for the exits. Hovering menacingly, Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention split the air with “Nasal Retentive Calliope Music,” a bizarre and atonal assortment of
spoken words, music, and farting sounds. Was Mississippi Harold Wilson some emissary from



another planet, come to prepare the populace for a coming invasion? Not likely. But in those first
few seconds of airtime, he provoked a change just about as jolting as an extraterrestrial takeover
(at least one that was filmed in Hollywood). This initial shock led into his next choice, the breezy
blues of Cream’s “I Feel Free.” With that first complete song, WBCN’S new chapter, “The
American Revolution,” one that would span nearly forty-one years and five months, had officially
stepped out of its mother ship.As the prophet of “The American Revolution,” Ray Riepen left a
lasting impression with anyone who worked for him at WBCN or the Boston Tea Party. “[He was]
an extremely intelligent man with a fair amount of W.C. Fields in him,” Joe Rogers recalled.
“When I met him he was living in an apartment in Cambridge with a mattress on the floor and a
stack of books almost up to the ceiling. The man had one three-piece lawyer’s suit and a couple
of shirts. That was it. In the back of his Lincoln Continental was his laundry . . . in the trunk.”
Tommy Hadges described him as “a most unlikely entrepreneur” who drove his Lincoln
“barefoot,” also saying that his first meeting with Riepen “was in his beautiful, luxury apartment,
but there wasn’t a stitch of furniture in the entire place. To sit down, there was an orange crate!
This was the guy that was going to take over a radio station?” Ten years Riepen’s junior, future
WBCN jock and program director Sam Kopper called him “our boss, forever in a pin-stripe blue
suit; that could be daunting. But, he was a hippie in spirit, [if] not in dress or look.” The “Master
Blaster,” cohost of Peter Wolf’s eventual late night WBCN radio show, added, “Ray Riepen? He
was a wild dude, man; he definitely had his own style. He had this big limo and he spent more
time hanging out in that car going somewhere than he did in his house! He conceptualized the
whole idea of the Tea Party and WBCN when people were just starting to question authority and
be free.” Truly a memorable character, Ray Riepen would shuttle in and out of Boston in barely
six years, yet his tenure indelibly altered the city’s cultural landscape, even if his name is often
overlooked today.Ray Riepen, the hippie entrepreneur. Photo by Michael .Ray Riepen was a
bright attorney who hit town from Kansas City to pursue a master’s degree at Harvard Law
School. By 1966, the seeds of the counterculture had been sown and were swiftly taking root.
Change electrified the air, especially in America’s college towns, where like-minded souls
gathered from their diverse and staid homes across the country to collaborate and conspire
freely on campus and in smoky coffeehouses, becoming part of some vast, liberal, petri dish.
Riepen swiftly caught the buzz of the changing times firsthand in Cambridge and, as a voracious
reader, soaked up the rich volumes of contemporary thought expressed by intellectuals all
around him. There were opportunities out there for those who could visualize them, and even
though he was a thirty-year-old graduate student in a scene that soon wouldn’t trust anyone over
that age, he still shared a great deal of the love-your-neighbor mentality that the hippie
movement would emulate. “I’ve never done anything in my life for money,” he explained. “I’ve
done things antithetical to maximizing my money, because I’ve [always] wanted to do the most
tasteful and innovative things.” At the beginning of 1967, after he had clumsily and quite
accidentally backed himself into a deal involving a failed South End coffeehouse on Berkeley
Street called the Moondial, Riepen’s entrepreneurial spirit managed to turn that disaster into a



launch of the city’s eventual preeminent rock club, the Boston Tea Party. It was not without
precedent. “I owned a jazz club back in Kansas City where Count Basie got started and John
Coltrane played.” (This was a measure of coolness not be lost on local jazz and R & B fanatic
Peter Wolf.)Soon the Tea Party was playing host to many of the city’s hippest young bands like
Bagatelle, the Lost, the Hallucinations (featuring Wolf), Beacon Street Union, and Ultimate
Spinach. Riepen also began attracting smaller regional and national acts like Andy Warhol’s
Velvet Underground, Country Joe & the Fish, Canned Heat, Lothar and the Hand People, and
Richie Havens. The legendary gigs that most people associate with the Tea Party—Led
Zeppelin, the Jeff Beck Group, Fleetwood Mac, and The Who—were at least two years down the
road at this point. But Riepen, as a lawyer and entrepreneur, was not all that keen on running the
place: “I don’t like to operate businesses. Once you get them and once you figure them out, it’s
not very elegant to be running them, so I hire people to run them.” Steve Nelson, a Harvard-
schooled lawyer who became disenchanted working in Washington (for NASA, no less, in the
thick of the space race with the Russians), returned to Boston and went to see the Velvet
Underground at the Tea Party to celebrate his twenty-sixth birthday. This was an extra special
celebration night for Nelson: after being drafted years earlier and using his legal skills to avoid
deployment, he had reached the magic age where Uncle Sam declassified him as eligible for
service. “It was the end of May 1967; I went to that gig and I met Ray. A couple of months later,
he said, ‘I know you went to law school, you have a business sense and you know the music
scene; would you be interested in becoming the manager of the Tea Party?’ I thought, ‘Yeah!
That was so much cooler than working for the federal government!’”So Steve Nelson went from
launching moon rockets to moonlighting, taking the day-to-day management of the Tea Party off
Riepen’s shoulders. But things were perilous at best at the Berkeley Street location, and it
seemed like Nelson’s exciting new job might actually end up being the shortest one of his life.
The Tea Party’s bookings, although cool and hip to the underground scene, produced
inconsistent results. While a pair of Country Joe & the Fish shows in August did terrific sell-out
business, many other bands played to near-empty rooms. “It was a pretty small place,” Nelson
acknowledged, “especially when you think about where the music business went after that.” In a
nightclub of this size there was little space for error. With a legal capacity of around seven
hundred patrons, the Tea Party was not the kind of spot that could turn a huge profit unless the
cover charge was jacked up, which Riepen refused to do. “I never made any money at the Tea
Party,” he said. “I was charging three dollars to get in [while] Bill Graham charged twelve, for the
same acts!”WBCN presents concerts at the Boston Tea Party, June 1968, original poster.
Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives. Photo by Matt Dolloff.Don Law, who would eventually
replace Steve Nelson as general manager of the Tea Party and go on to become Boston’s most
successful rock impresario, met Ray Riepen at Boston University (BU) where he was a student,
as well as an instructor who conducted an educational workshop entitled “Evolution of the
Blues.” Law’s early music education came from his quite famous father, Don Sr., who worked as
a talent scout and producer for Brunswick and then Columbia Records, plying the American



South for talent, which included the iconic Robert Johnson, Memphis Minnie, and even Gene
Autry. Through his father, Don Jr. had developed some hefty connections on his own. He brought
in blues artists to play and speak at his BU workshops, including the already-legendary Muddy
Waters and his outstanding piano player Otis Spann. “[The workshop] got a lot of attention; the
New York Times covered it,” Law mentioned, “and that’s how I met Riepen. At the time, he was
struggling with the Tea Party; it was sort of hit or miss.” The pair shared their backgrounds, and
Law filled Riepen in on his recent successes as a young player in the music business. “I
considered myself somewhat of an authority because I had worked as a college [booking] agent
and had gotten Barry and the Remains their recording contract with Epic.” Not only that, Law had
also helped the Boston band land a spot on the road as an opening act for the Beatles. Riepen
was impressed, quickly inducting Don Law into the Tea Party’s inner circle. “It’s been written that
I was a lot smarter than I think I was,” Law revealed, “or more Machiavellian. But the truth is that
we were just kids who wanted to be in the music business. There wasn’t any money in live
entertainment anyway; it was all sort of a small business; we were doing it because we thought it
was fun. Here it was: 1967 and ’68, we really didn’t have that much pressure; we were [just]
having a blast. [But] then, the Earth moved!”In the Tea Party’s daily business conundrum,
accounts receivable often didn’t cover accounts payable, but the inner circle let it ride, counting
on the next night’s gate receipts to save the day. However, even as 1968 arrived with more
consistent bookings, the profits were never outstanding. Plus, as Don Law remembered, his
boss could be a financial problem himself: “Every time I’d get myself in a good position and start
making money, [because] you had to have some around to make guarantees [with bands and
their agents] and pay out bills, [Riepen] would just come in and take it all out to fund whatever
else he was doing. I was always going, ‘Oh no! I’m down to zero again!’ I was always playing this
game trying to keep the place afloat, [acting] as if I had resources . . . and I didn’t!” Riepen’s
personal life also bordered on the dramatic, as Law recalled with a smile: “He was a really sweet
guy, but he was just so difficult. I’d get a call at three in the morning . . . it was him: ‘I’m over here
in Belmont and I’m in jail and I don’t have a license. Can you get me out of here?’ He didn’t have
a license, and he would always drive without one. He had a Porsche one time and he was
visiting some girlfriend on the Hill, then someone stole his Porsche. He said, ‘Aw, fuck it,’ went
down the Hill and just bought himself a Volkswagen!”Ray Riepen asserted that he didn’t make
any money off the Tea Party, but that’s only true depending on how you do the math. To his
credit, he kept the ticket prices low, insanely cheap by today’s standards, and the hippies who
were around then will always tell fond memories about how they saw Led Zeppelin or The Who
for less than five bucks. Even so, Riepen did make money off the club, but he just spent it as
quickly as he made it. Some of those expenditures, like financing his impending venture at
WBCN and eventual stake in the Cambridge Phoenix newspaper, were clever and considered
business endeavors. Others were more impulsive, as Don Law explained: “By 1969, 1970, there
was this ‘Free the Music’ thing [in which] people thought there shouldn’t be any charges for
music. There was a lot of this, so we always tried to be sensitive about it and keep the prices



down. Riepen took it upon himself to buy a Mercedes 600 limo! It was as ugly and corporate as
you could get: a long black box that the only other people in the world used was the Secretary-
General of the U.S. or the Pope. He’d pull up in this massive limousine at the Tea Party; I’d be out
there trying to run things, and people are shouting, ‘Free the music! Free the music!’ He’d get out
in his three-piece suit and stand there on the curb. I’d just go: ‘Damnit!’ And you know, if you
looked in that limo, you’d notice that it was stacked with books. He would spend half his life in
this thing in the back seat; it was really his apartment of sorts.”As a well-read intellectual, Ray
Riepen noticed some recent developments in radio on the West Coast. In San Francisco,
“underground radio” had made its debut on the FM band with a reasonable level of success. The
idea began percolating in his head that the same could be accomplished in a place like Boston,
with its profusion of freethinkers at the area’s multitude of colleges and universities. “There were
84,000 students here and they were all starting to smoke dope,” Riepen asserted. “They were
obviously hipper than the assholes running broadcasting in America.” He knew that a significant
audience was hearing the music they desired every night at the Tea Party, but they were not
hearing that music on the radio. Up to that point, Boston was ruled by the format that had been
dominant in America for over a decade: Top 40, with its tight playlist and hyperactive teams of
shouting DJS to introduce the songs. The recipe of this winning formula was based on repetition.
Since listeners remained locked on a radio station for discrete periods in the day based on their
own personal schedules and preferences, it was important that while tuned in, those listeners
heard the songs they absolutely loved. Relentlessly rotated on the air, that list of “40” selections
ensured that the most popular songs would be heard by the highest-sized audience possible. A
station programmed successfully in this manner could generate huge numbers of listeners
throughout semiannual ratings periods and, as a result, demonstrate to potential clients that it
was the one to purchase advertising on, then command top dollar for every commercial
sold.The Boston Tea Party schedule, May/June 1969. Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives.
Photo of schedule by Matt Dolloff.Top 40 radio stations in the sixties weren’t just marked by their
choice of music; there was also a style or aesthetic behind the sounds of those frequencies.
Program directors encouraged their DJS to shout with abandon into the microphone, modulate
their voices up and down in exaggerated or phony exuberance, and deliver high-powered raps
with machine-gun velocity. Most of what an announcer needed to say in a break between two
songs could be accomplished by talking over the fading music of the first and the instrumental
introduction to the second, before the singer’s voice kicked in. Radio station engineers wired up
echo devices so that DJS could project their voices with the booming, amplified voice of God (or
at least Charlton Heston as Moses). Inane collections of sound effects, bursts of fast-paced
phrases, and clips of words snipped from comedy records were produced into short station IDS
(call letters plus city of origin) to link up songs and constantly remind listeners what radio station
they were listening to. DJS had their own theme music, jingles, and personalized breakers to
instantly convey their identity to the audience. “Cousin Brucie” (Bruce Morrow) at WABC in New
York City assembled a brief, instantly recognizable montage of voices yelling out his name, while



closer to home at Boston’s WMEX-AM, celebrated announcer Arnie “Woo-Woo” Ginsburg
earned his nickname by punctuating on-air raps with blasts from a train whistle.As Lulu’s “To Sir
With Love,” “The Letter” by the Boxtops, “Windy” from the Association, Bobby Gentry’s spooky
“Ode to Billie Joe,” and “Groovin’” from the Rascals became the biggest AM radio hits of 1967,
immense changes were afoot in the youth culture and, eventually, in the media that served it.
Just as the Beatles had quickly outgrown playing neat two-and-a-half-minute pop masterpieces
by absorbing fresh influences and exploring new adventures, fans began searching for more as
well. Young, unsullied minds lay open to innovative approaches in art, music, spirituality, lifestyle,
health, sex, and politics. The sixties became the stage upon which these great changes
occurred, revolutions approaching and flying by like road signs on a highway. The specter of the
Vietnam War haunted the country, uniting America’s teenagers and propelling them forward with
urgency. Why would an eighteen-year-old seeker wait to experience an LSD trip or pass up a
weekend retreat with some Indian guru, when he knew that the following week he might be
plucked by his draft board and sent off to dodge shrapnel in Da Nang. This great injustice,
visited upon the youth by political leaders seemingly ensconced on Mount Olympus, was an
accelerant poured on the fire of the times.Encyclopedia Britannica summarized this turbulent
time in American history: “The 1960s were marked by the greatest changes in morals and
manners since the 1920s. Young people, college students in particular, rebelled against what
they viewed as the repressed, conformist society of their parents. A ‘counterculture’ sprang up
that legitimized radical standards of taste and behavior in the arts as well as in life.” A potent
antiwar movement poured out of the American campuses and took to the streets. Swiftly rising
opposition to the U.S. Air Force bombing of North Vietnam brought a hundred thousand
demonstrators into New York City in April 1967, and an October march on the Pentagon drew
almost the same number. The black population, still largely unable to claim the rights won during
the Civil War a hundred years earlier and guaranteed under the Constitution, had waited long
enough. Simmering anger boiled over into violent action, as evidenced by race riots in dozens of
American cities, particularly Watts in L.A. and other revolts in Newark and Detroit. In the latter,
rampant looting and one thousand fires destroyed almost seven hundred buildings in less than a
week. The nonviolent civil rights movement, led by Martin Luther King Jr., encountered stiff
resistance at every turn but steadily grew, its ranks swelled by sympathetic supporters in the
antiwar movement. Many young protestors also rejected the capitalist stance of their parents,
instead taking it one day at a time to explore alternative lifestyles. The recreational use of
marijuana and LSD soared while drug-culture gurus like Timothy Leary urged his followers to
“turn on, tune in, and drop out.”It’s no mystery, then, that music and the radio stations that played
it were due for a rocket ride of their own. History points a big finger at the Beatles’ June 1967
release of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band as the flash point. There were others, and
some came before, but the Beatles had the attention of the world as pop music’s number 1
spokesmen, so the group’s latest work was greeted with far more attention than any other. Paul
Evans, writing in the Rolling Stone Album Guide, lauded Sgt. Pepper’s as no less than “the most



astonishing single record of popular music ever released.” Never before had a band with this
magnitude made such a bold artistic statement, shrugging off its monochrome past and
embracing a fresh Technicolor one. The group realized this, evidenced by the cover photo
featuring the waxen Fab Four replicas in charcoal-grey suits standing solemnly at their own
funeral, in front of the “new” John, Paul, George, and Ringo in colorful marching-band outfits.
The Beatles didn’t necessarily need the promotion of a hit song, so the band chose not to
release any singles from Sgt. Pepper’s, instead presenting the twelve-inch vinyl record as a
whole piece not unlike a complete classical work of old. Top 40 DJS who didn’t want to be left
out of the newest Beatles project blew the dust off their turntable speed levers and moved them
(maybe for the first time) from 45 rpm down to 33, and then started playing songs of the album.
Sgt. Pepper’s became the largest-selling album in America from July into October 1967,
ushering in an era of sophistication in popular music that hadn’t existed much before. Now, many
listeners began grooving to complete albums rather than stacking up a pile of three-minute
singles on their record player.Tom Donahue, a successful West Coast Top 40 disc jockey and
businessman, had read the same tea leaves as Riepen, but his vision came a year earlier. He
proposed a radio show embracing some revolutionary elements: mixing album tracks, creating
long sets of music drawn from many genres of music, speaking conversationally, and avoiding
the wisecracking gimmicks of Top 40 delivery. He unveiled his ideas to the management at
KMPX-FM in San Francisco, which featured ethnic programming at the time. Facing financial
challenges, the owners decided they had nothing to lose and allowed Donahue to experiment
with a free-form evening show based on folk, blues, and rock music. The new approach became
an immediate sensation, especially amongst Bay Area students, and within a few months KMPX
adopted the revolutionary format full time. Since that complete changeover occurred on 6
August 1967, Tom Donahue is credited with having started the very first “underground radio”
station in America. Soon, the owners called on Donahue to repeat his success by extending the
same type of programming to KMPX’S sister station in the Los Angeles area, KPPC-FM in
Pasadena, which had previously been broadcasting classical music out of a church basement to
no great financial reward. With underground radio visualized and the prototypes already flying on
the West Coast, why couldn’t the same also work in Boston?Riepen considered the FM radio
band as virgin territory for his experiment and attended a 1967 FM broadcasting conclave in
Washington, D.C., to share his views and garner feedback. The reaction, however, was
universally negative, even condescending. “I told them what I wanted to do and they asked,
‘What’s your background?’ I said ‘I’m an attorney, I’ve got a business degree; I’m in the concert
business.’ They said, ‘Well, you better go back and practice law because you’re the dumbest son
of a bitch we’ve ever heard of! You can’t have breaks with no talk-overs and no jingles . . . or [the
DJS] using conversational tones and playing eight to ten minute [musical] pieces!” Ridiculed at
the gathering, he assumed an “I’ll show you!” attitude and forged on even more intently. With
Steve Nelson and then Don Law taking care of the Tea Party, Riepen began examining Boston’s
FM band in great detail for a likely spot to base his experiment.Riepen’s research led him to



104.1, WBCN-FM, a struggling classical music station that had sparked up its transmitter nearly
ten years earlier on April 24, 1958. The owner and president, Theodore Mitchell Hastings,
possessed a colorful and distinguished past as one of the very pioneers of FM radio. With a
genius-level intellect, the man could easily grasp technical concepts that most found
impenetrable; he was a true eccentric, with an almost childlike view of science, who commanded
a great deal of respect from the engineering community. Like Ray Riepen, Mitch Hastings went
to Harvard, graduating in 1933, and then formed an electronic research lab named General
Communications, which performed extensive work in sonar and signaling technology for the
navy during World War II. By 1951, he had become fascinated with the commercial possibilities
of the still largely untouched FM radio band, with its low interference and static, as well as stereo
feasibility. At the time, there were less than two dozen FM programmers in the entire country,
with growth in new frontier virtually nonexistent. Hastings recognized that the newer radio band
had to be readily accessible to the masses before its technology could expand on a grand scale.
The key, he felt, was to create an FM radio for the car, which he developed with Raytheon
engineer Ed Brooks and marketed to listeners on the handful of FM stations around the country.
Hastings became somewhat famous for this, and after a few further developments and
inventions (including a pocket FM transistor radio) he decided to jump into the world of radio
station ownership himself.Pouring his own funds into the project and obtaining additional money
from several financial backers, Hastings formed the General Broadcasting Corporation, later to
be known as Concert Network Inc. The company expanded rapidly, acquiring a handful of
powerful FM radio stations up and down the East Coast. According to Ron Della Chiesa, “His
dream was to create a network of stations that would program classical music all over the
country on FM. Up to that point, classical music was on AM; you couldn’t get the full frequency of
it. [But] when FM came in, it was like a third dimension; you really got the depth and sound.”
Hastings acquired and then changed the call letters of each station, putting a “CN” in each to
designate Concert Network. “So, beginning his dream were these stations: WNCN in New York
City, WHCN in Hartford, WXCN in Providence and [for a time] he had one on Mount Washington,
WMTW.” Added to this list was an additional property in Riverside, Long Island, renamed WRCN
and, of course, WBCN in Boston.Mitch Hastings struggled to keep classical music WBCN afloat.
Photo by Sam Kopper.WBCN began broadcasting classical music on T. Mitchell Hastings’s
birthday in 1958; and so his dream took flight. The idea was, as Hastings told Alan Wolmark
twenty years later in Record World Magazine, “to go forward and develop FM broadcasting into
the great public service it should be.” Hastings organized his network of stations into what he
termed the “Golden Chain.” In effect, he could nearly pull off systemwide live broadcasts of the
Boston Symphony and other classical programming by originating the transmissions on WBCN,
which would then be picked up by high-gain antennas at ’XCN in Providence and rebroadcast to
its own audience. In turn, that transmission would be relayed further down the chain to the
stations in Long Island, Hartford, and New York. Although Boston was the originator in most
cases, programs could also be sent back up the network in the reverse direction. In an age



before satellites blanketed the skies and routinely linked broadcast stations around the globe, T.
Mitchell Hastings was able to bypass the high costs of using phone lines to achieve this same
purpose.T. Mitchell Hastings possessed another side to his personality, quirks and oddities that
often challenged those around him. “[He] was a whack job, and I don’t mean that meanly; but he
was just a very strange guy,” future WBCN program director Sam Kopper pointed out. “In
addition to his sort of visionary eccentricities, he was a religious and spiritual seeker.” Not
secretive about his beliefs in the supernatural, spiritual, and paranormal realms, Hastings and
his wife Margot were regular acquaintances of Edgar Cayce, perhaps the most famous
clairvoyant of the time. The couple sat with the seer on a number of occasions to seek advice
and gain glimpses into a future that Cayce would reveal during his legendary and well-
documented trances. Some of these predictions formed the basis of Hastings’s critical business
decisions. “[He] was a wildly eccentric guy,” Chiesa agreed; “he believed in Atlantis, Cayce and
mystics. [Hastings] lived in another world; he could have been an extra-terrestrial. But, he also
believed in the power of classical music to awaken the spirit and the mind. He was a purist; there
was a depth to what he wanted.”Ray Riepen, who would soon lobby to introduce rock music to
WBCN, understood that Hastings was deeply committed to programming his personal love of
classical music on the station. But he could also see the weaknesses in the owner’s thinking that
jeopardized what he had built. “[Hastings] was a visionary guy in early FM who had put this little
network together,” Riepen said, “but he was not a businessman; nor was he anybody of any taste
or discernment.” In his own role as a program director and classical music expert, Chiesa had to
agree that even though Hastings clearly loved the music, his tastes were quite finite. “He knew
what he liked, [but] he didn’t really know that much about classical music. He would call the
station occasionally and yell, ‘Get that off the air! I’m not enjoying that’; and it would be in the
middle of something great like ‘Scheherazade’ or even Beethoven. He could call and disrupt the
whole flow of what you were doing, and you had to pacify him by saying that you would do it,
whether you did or not.”Personal peculiarities aside, Hastings was still quite a man to respect,
but his innovations and his achievements could only take him so far. It soon became obvious that
the classical music he loved so dearly would not generate the amount of advertiser interest
needed to keep his stations thriving, or even financially afloat. Chiesa remembered, “There were
times where we didn’t get paid for three or four weeks.” The bill for the UPI (United Press
International) newswire service went overdue for so long that the company sent workers to
disconnect the teletype machine and haul it away. This did not end news reporting on WBCN,
though: “Hastings told us, ‘Just read from the newspaper’; so that’s what we did. He also had
problems with his rent [at 171 Newbury Street]. The building was owned by an old architect
named Edward T. P. Graham, who was becoming quite feeble and would just sit around in the
office below the studio with an elderly secretary. I heard T. Mitchell talking to the secretary once
when he was several weeks behind in rent, saying that he’d like to do a memorial program for Mr.
Graham when he passed away. So, he was willing to trade air time for rent!” Plus, he had
proposed the deal for a sponsored radio eulogy before the subject had even died! Sometimes



Hastings took the elevator down to the street and personally canvassed the crowds passing by
on the sidewalk, looking for people who would donate money to the station. Time and time
again, though, classical music lovers or friends of Hastings would arrive in the nick of time, like
the 7th Cavalry, to put up fresh funds to cover the bills.As Hastings’s financial woes deepened,
he became increasingly desperate and open to almost any new possibilities for cash flow. In the
early sixties, radio programmer Marlin Taylor had developed a winning format called beautiful
music or easy listening. Taking advantage of the advanced fidelity available on the FM band,
Taylor blended innocuous vocal songs with light orchestral hits to produce an inconspicuous mix
for background listening. By 1966, after observing the success of several stations with this new
format, Hastings contacted Taylor. Soon the sounds of Montavani, 101 Strings, Johnny Mathis,
and the Ray Coniff Singers wafted with saccharine sweetness out of WBCN’S transmitter.
“There was a period of several months where that’s all that we played,” Chiesa recalled. “Mitch
liked beautiful music probably more than classical, because it was so bland and more
accessible to him. But it didn’t work; the format petered out and we went back to the classical.”
Chiesa also revealed that the first song played in the new format was “The Ballad of the Green
Berets” by SSgt. Barry Sadler. Considering what WBCN would eventually become, the presence
of beautiful music and particularly this song, a promilitary and Vietnam War anthem that went to
number 1 in America and stayed there for five weeks in 1966, remains remarkably ironic.Ron
Della Chiesa, WBCN’S classical music impresario (from 1987). Photo by Dan Beach.The
“Golden Chain” that Hastings had worked so hard to forge began to fall apart: WRCN-FM on
Long Island was sold, WXCN-FM in Providence cut loose in October 1963, and WNCN-FM in
New York unloaded the following year. The network had been whittled down to just WHCN-FM
Hartford and WBCN itself, and Hastings was on the brink of losing even these. Ray Riepen
observed, “[WBCN] was in Chapter 11 bankruptcy; they were not making their payments and it
was going to go down.” Frantic, the board of directors granted Riepen an audience to present his
views about the merits of a free-form, rock music format. Joe Rogers related, “Ray went to them
and said, ‘You have absolutely no income whatsoever during the overnight hours. I can provide
you with actual listeners who might, in turn, generate sponsors who, in turn, could bring revenue
to your station. Face it, you have nothing to lose.’” Don Law added, “Mitch Hastings was such a
classical music lover and saw FM as the salvation for that music.” He shook his head and
marveled: “Riepen actually talked him into changing his format.” It wasn’t easy, though, as
Riepen picks up the story: “Mitch Hastings was appalled at this thing and fought it all the way.
The board, though, were businessmen; they were old friends of his that were trying to save him.
The classical music was continuing to flounder and they understood the deal. They were so
desperate, they gave me [the time slot] after midnight.” Actually it was 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m.
and strictly on a trial basis, but it was a shot. Ray Riepen congratulated himself, got on the
phone, and gave the go signal to Joe Rogers.There was an immense freedom; you were defined
by your personality and your musical tastes. That was very intoxicating and exhilarating for
everyone involved because you realized you were part of something incredibly new. PETER



WOLFA RADIOCOMMUNERay Riepen gathered his recruits for the new WBCN air staff, but, in
a surprising move, avoided chasing after professional disc jockeys. “I didn’t want people who
were in radio trying to figure out what we ought to do, because they couldn’t. They were
swimming in the sea of a Top 40 world; all over-hyped and screaming. As far as [producing]
something tasteful or smart, they didn’t have that kind of vision.” Joe Rogers marveled at the
idea: “He could have staffed the station with real announcers, but he stuck with rank amateurs
because that’s how he saw it. In the end I guess it was the right decision, but it was a peculiar
thing to do at the time.” The place where Riepen could find the type of people he wanted, in an
environment that embraced freethinking and was uncluttered by format and focused on the
music, was on the Boston area’s many student-run radio stations. With Top 40 dominating the
AM band and classical programming holding down the FM side, college radio was the place
where the sounds of the burgeoning folk and blues revival and growing rock revolution could be
heard.“When Ray originally decided to start a radio station, he went to the MIT and Harvard
stations: WTBS and WHRB, to find people who would be willing to do this sort of alternative [he
envisioned], and that was the core that started [WBCN],” Tommy Hadges pointed out. Both
Hadges and Rogers were Tufts University students but had found their way onto WTBS. Riepen
checked them out as well as several other jocks at the station including Jack Bernstein, plus
Steve Magnell at Tufts and Tom Gamache on Boston University’s WBUR. He passed on
Gamache but approached the others and set up a meeting at his nearly unfurnished Cambridge
apartment to present his plan to them. After floating the idea around the room and receiving
assurances from the jocks that they were certainly interested, not much else was discussed.
Even later, when Riepen had confirmed that WBCN was giving the jocks a shot, there was
virtually no planning or guidance from their mentor. Rogers elaborated, “No serious preparation.
We knew there was a date coming up and whatever that was [in his best Riepen imitation], ‘Be
ready and go do your god-damned radio show! Don’t fuck it up!’ There was no discussion of the
format; it was, ‘Just do what you’ve been doing on these college stations, but do it better!’”
Riepen added, “They didn’t have the concept that I had, but once we set the parameters, I didn’t
restrict them. I wasn’t going to program the station; the idea of it was to be free-form and
spontaneous.”It was only three weeks after their initial meeting that Rogers got the call to get
down to 171 Newbury, but in that time Riepen had also pitched his idea to a familiar face at the
Tea Party. “Peter Wolf sang in a group called the Hallucinations, who were mostly guys from the
Museum Art School; I used to book them from time to time. Peter Wolf was kind of a star; he had
the moves. He was a smart guy and very together in certain ways.” Showmanship, a keen ear for
what the people wanted, and an encyclopedic knowledge of R & B and blues combined to make
this gifted neophyte an excellent candidate for some musical vocation, in spite of his chosen
field of study. As Wolf put it in the 2003 essay compilation Martin Scorsese Presents the Blues, “I
was a student looking to become a painter somewhat in the German Expressionist manner. But
then I was sidetracked by the blues.” Born and raised in New York City, Wolf’s entire life was
surrounded by the arts: learning the basics of drawing, filling canvas after canvas, and then



seeing jazz greats like John Coltrane and Miles Davis in the Village and soul giants James
Brown and Ray Charles at the legendary Apollo. Upon arriving in Boston on his thumb, Wolf
pursued his love of music with a passion, settling in Cambridge just a stone’s throw from Club
47, the most important early sixties terminus for local and touring folk artists in New England.
Soon the singing novice and harmonica trainee became a regular at Club 47 and Boston’s Jazz
Workshop, meeting and jamming with A-list favorites like Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker,
Howlin’ Wolf, and James Cotton. Peter Wolf’s apartment morphed into a haven of sorts for bands
playing Club 47. Waters and his band became regular visitors, relaxing, playing cards, and
cooking dinners before and after their sets while their scrawny host built some solid friendships
and soaked it all in.Wolf threw his musical passions into the Hallucinations and began to perform
on a steady basis around the area, finding a regular home at the Tea Party in early 1967. The
word started getting around about the skinny kid who always dressed in black and sang like he
grew up on the south side of Chicago. Riepen saw not only a talented lead singer for a band
here, but one who could equally mesmerize on the radio. He piqued Wolf’s interest with his plan
for WBCN. “[Riepen] was in my apartment one day and he was all full of steam and pumped up,
telling me about this business venture he was getting into,” remembered Wolf. “He was going to
take over this radio station, but he could only come in slowly by doing the evening [shifts], and if I
had ten thousand dollars I could partner with him.‘Ten thousand dollars? Ray, I don’t have ten
dollars.’‘Well listen, you’ve got ten thousand records! How about [being] a DJ and helping me get
together a staff and build up a library?’ And I loved radio; when I was growing up, it was so
important to my knowledge of music. The idea of doing a radio show was exciting.”“He had a
beautiful understanding of what to do with the radio,” Joe Rogers said of Wolf. “He understood
something about show business and how to grab people’s attention, then what to do with them
once you had them.” Charles Daniels, the “Master Blaster,” added, “We used to hang out in
[Harvard] Square and spent a lot of time at Peter’s place because that’s where it all seemed to
happen; it was like a big family. He always had the best records.”Rogers would be first, stepping
across the threshold at 10:00 p.m. and into a new world not unlike Neil Armstrong’s small step a
little more than a year later. Wolf would then arrive for the overnight shift, often, as demonstrated
in future months, literally out of breath after rushing over from a gig. Indeed, it happened the very
night he made his WBCN debut; the Hallucinations performed at the Boston Tea Party with the
Beacon Street Union. WBCN would eventually broadcast from a back room at that dancehall,
and many have speculated that it was a simple matter on 15 March 1968 for Wolf to run offstage,
towel himself dry, and jump in behind the turntables. But Rogers is quick to refute this. “Many
people think that the first [radio] show was at the Tea Party; I’ve given up trying to correct them.
We began where the proper studios were located: 171 Newbury Street.”“He’s absolutely correct,”
Tommy Hadges concurred. “I remember [Joe’s] hand shaking so much I might have been the
one running the turntable!”Don Law also confirmed that the debut occurred in the WBCN studio
on Newbury Street. “The very first time the needle dropped on that first record, I remember being
in the next room with Riepen, [who was] popping pills and drinking champagne, looking through



the glass. Riepen was readably nervous as the calls and the complaints started coming in.”
Although WBCN’S previous format had not kept the station in the black, the few classical music
listeners who were tuned in at that late hour erupted with dismay, lighting up the phone lines in
disbelief. But calls of support from a new audience were just as vocal and would increase
dramatically over the next few weeks. “God bless Peter Wolf for many things,” Rogers stated,
“but among them, he was the only one who had the presence of mind to instruct listeners that it
would be a good idea to send in letters and postcards if they liked what they heard. An awful lot
came in too; I saw some 30-gallon barrels of letters. It made a significant impression on the
people [in the office] downstairs.” This was important since, as Rogers added, “There were
objections to us; we weren’t entirely welcome at 171 Newbury Street. We weren’t . . . uh . . . what
they were used to at a classical radio station.”“They were from the Nixon conservative era; but
the [new] staff was anti-Vietnam, progressive left-wing,” Wolf recalled. “Sandra [Newsom] was
this woman that ran the old ’BCN office, sort of like a gal Friday: did all the billing and booking
and stuff. She had this huge poster of Barry Goldwater on the wall. Goldwater was Attila the Hun
to us! She couldn’t stand these dirty hippies; didn’t want them in the office, even though they
were creating this thing.”Peter Wolf in 1968. “He had a beautiful understanding of what to do with
the radio.” Photo by Charles Daniels.“I guess they were afraid we were on acid all the time and
we’d steal the records or something,” Riepen chuckled.Wolf didn’t just arrive at the station with a
box or two of R & B records to play; he arrived with a plan. He had a theme song to start the
show: “Mosaic” by Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, over which he’d rap introductions for a
cast of characters, both real and imagined. He came with an entourage, including neighbor and
friend Charles Daniels, who was becoming a celebrity as the Tea Party’s house emcee. Daniels
recalled, “The radio was just a reflection of what we were doing at that time. I’d talk about the Tea
Party, who I’d hung out with, or if I was wearing some funky new underwear. I’d take my pants off
[in the studio] and say, ‘check this out!’” Daniels evolved into a sort of cohost: an Ed McMahon to
Wolf’s Johnny Carson. “I started calling him the ‘Woofa-Goofa’ and he started calling me ‘The
Master Blaster.’ We’d joke back and forth, than jump right into a song,” Daniels explained. “It
wasn’t comedy radio, but a lot of slapstick and jiving, with really, really good music.” One of their
favorite bits was an old slice of black folklore called “doing the dozens,” as represented by “Say
Man,” one of Wolf’s favorite songs by blues great Bo Diddley. The two would launch into a
lengthy and friendly rant based on the “your baby is so ugly” motif that Diddley and colead singer
Jerome Green jived over on their 1958 Chess single. Wolf and Master Blaster volleyed, piling on
the insults until one or the other, both usually, collapsed in laughter. “It was very funny,” Rogers
laughed. “I was into blues, but R & B was [Wolf’s] specialty. It was new material to me, and I’d
say, 98% of our listeners, who would have heard nothing like it.”“My show was an enigma.
Because of my relationship with Ray, I was given carte blanche,” Wolf explained. “I brought all my
records and 45’s in; I’d program Billy Stewart, lots of blues, R & B, rock and roll, Van Morrison,
deep Bob Dylan tracks, Tim Hardin and a lot of singer/songwriters like Jesse Winchester. I’d play
things that were not in the main vein of what ’BCN was going after, which was Country Joe and



the Fish, Jethro Tull and the new music that was coming out.” In his husky growl, he’d grant
blessings on the “stacks of wax,” “mounds of sound,” and the “platters that matter.” But Wolf still
had to learn the basics of radio, as he related:I got a call one night from Ron Della Chiesa. In his
great, great voice, he said, “Hey man, what’s wrong with you? Where’s the ID?”And I went,
“What?”“The ID!”“What’s that?”“The station identification!”“Well, what’s that?”“Don’t you know
you’ve got to give an ID every half hour and hour?”“Oh!” So, then I said “WBCN” on the air when I
was supposed to. He called back and said, “No, no! You’ve got to name the city too; you have to
say the whole thing: WBCN, Boston!” [Wolf laughed.] So, you know, he taught me to do that!
Within a week of his first show on ’BCN, Peter Wolf ran into Jim Parry, a Princeton graduate and
self-professed “unregenerate folkie” who had made his way north to the folk music Mecca of
Harvard Square. “I was working at Club 47 and I knew Wolf from the music scene,” Parry
remembered. “He said, ‘I’m doing this show at this new station,’ which I had vaguely heard
about, ‘but I’ve never engineered before and I have no idea how to do that.’ I said, ‘Oh, gee, I did
that when I was in school. I’ll do it for you.’” So, as simply as that, Parry joined the cast of
characters, manning the controls, pushing the buttons, and cueing up records for his new boss.
“[Wolf] was always a total music-head; he had a shit-load of very esoteric records.” As dawn
closed in and began to dissipate the nocturnal spell that Wolf had cast during the wee hours, he
would launch into a closing rap in which he thanked his cohorts and bid adieu to another long
night. “Jim Parry—looking so merry” would get his nod as well as “Master Blaster” and “the Kid
from Alabama keeping it all hid” (who was Ed Hood, a friend from the Square who studied at
Harvard and had been the star of Andy Warhol’s 1965 film My Hustler). Wolf would also mention
the station engineer he dubbed “Sassy John Ten-Thumbs.” Jim Parry explained, “He was an MIT
dropout and sort of lived in the back room of the Newbury Street studio. There were cubicles
back there and he walled off this area with science-fiction books. He was essentially homeless
and lived there for about a year.”Also working the board for Wolf on occasion was Al Perry, who
had been at WBCN for six months at that point. “Ron Della Chiesa actually hired me when [the
station] was still classical. I swept floors; then I got my FCC license and did a little news and
weather at the top of the hour. When Ray Riepen came in, I started selling [the station].” This
meant that he was working the streets for the sales department by day and jamming on the air
most of the night. “T. Mitchell Hastings had actually built a shower and a bathroom downstairs
with a roll-out couch,” Perry recalled. “I’d get off at six in the morning, sleep for a while, shower
and shave, go to a sales meeting at 8:30, then hit the road. So, yeah, I was pretty tired. Wolf
would yell at me because I’d fall asleep and the record would be spinning around . . . ‘Wake up,
you sonuvabitch!’”“I’d come in and Al would be lying there on the floor,” Jim Parry laughed. “He
slept with his eyes half open for some reason, so we were never sure if he was asleep or awake.”
Master Blaster added, “If I like you, at some point I’m going to give you a name; that’s just how I
am. So, I started calling [him] Crazy Al, because he was always doing something at the station;
he never got to go home!”Shortly after the initial shows at the Newbury Street studio, the
broadcasts from Riepen’s nightclub, the Boston Tea Party, began. “Ray spent the money for a



Sparta [control board] and that was put over at the club,” Rogers explained. “Then it became
normal for us to broadcast from there on weekends.”“I got the board for two or three hundred
dollars and put it in the dressing room, and of course, it didn’t hurt us if we could talk to people
like The Who, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Beck, or Rod Stewart between sets!”“There wasn’t really a
backstage dressing room,” Tea Party general manager Steve Nelson explained about the layout
of the club. “It was originally built as a church, so there was only this one little room, almost like a
ready room, where you could go and sit, then jump up on stage. But the big room off of my office
on the other side of the building we called the ‘back room’; that was a hangout space and
dressing room. Bands would walk right from that room, through the crowd, to the stage, and vice
versa. There wasn’t really any privacy; if you were in that room, then you got to hang out with the
band.”“I remember music coming through the door while we were on the air,” Jim Parry recalled.
“Soundproofing? What’s that?”“We’d put a blanket over our heads so we couldn’t hear the
concert through the microphone when we were trying to talk!” Wolf added. Jim Parry also
shivered at the memory of the Tea Party, because after the concerts were over, the staff would
clean up the mess, flick off the heat, and leave. “The place was locked down after hours. It was
still, basically, winter. [Wolf] was doing all night, and it was cold as hell! I was in a pea coat and
gloves, and he was wearing some kind of winter coat for about the first month. He periodically
put on a long cut, and we’d break into the ballroom and steal sodas from the concession stand
there. He practiced screaming on the stage, [doing] his Howlin’ Wolf imitation.”Ray Riepen’s
strategy was dependent on showing Mitch Hastings and WBCN’S board of directors some
significant sales progress during the experimental hours of free-form rock. “I told [the sales
department], ‘Listen, we don’t have any [ratings] numbers. I don’t want you to go into the big
agencies and talk to these guys that want to see our numbers. I want you to go into small stores
and sell them. I want you to bring in money . . . five dollars at a time.” But, word-of-mouth
awareness of Boston’s latest radio format spread at an astonishing pace. When Al Perry and his
colleagues hit the streets, they found their potential customers already well aware of what was
going on at 104.1. “Back in those days,” Perry related, “the head shops pretty much stretched
from Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street in Boston to Cambridge. Typically, you’d go in
and say, ‘I’d like to talk about radio; I work for WBCN.’“Jim Parry, looking so merry.” Photo by Dan
Beach.‘You do? Who are you?’‘Al Perry.’‘Al Perry? I was getting laid last night listening to you!’
Then they’d start signing up.”Soon the money began trickling in as the sales team mined their
fresh vein of paisley- and Nehru-clad clients. These new buyers actually preferred the late night
commercials being sold during “The American Revolution,” since most of their customers
followed a far more nocturnal lifestyle than the nine to five workers that Mitch Hastings’s team
had pursued. Sam Kopper, newly returned to Boston after graduating from Syracuse University,
briefly took a job selling for Riepen alongside Al Perry and longtime veteran Jack Kearney, who
had also been at BCN during the classical days. “Selling [time on] the station was not hard,”
Kopper revealed. “[WBCN] was coming out of every window in Back Bay, so places like head
shops and record stores totally got it. By the way, it cost eleven dollars for a 60-second spot!”



Though it was easy selling time, Kopper despised doing it, lasting only two days in the
department. Fortunately, he got a second shot as a DJ one night in May, filling in for Joe Rogers,
who was still in school and had forgotten he had to take an exam. Kopper’s timing couldn’t have
been more perfect. Within a matter of days, Hastings announced that Riepen had proven his
point, and ’BCN went on the hunt for full-time jocks to fill out the schedule. Except for some
weekly recorded religious programs, “The American Revolution” had gone twenty-four-seven.
Rock and roll was here to stay!“Traditionally, it’s been difficult to sell FM time during prime
periods, let alone after 10 o’clock at night through 5 in the morning,” explained Riepen to the
Boston Sunday Globe in early 1969. “We showed Mr. Hastings we could sell ‘spots’ at those
ungodly hours, so he figured we should sell even more during prime time. Due to the
tremendous community response we went 24 hours a day as of last May 20th [other sources
indicate May 17th] with the rock or contemporary music format, and the financial feasibility of
such programming has been proven.”“We had these pictures of opera singers and conductors
on the wall at the old 171 Newbury Street studios, and I’ll never forget taking them all down,” Ron
Della Chiesa recollected. “It was the end of an era, and I was tinged with sadness [at] the fact
that it couldn’t work.” As Chiesa moved out, Riepen moved his people in. Certainly Joe Rogers,
now well known around town as Mississippi Harold Wilson, would remain along with Peter Wolf,
whom Rogers labeled “the key to the station,” in a 1972 story in the Real Paper. Sam Kopper,
with his experience hosting a folk music show on WAER-FM in Syracuse, actually had more
radio experience than any of the others and was tapped to do mornings. That slot, as Kopper
related, was not coveted: “It was considered lower than even overnights because hippies and
college students didn’t get up that early. I developed a completely different philosophy: whereas
most morning shows were about yelling or bells and whistles to wake you up, my idea was to
play energized music. I would take people through these changes: a set might begin very gently,
as mellow as Nick Drake, but then work its way up to higher and higher energy. One of my
favorite compliments was from the first chair violinist of the Boston Symphony who wrote me a
letter flipping out over a segue I’d done from Franz Schubert into BB King.”Tommy Hadges, Al
Perry, and Jim Parry all earned shifts, cashing in on the experience they’d received helping Wolf
and Rogers on their initial shows. But Riepen still needed more talent and, in an inspired move,
imported underground radio veteran Steve Segal, who had been working for the legendary Tom
Donahue at KPPC-FM in Pasadena. Segal flew the coop to arrive in Boston in June 1968. “I
remember my first night, landing at Logan Airport; Riepen was waiting for me. He meets me
where the passengers and guests were mingling; we shake hands and he says, ‘My Cadillac
broke down on the way here and I had to pull it off the road, so we’re going to have to walk back
to Cambridge. Don’t worry, it’s not too far.’” Segal laughed at the memory of Riepen’s blatant fib.
“I swear to God, I walked all the way from the fuckin’ airport to Cambridge! It took me forever,
and all I can remember was him telling me about Peter Wolf, Mississippi, and all these guys. His
basic take on them was that they were all nuts; but, of course, he was the craziest of them
all.”Riepen, crazy or not, knew what he wanted, promptly putting Segal on the air and installing



him as the temporary head of programming, although his responsibility was not as official as a
modern program director’s. Since every jock at WBCN was encouraged to play their own
musical blend, Segal’s taste and greater experience would merely serve as a beacon for the
others to follow. “He had been mentored by Tom Donahue and that whole scene out there,” Sam
Kopper mentioned. “Whereas we had perfectly good makings for what would become a valid
underground rock station, bringing in Steven at that time made a huge difference. He was very
much the guru for our station.”“It just came naturally to him,” Al Perry added. “He’d play three
songs and you were just dying to hear what he’d have to say.”“It was 1968. We were all socio-
political; we were all involved,” Kopper pointed out. “The commitment to [that] was almost as
important as the music, but Steven did it better. I consider him, maybe, the Howard Stern for
NPR [or] a left-wing Rush Limbaugh, other than the fact that he made it happen with music.”
Charles Laquidara, who was not yet in the picture at WBCN, would summarize years later,
“Steven was the most brilliant disc jockey that ever existed; Howard Stern paled next to
him.”“Everyone treated me with this great respect,” Segal explained, “but as far as me being the
big radio veteran from the West Coast, I’d only been on the air for six months in L.A. by that
point! I was excited to be [at BCN]; I met [everyone] and they all seemed to be, not professional
radio guys, but funny, wacky . . . out of their minds. I felt like I was home.” Segal noticed a
fundamental difference between the underground radio of the East Coast as opposed to his
former home.The original WBCN jocks out on the town: (from left) sports reporter Bud Collins,
Steve Segal, Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul, and Mary, Joe Rogers, Sam Kopper, and Al Perry.
Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.The West was mostly ex-star disc jockeys who had made
a revolutionary change: they realized that albums were going to kill 45s and they better be where
the action was. [They were] super-professional guys re-creating radio with plenty of thought
about the things they wanted to present. But in Boston we were on our own just trying to figure it
out. It was an enormously talented group of people who just didn’t have a whole lot of
experience. The creative energy flow was way more intense than Los Angeles, light years ahead
in the depth of music played and in sheer insanity. At ’BCN it was like a playground; we were like
little kids. We loved it, adored it, and had a passion for it.Steve Segal became “the Seagull” on
the air. “First I thought that Steve Segal sounded way too Jewish and I wasn’t comfortable being
myself on the air yet. So I guess [the name] had something to do with me coming in from
California.” Don Law, busy running the Tea Party, became Segal’s first Boston roommate: “Other
than Ray Riepen, there is nobody more responsible for what happened at WBCN than Steve.
They all followed his lead, everybody. He moved in with me on Beacon Hill and we were the odd
couple. He was a really sweet guy, but he had a very tough time keeping it together. He was as
disorganized as an adolescent, [with a] kind of arrested development, but he was brilliant, just
brilliant.”“There’s no question as I look back, but I was quite insane,” Segal added; “I was clearly
bi-polar. We knew I had something, but we weren’t sure what it was. Manic depression sounded
kind of right; it was a Jimi Hendrix song and it made some sense.” Despite Segal’s genius as a
DJ, his personal life of constant chaos indicated that he might not be the best choice to lead the



air staff, so Sam Kopper assumed that role. “When Steven arrived, he was the P.D. [program
director], and the ‘John Lennon’ of our station. I basically exercised and made real his
visions.”The term “program director” was not a real part of the WBCN vernacular yet, but
someone had to sit in the middle and make adjustments, even if those decisions were pondered
in billows of smoke around a hookah pipe or during the meandering circles of a passed joint.
Indeed, in the June 1970 issue of Boston magazine, journalist (and future WBCN employee)
David L. Bieber wrote an in-depth six-page article about the radio station, not mentioning the
words “program director” once. He did, however, explain ’BCN’S method for loosely organizing
the anarchy of musical choice available to each jock: “Steve Segal refined and formulated the
current station concept of programming as a train of thought via music. In this approach, two to
four related records are connected by a sometimes fragile relationship which can be musical,
thematic or consist of several different cuts which evoke a uniform feeling. Each of the station’s
announcers follow the formula.” Joe Rogers commented on that concept in the article: “The
music is all flow of moods, and, properly displayed, sparks can flash between two cuts.” Creating
montages of related sound bites, songs, and comedy pieces completely on the fly, thereby
providing golden links in some kind of intellectual or even spiritual thread, made the station
unique among its counterparts as the jocks strived for something greater than merely putting two
songs back to back.As Peter Wolf and Jim Parry stomped their feet in the Tea Party to stay
warm, the last of winter finally transformed into a magical spring. Boston’s underground radio
experiment dropped its training wheels and began wobbling down the road in all of its groovy, hit
or miss glory. The station’s first promotional placard appeared: a pen-and-ink sketch of a lovely
psychedelic lady peering out from her tresses to proclaim, “Ugly Radio Is Dead!” Record label
representatives, swiftly realizing the opportunity to promote their hip underground albums
through WBCN airplay, began dropping stacks of promotional copies off at the station. Rapidly
growing record libraries were established at both Newbury Street and the back room at the Tea
Party, sparing the jocks that long walk with heavy boxes of vinyl from their home collections
(except for Wolf, of course, who still relied on his prized assortment of R & B singles). Parry
remembered, “The record library [at the Tea Party] was four shelves in this closet in the back
room. One night, I think it was when Ten Years After was there, Ray Riepen [walked in] and
expansively told [guitarist] Alvin Lee, ‘Hey, you want some records? Take anything you want.’ So,
he took the whole first shelf, which was everything A through Beatles, and like, the Doors! So, for
the next month or so, we couldn’t play any band whose name began with anything before the
letter E!”Back at 171 Newbury, “We had two Sparta boards tied together, five-channel each, with
rotary pots, the cheapest you could get for a radio station,” Sam Kopper recalled.But we had a
[great] Neumann microphone and these two big old transcription turntables. The platters were,
like, 17 inches across! They were really slow-starting, you couldn’t just hit the start switch, so
you had to slip-cue all the records [start the turntable, hold the disc steady on its felt pad while
the turntable rotated below, and then let it fly when it was time to play the song]. Directly behind
the disc-jockey was the outside wall and there was an air conditioner in there. In the summer of



’68, our engineer, Sassy John “Ten Thumbs,” who wore a long green raincoat like a flasher and
never took it off, rigged up a relay so that whenever the microphone was on, the air conditioner
would shut off. Therefore, every time the listeners would hear a [jock] start talking, in the
background they’d also hear this “EEEEEEEEEUUUUUUUUU . . .” sound of the air conditioner
[winding down]!“Because the air conditioner was completely incapable of doing anything to keep
the studio livable,” Parry laughed, “we’d climb out onto the roof of the next building from a
window in the production studio.” Recalling the scene for Record World magazine in 1978, Parry
added, “It was like looking over the rooftops of Paris. We’d get long cables on the microphones,
run them out the window and broadcast from the roof as the sun was coming up.”Soon, a
quarter-million students made their annual fall migration to Boston. After three months at home,
many were delighted to hear that the hip, underground radio experiment they’d loved during
spring semester had not gone away and, in fact, had thrived. WBCN’S attic studio, dubbed the
“Penthouse” by Wolf, no longer stifled its inhabitants, and the underwhelming air conditioner was
shut down for the season. As the cold returned, the adjoining roof where the jocks had fled for
relief from the heat now doubled as a wintry battlefield. “There were some infamous snowball
fights out on that roof,” Perry recollected with a laugh. “We had a big fight one night while Charles
was on the air,” referring to a brand-new jock named Charles Laquidara. “He made two or three
snowballs and brought them into the studio [for defense], then put them on the board. Of course,
they melted! The damn station went of the air!”Laquidara rebutted this tale: “The real story is that
a listener named Deirdre, who called herself ‘Green,’ came in from the street and handed me
that infamous snowball with a green ribbon wrapped around it.” But, the result was the same: the
snowball was forgotten and the sound of static soon replaced that of music on 104.1. Laquidara,
who began working at the station in December ’68 and would become WBCN’S most enduring,
and endearing, personality for its entire history, was one of two significant hires. The other new
voice was J.J. Jackson, who would achieve industry notoriety as the earliest radio proponent of
an unknown new band named Led Zeppelin, as well as gaining nationwide popularity as one of
MTV’s first video jocks.By day, Jackson held down a computer technology job to pay the bills,
and then hit the clubs at night to explore his real passion: music. One evening he discovered the
Hallucinations playing a show and, after striking up a conversation with the band’s lead singer,
found that Wolf doubled as a disc jockey on the all-new WBCN. A novice jock himself, on Tufts
University’s AM station WTUF (the facilities of which would soon be closed down by the FCC
and occupied by WMFO-FM in January 1970), Jackson tuned in 104.1 and was blown away. “I
really flipped out over it,” Jackson told Record World in June 1978. “I went up to visit Peter while
he was on the air, and I just fell in love with the station and everyone I met. There was a lot of
love and warmth there.”Sam Kopper on the air at 171 Newbury Street, WBCN’S first location.
Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.“I knew J.J. Jackson to be a 300-pound R & B singer,”
Wolf recalled. “So he called me from an old club called the Sugar Shack. I said, ‘Well, come on
by.’ There was no one in the studio but me, so I ran downstairs, opened the door and there was
this thin cat there, wearing ‘the hat’ and glasses: the whole ‘Super-fly’ outfit, pimped out. I



realized, ‘This is not the R & B singer.’ He says, ‘I love your show; can I come up?’ He seemed
genuinely into the station, so I said, ‘Sure!’” Jackson’s timing, like all of those in ’BCN’S early
lineup, was simply perfect, plus he was a black man. Jackson arrived at a time when diversity
and “love your brother” were real aims. “Early on we wanted to hire a black guy,” Sam Kopper
explained, “plus, J.J. Jackson was one of the great souls and hearts going; he was just a sweet
human being.” The new guy was slotted into the WBCN’S midday shift.Steve Segal worked
closely with the station’s new hire: “I was the one that kind of mentored J.J.; I was the one who
taught him to say ‘ask’ instead of ‘acts.’ J.J. was obviously a historical figure; he figured out how
to be a commercial success and eventually became the first Afro-American VJ.”“The racial irony
of the thing,” Kopper revealed, “was that out of all of us, he probably played the least Motown
and soul, and the most Led Zeppelin and Yardbirds.” The evidence agrees: J.J. Jackson was
acknowledged by guitarist Jimmy Page as being the first disc jockey in the world to play
Zeppelin’s second and third albums on the air. Laquidara recalled that the station also played a
“white-label record” (advance promotional copy) of Led Zeppelin’s first album when no one else
had even heard of the group. J.J.’s own memorable moments included emcee spots for Led
Zeppelin at the Boston Tea Party, Carousel Ballroom in Framingham, and Boston Garden. Pete
Townshend joined J.J. Jackson in the ’BCN studio to personally debut The Who’s Tommy on the
air; the DJ hosted The Who at Boston University, and he brought Jimi Hendrix onstage at the
Garden.Any radio sales manager will tell you that the morning and afternoon drive shifts provide
most of a station’s bread and butter. In 1968, though, evenings and overnights were where the
action was at WBCN. Wolf might have kept vampire hours, but his shift was key in achieving
Riepen’s advertising goal. But, as the year grew long in the tooth, “Woofuh-Goofuh” began
having second thoughts. The Hallucinations had packed it in, and the singer fell in with a new
group of musicians, the J. Geils Blues Band. As that group expanded its lineup and moved from
acoustic to electric, the members dropped the “Blues” from their name and began attracting a
following around town. Soon his growing commitment to the new project edged into Wolf’s all-
night radio turf. Sam Kopper related, “It was early December that Peter said he couldn’t do a
show five days a week anymore because [the J. Geils Band] was gigging all the time. He said he
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AlanforewordSTEVEN TYLERImagine a time when you could get good in a band by practicing in
a basement or garage, when you could play in local bars or clubs, and when local radio stations
were actually running themselves. Real human personalities owned the music as much as the
bands that wrote it; they frequented clubs, knew personally the pulse of local talent, and knew
the goings-on of a community or city. This, in fact, is how everyone from Willy Dixon to Elvis, the
Beatles, the Beastie Boys, Run DMC, and a little unknown band from Boston called Aerosmith
got their foot in the door and proceeded to wreak havoc and bring the house down for the next
forty years.It’s all Maxanne Sartori and WBCN’S fault. We were ruffling our feathers one night
when we caught her attention at a club called Paul’s Mall. And before you knew it, I was sitting on
her lap in the studio at 5:00 a.m. on a Sunday morning doing a cat-and-dog public service
announcement. I tickled her fancy, so to speak, into playing “Dream On” and turning the daytime
jocks on to our demos, which we had just recorded at Intermedia Studios on Newbury
Street.The timing was perfect, and the rest is history.Due to the passion of these local DJS, we
were able to ignite a fire that would burn in the hearts of millions . . .THANK YOU
WBCN,StevenforewordSTEVEN TYLERImagine a time when you could get good in a band by
practicing in a basement or garage, when you could play in local bars or clubs, and when local
radio stations were actually running themselves. Real human personalities owned the music as
much as the bands that wrote it; they frequented clubs, knew personally the pulse of local talent,
and knew the goings-on of a community or city. This, in fact, is how everyone from Willy Dixon to
Elvis, the Beatles, the Beastie Boys, Run DMC, and a little unknown band from Boston called
Aerosmith got their foot in the door and proceeded to wreak havoc and bring the house down for



the next forty years.It’s all Maxanne Sartori and WBCN’S fault. We were ruffling our feathers one
night when we caught her attention at a club called Paul’s Mall. And before you knew it, I was
sitting on her lap in the studio at 5:00 a.m. on a Sunday morning doing a cat-and-dog public
service announcement. I tickled her fancy, so to speak, into playing “Dream On” and turning the
daytime jocks on to our demos, which we had just recorded at Intermedia Studios on Newbury
Street.The timing was perfect, and the rest is history.Due to the passion of these local DJS, we
were able to ignite a fire that would burn in the hearts of millions . . .THANK YOU
WBCN,StevenprefaceJust weeks after WBCN folded in August of 2009, I got a call from
Stephen Hull from University Press of New England. “Would I be interested in writing a book
telling legends and fables from the birthplace of Boston progressive radio? My qualifications
were that I’d actually been employed as a DJ and music director at WBCN for a good chunk of
its forty-one-year history (from 1979 to 1998) and that I’d already published a couple of books.
Although the idea intrigued me, the thought of militantly organizing my writing time around an
already-bulging schedule at ’BCN’S sister station WZLX did not intrigue me. I had jousted with
that stress monster before, and as Confucius or maybe Charles Laquidara said, all work and no
play leaves one a bundle of nerves and the master of nothing. So I stonewalled, fascinated by
Hull’s idea while equally fearing it, before declining. But Stephen refused to close the door and
urged me to think about it.Enter the wife here. Carrie also worked at WBCN, as a sales secretary
from 1989 until 1995 (conveniently leaving the station moments after we tied the knot). She
argued, “You know most of the people that worked there; why shouldn’t you write it?” That was
logical, but the issue remained that accepting the project would result in no life for an extended
period of time, like when you were in fifth grade and all your friends ran past the house in a
raging snowball fight, but your mom wouldn’t let you suit up and join them until you finished that
damn book report on Robinson Crusoe. Multiply that example into a year or two of abstention.
Ouch!“Well, if you don’t write it, someone else who didn’t work there will do it . . . like that guy
who wrote the Aerosmith book.”“Stephen Davis,” I replied. “He also wrote Hammer of the Gods—
the Led Zeppelin book, as well as one on Jim Morrison, Bob Marley, Guns and Roses . . . ”“Yeah,
Stephen Davis will write it. Then what?” Now, those are fighting words because I’m a bit envious
of Davis. He’s a damn good writer and, along with Cameron Crowe, seems to have had the
greatest rock and roll journalism adventures on record. I mean, he knows the truth behind the
“Mudshark” mythology! Button pushed, I replied, “Yeah, why should he get the ’BCN story?” I
found myself shouting: “He gets all the other stories! I’ll do it!”A callback to Stephen Hull and my
fate was set, for not one, or even two, but over three years. Writing in a limited time frame from
five to eight every weekday morning with as much time as possible on the weekends, and
recording and transcribing over one hundred interviews (104 to be exact, and no, I didn’t try to
do that), sent the project into serious overtime. I actually tried to bail at one point because my
health started to go downhill, but Hull gave me slack and urged me to stay on it, albeit at a less
frenetic pace. With apologies to Stephen Davis, I found myself becoming jealous of the fact that
he could exclusively write for his supper and not need to divide his time between writing and



work. It became a no-win every morning: if I was writing well, I’d be upset that I had to put the
computer away and do battle on the Mass Pike. If the writing resembled caveman gibberish, I’d
have no further time to wrestle the words into a decent representation of the English language,
and I’d hit the shower in frustration.Nevertheless, commissioned to my task, I found myself lucky
and privileged to be able to share the misery of regimentation that all writers must endure. I also
feel honored to have been one of the illustrious staff at WBCN and part of a great radio
experiment that began in 1968 and survived through some of the most turbulent changes in all
of human history. At its best, WBCN represented what a community of believers, not
preoccupied with testing the limits of personal gain, could accomplish. At its worst, the station
found itself swept out of that humble place and down the inevitable road of capitalism, losing its
innocence as it slid toward a desired stock price at the end of the rainbow. WBCN went from
Baltic Avenue to Boardwalk with hotels on it, and it wasn’t a pretty end, but there was magic
created all along that forty-one-year ride past “Go.” That’s why this book is here: to pull out some
of that magic before we all begin to forget it.WBCN became the major force in Boston radio and,
along with WRKO and WXKS (KISS 108), dominated every other station in awareness in the
market. Sure, others made that dent occasionally, WCOZ, WEEI, WAAF, and WFNX, but they
never approached the status and power of the WBCN legend or became internationally
recognized as a true phenomenon of American radio. Recognized in the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, this is the station that introduced new ideas that became fresh trends, and then accepted
dogma. The ’BCN jocks were test pilots, really, getting out there like Chuck Yeager in a leaky
X-1, beating the speed of sound and passing the how-to-do-it on to the next generation.
Underground, progressive, AOR (album-oriented rock) radio, and alternative were format labels
taped on ’BCN’S journey through the years, a swath of influence and innovation that dated back
to Lyndon Johnson’s presidency. Refined in the fires of the sixties antiwar movement, swept into
the color-splashed, pixilated eighties world of MTV, and eventually drained of its blood in the
consolidated radio industry of the new century, this is the station that rocketed through it all.
There are some stations with colorful stories, but none as vibrant as the one you’re about to
read. WBCN began as a spark on a windy day, somehow catching into a decades-long
conflagration. Eventually, that fire would eat itself, but happily, it took a long time . . .prefaceJust
weeks after WBCN folded in August of 2009, I got a call from Stephen Hull from University Press
of New England. “Would I be interested in writing a book telling legends and fables from the
birthplace of Boston progressive radio? My qualifications were that I’d actually been employed
as a DJ and music director at WBCN for a good chunk of its forty-one-year history (from 1979 to
1998) and that I’d already published a couple of books. Although the idea intrigued me, the
thought of militantly organizing my writing time around an already-bulging schedule at ’BCN’S
sister station WZLX did not intrigue me. I had jousted with that stress monster before, and as
Confucius or maybe Charles Laquidara said, all work and no play leaves one a bundle of nerves
and the master of nothing. So I stonewalled, fascinated by Hull’s idea while equally fearing it,
before declining. But Stephen refused to close the door and urged me to think about it.Enter the



wife here. Carrie also worked at WBCN, as a sales secretary from 1989 until 1995 (conveniently
leaving the station moments after we tied the knot). She argued, “You know most of the people
that worked there; why shouldn’t you write it?” That was logical, but the issue remained that
accepting the project would result in no life for an extended period of time, like when you were in
fifth grade and all your friends ran past the house in a raging snowball fight, but your mom
wouldn’t let you suit up and join them until you finished that damn book report on Robinson
Crusoe. Multiply that example into a year or two of abstention. Ouch!“Well, if you don’t write it,
someone else who didn’t work there will do it . . . like that guy who wrote the Aerosmith
book.”“Stephen Davis,” I replied. “He also wrote Hammer of the Gods—the Led Zeppelin book,
as well as one on Jim Morrison, Bob Marley, Guns and Roses . . . ”“Yeah, Stephen Davis will
write it. Then what?” Now, those are fighting words because I’m a bit envious of Davis. He’s a
damn good writer and, along with Cameron Crowe, seems to have had the greatest rock and roll
journalism adventures on record. I mean, he knows the truth behind the “Mudshark” mythology!
Button pushed, I replied, “Yeah, why should he get the ’BCN story?” I found myself shouting: “He
gets all the other stories! I’ll do it!”A callback to Stephen Hull and my fate was set, for not one, or
even two, but over three years. Writing in a limited time frame from five to eight every weekday
morning with as much time as possible on the weekends, and recording and transcribing over
one hundred interviews (104 to be exact, and no, I didn’t try to do that), sent the project into
serious overtime. I actually tried to bail at one point because my health started to go downhill,
but Hull gave me slack and urged me to stay on it, albeit at a less frenetic pace. With apologies
to Stephen Davis, I found myself becoming jealous of the fact that he could exclusively write for
his supper and not need to divide his time between writing and work. It became a no-win every
morning: if I was writing well, I’d be upset that I had to put the computer away and do battle on
the Mass Pike. If the writing resembled caveman gibberish, I’d have no further time to wrestle the
words into a decent representation of the English language, and I’d hit the shower in
frustration.Nevertheless, commissioned to my task, I found myself lucky and privileged to be
able to share the misery of regimentation that all writers must endure. I also feel honored to have
been one of the illustrious staff at WBCN and part of a great radio experiment that began in 1968
and survived through some of the most turbulent changes in all of human history. At its best,
WBCN represented what a community of believers, not preoccupied with testing the limits of
personal gain, could accomplish. At its worst, the station found itself swept out of that humble
place and down the inevitable road of capitalism, losing its innocence as it slid toward a desired
stock price at the end of the rainbow. WBCN went from Baltic Avenue to Boardwalk with hotels
on it, and it wasn’t a pretty end, but there was magic created all along that forty-one-year ride
past “Go.” That’s why this book is here: to pull out some of that magic before we all begin to
forget it.WBCN became the major force in Boston radio and, along with WRKO and WXKS
(KISS 108), dominated every other station in awareness in the market. Sure, others made that
dent occasionally, WCOZ, WEEI, WAAF, and WFNX, but they never approached the status and
power of the WBCN legend or became internationally recognized as a true phenomenon of



American radio. Recognized in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, this is the station that introduced
new ideas that became fresh trends, and then accepted dogma. The ’BCN jocks were test pilots,
really, getting out there like Chuck Yeager in a leaky X-1, beating the speed of sound and
passing the how-to-do-it on to the next generation. Underground, progressive, AOR (album-
oriented rock) radio, and alternative were format labels taped on ’BCN’S journey through the
years, a swath of influence and innovation that dated back to Lyndon Johnson’s presidency.
Refined in the fires of the sixties antiwar movement, swept into the color-splashed, pixilated
eighties world of MTV, and eventually drained of its blood in the consolidated radio industry of
the new century, this is the station that rocketed through it all. There are some stations with
colorful stories, but none as vibrant as the one you’re about to read. WBCN began as a spark on
a windy day, somehow catching into a decades-long conflagration. Eventually, that fire would eat
itself, but happily, it took a long time . . .thanksJohnny and Beth A., Bill Abbate, Katy Abel, Adam
12, Carrie Alan, Dan Beach, Andy Beaubien, Tony Berardini, David Bieber, Bill Bracken, John
Brodey, Larry Bruce, Julie Brummer, Bo Burlingham, Cali Calandrello, Mark Cappello, CBS
Radio, Nik Carter, Tony Chalmers, Lauren Chiaramonte, Lenny Collins, Mike Colucci, Tom
Couch, Steve Crowley, Charles Daniels, Ron Della Chiesa, Deke Diedricksen, Michael Dobo,
Matt Doll-off, Kaye Dudek, Billy Finnegan, Michael Fremer, John Garabedian, Clint Gilbert, Jerry
Goodwin, Roger Gordy, Andrew Govatsos, Leo Gozbekian, Tommy Hadges, Donna Halper,
Mark Hamilton, Mark Hannon, Hardy, Larry Harris, Tami Heide, Stephen Hull, Susan Hunter, Sal
Ingeme, Bradley J., Juanita, Bill Kates, Mark Kates, Frank and Janice Kearns, Charlie Kendall,
Martin Kessel, Bruce Kettelle, Andrew King, Sam Kopper, Jonathan Kraft, Bob Kranes, Heidi La
Shay, Charles Laquidara, Kathryn Lauren, John and Sandra Laurenti, Don Law, Dave Lawrence,
Lee Leipsner, Jonathan Lev, Maurice Lewis, Bill Lichtenstein, Larry “Chachi” Loprete, Karalyn
Mallozzi, Dan Mason, Dan McCloskey, Paul McGuinness, Bob Mendelsohn, Mim Michelove,
Marc Miller, Mark Mingels, Bruce Mittman, Tim Montgomery, Roger Moore, John Mullaney,
Patrick Murray, Neil Napolitano, Steve Nelson, Chuck Nowlin, Albert O., Dan O’Brien, Oedipus,
Tom O’Keefe, Mark Parenteau, Jim Parry, Al Perry, Rachel Phillips, Dave Pierce, Ron Pownall,
Gina Preziosi, Curtis Raymond, Ray Riepen, Tracy Roach, Neal Robert, Tammy Robie, Joe
Rogers, Kate Curran Rooney, Stu Rosner, Cathy Rozynek, Jefferson Ryder, Tom Sandman, Don
Sanford, John Scagliotti, Matt Schaffer, Danny Schechter, John Sebastian, Steve Segal, Paul
“Tank” Sferruzza, Bob Shannon, Ken Shelton, Eli Sherer, Rich Shertenlieb, Shred, Matt Siegel,
George Skaubitis, Clark Smidt, Jeannie Smith, Joe Soucise, Sue Sprecher, Bill Spurlin, Tod
Stevens, Greg Strassell, Steve Strick, “Mr. Mike” Symonds, Fred Taylor, Melissa Teper, Mike
Thomas, Fred Toucher, Lisa Traxler, Steven Tyler, Debbie Ullman, Dinah Vaprin, Mike Ward, Billy
West, Sherman Whitman, John Taylor Williams, Gahan Wilson, Norm Winer, Paul Winters, Dave
Wohlman, Peter Wolf, Anngelle Wood, WZLX-FM, Kenny Young, and Dana Zazinski. Special
thank you to Lord God for bringing it home!thanksJohnny and Beth A., Bill Abbate, Katy Abel,
Adam 12, Carrie Alan, Dan Beach, Andy Beaubien, Tony Berardini, David Bieber, Bill Bracken,
John Brodey, Larry Bruce, Julie Brummer, Bo Burlingham, Cali Calandrello, Mark Cappello, CBS



Radio, Nik Carter, Tony Chalmers, Lauren Chiaramonte, Lenny Collins, Mike Colucci, Tom
Couch, Steve Crowley, Charles Daniels, Ron Della Chiesa, Deke Diedricksen, Michael Dobo,
Matt Doll-off, Kaye Dudek, Billy Finnegan, Michael Fremer, John Garabedian, Clint Gilbert, Jerry
Goodwin, Roger Gordy, Andrew Govatsos, Leo Gozbekian, Tommy Hadges, Donna Halper,
Mark Hamilton, Mark Hannon, Hardy, Larry Harris, Tami Heide, Stephen Hull, Susan Hunter, Sal
Ingeme, Bradley J., Juanita, Bill Kates, Mark Kates, Frank and Janice Kearns, Charlie Kendall,
Martin Kessel, Bruce Kettelle, Andrew King, Sam Kopper, Jonathan Kraft, Bob Kranes, Heidi La
Shay, Charles Laquidara, Kathryn Lauren, John and Sandra Laurenti, Don Law, Dave Lawrence,
Lee Leipsner, Jonathan Lev, Maurice Lewis, Bill Lichtenstein, Larry “Chachi” Loprete, Karalyn
Mallozzi, Dan Mason, Dan McCloskey, Paul McGuinness, Bob Mendelsohn, Mim Michelove,
Marc Miller, Mark Mingels, Bruce Mittman, Tim Montgomery, Roger Moore, John Mullaney,
Patrick Murray, Neil Napolitano, Steve Nelson, Chuck Nowlin, Albert O., Dan O’Brien, Oedipus,
Tom O’Keefe, Mark Parenteau, Jim Parry, Al Perry, Rachel Phillips, Dave Pierce, Ron Pownall,
Gina Preziosi, Curtis Raymond, Ray Riepen, Tracy Roach, Neal Robert, Tammy Robie, Joe
Rogers, Kate Curran Rooney, Stu Rosner, Cathy Rozynek, Jefferson Ryder, Tom Sandman, Don
Sanford, John Scagliotti, Matt Schaffer, Danny Schechter, John Sebastian, Steve Segal, Paul
“Tank” Sferruzza, Bob Shannon, Ken Shelton, Eli Sherer, Rich Shertenlieb, Shred, Matt Siegel,
George Skaubitis, Clark Smidt, Jeannie Smith, Joe Soucise, Sue Sprecher, Bill Spurlin, Tod
Stevens, Greg Strassell, Steve Strick, “Mr. Mike” Symonds, Fred Taylor, Melissa Teper, Mike
Thomas, Fred Toucher, Lisa Traxler, Steven Tyler, Debbie Ullman, Dinah Vaprin, Mike Ward, Billy
West, Sherman Whitman, John Taylor Williams, Gahan Wilson, Norm Winer, Paul Winters, Dave
Wohlman, Peter Wolf, Anngelle Wood, WZLX-FM, Kenny Young, and Dana Zazinski. Special
thank you to Lord God for bringing it home!You had this revolution going on and nobody in radio
was doing anything. Albums were outselling singles, so it seemed to me that someone ought to
be playing the music that people were buying or wanted to listen to. We cut the balls off of Top
40! RAY RIEPENTHE AMERICANREVOLUTIONJoe Rogers had a new job. It didn’t pay much,
but that wasn’t the point. This was a gig to dream about, like scoring in Vegas for a cool million or
winning a gleaming new ’68 Camaro SS in a raffle. Barely three weeks earlier, the Tufts student
had been spinning his thoughtful arrangement of folk and blues records at WTBS-FM in
Cambridge, the noncommercial station at MIT, when he’d met a most unusual figure. Filled with
energy and ideas, the dynamo of a man radiated a wild entrepreneurial spirit and confidence
that made it seem like his crazy schemes could actually work. His name was Ray Riepen, and
he came off like some older midwestern lawyer: starched and unfappable, with the bulletproof
assurance of an innocent newly arrived in the scheming Versailles of sophisticated Bostonians,
and itching to work his way into the next hand. Even at Rogers’s relatively young age, he had a
sense that the world was often unkind to people with dreams; yet, this guy glowed with foresight
and just seemed to be a heck of a lot smarter than anybody he’d ever met.So, Rogers bought
Riepen’s scheme; what did he have to lose anyway? It wasn’t like he had some big-time radio
career to worry about; the college kid at Tufts merely wanted to stay out of the army and listen to



music. Certainly not a professional disc jockey like Alan Freed or Arnie Ginsburg, he had no
desire to be some fast-talking AM radio jive ass. A natural talent on the air, Rogers loved to
blend the many artists and styles plucked from his treasured record collection for the enjoyment
of his audience. Now, barely a month later, he had gotten the phone call from Riepen about that
crazy idea they’d talked about. This was actually going to happen! Gathering up the records he
needed was a deliciously unhurried process as the DJ lingered in the moment, anticipating the
moods he would create, and the cuts, intros, and segues he would perform. Then, hefting up the
heavy crate of vinyl, Rogers headed toward Back Bay and the 171 Newbury Street studios of
WBCN-FM, the flagship station of the Boston Concert Network and bastion of classical music
programming in the Northeast. Tonight, 15 March 1968, there’d be some new sounds coming
out of the tower, judging by the records Rogers carried: We’re Only in It for the Money by Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention; some Elmore James; Boogie with Canned Heat; Papa’s Got
a Brand New Bag from James Brown; Buffalo Springfield Again; a Kweskin Jug Band disc; and
Fresh Cream from recently departed Bluesbreaker Eric Clapton and his two new
bandmates.Rogers reached 171 Newbury, went in the front door, and took the battered, old
elevator up to the third floor, relieved to put his heavy crate of records down. The doors opened
into WBCN’S cramped office space, now darkened, as it should be this late after a long
workweek. The place seemed deserted. The main air studio was up a couple levels beyond the
reach of the elevator, so he lifted his burden again and hiked up the timeworn stairs to the attic. It
was cramped up there: a main room barely twelve feet across with another production studio
and a massive classical music library all squeezed into a tiny loft. As he crested the steps he
saw some figures milling about: Riepen; a guy he recognized from the Boston Tea Party named
Don Law; fellow college radio jocks Tommy Hadges and Jack Bernstein; and his engineer buddy
Steve Magnell from Tufts. Rogers also saw the man he’d be relieving sitting at the control board.
He smiled at him nervously, but the man grinned back. Although Ron Della Chiesa had become
a veteran announcer and the program director of WBCN, he remembered the excitement of his
first show at the station eight years earlier on Christmas Day, and he knew how Rogers felt.Do
you remember the front cover of the Pink Floyd album Wish You Were Here? Two men in
business suits stood in a studio lot shaking hands—and one of them had burst into flames. This
was that kind of moment, the two DJS standing on opposite sides of a musical chasm. Chiesa
lived and breathed classical music and as a result had forged a steady upward path at the
Boston Concert Network soon after graduating from Boston University. Rogers’s musical
passions traveled elsewhere, in American blues and traditional folk; his enthusiasm embraced
such musical outsiders as the Mothers of Invention, the Fugs, and his beloved Holy Modal
Rounders. Chiesa’s smooth and debonair on-air delivery was a far cry from Rogers’s somewhat
timid approach, his college-radio experience never demanding he develop any amount of polish
or panache. But, the younger, scruffier DJ didn’t care much about his voice or style, just like he
didn’t care so much about how he dressed. Rogers preferred to speak on the radio through his
music. And so he would tonight.Although it didn’t seem like such a big deal at the time, Joe



Rogers’s first shift at WBCN became a shot heard round the world or (at least) a crate of tea
tossed into Boston Harbor. Time and hindsight would be the forces that eventually heaped great
significance on this moment. It was, as Ray Riepen surmised, the time of a new American
revolution. The rebellions in cultural, sexual, musical, artistic, intellectual, and political freedoms
that began slowly at the end of the fifties had gathered speed in the early sixties and burst into
full flower by the middle of the decade. The youth of America and free Europe, witnessing the
daily horrors and rising body counts broadcast every night in living color from Southeast Asia,
united in a bond as strong as those that had toppled totalitarian regimes in the past. All the
turbulence of a new generation unsullied by convention, heedless of authority, and joyfully
seeking answers had arrived on this night in a most unusual place: the control room of a
classical music FM radio station. Even though Ron Della Chiesa hadn’t yet turned thirty and was
quite sympathetic to the forces of change, he still represented an old guard about to be swept
away.Rogers settled into the studio chair, assuming his bluesy radio identity as “Mississippi
Harold Wilson,” and then cued up a record while waiting for Chiesa’s final selection to wind
down. It was almost 10:00 p.m. Time had begun to accelerate in the last few moments, like it
usually did before stressful and important occasions, as Mississippi felt the excitement of leaving
his ten-watt college radio world behind to sit atop a New England radio powerhouse. Mississippi
calmed himself as the classical piece ended, and he flicked on one of the turntables. To
WBCN’S loyal listeners, it was as if an alien mother ship had suddenly invaded their concert hall,
panicking the startled dowagers out of their seats and scattering programs, purses, and fox
stoles as patrons ran wildly for the exits. Hovering menacingly, Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention split the air with “Nasal Retentive Calliope Music,” a bizarre and atonal assortment of
spoken words, music, and farting sounds. Was Mississippi Harold Wilson some emissary from
another planet, come to prepare the populace for a coming invasion? Not likely. But in those first
few seconds of airtime, he provoked a change just about as jolting as an extraterrestrial takeover
(at least one that was filmed in Hollywood). This initial shock led into his next choice, the breezy
blues of Cream’s “I Feel Free.” With that first complete song, WBCN’S new chapter, “The
American Revolution,” one that would span nearly forty-one years and five months, had officially
stepped out of its mother ship.As the prophet of “The American Revolution,” Ray Riepen left a
lasting impression with anyone who worked for him at WBCN or the Boston Tea Party. “[He was]
an extremely intelligent man with a fair amount of W.C. Fields in him,” Joe Rogers recalled.
“When I met him he was living in an apartment in Cambridge with a mattress on the floor and a
stack of books almost up to the ceiling. The man had one three-piece lawyer’s suit and a couple
of shirts. That was it. In the back of his Lincoln Continental was his laundry . . . in the trunk.”
Tommy Hadges described him as “a most unlikely entrepreneur” who drove his Lincoln
“barefoot,” also saying that his first meeting with Riepen “was in his beautiful, luxury apartment,
but there wasn’t a stitch of furniture in the entire place. To sit down, there was an orange crate!
This was the guy that was going to take over a radio station?” Ten years Riepen’s junior, future
WBCN jock and program director Sam Kopper called him “our boss, forever in a pin-stripe blue



suit; that could be daunting. But, he was a hippie in spirit, [if] not in dress or look.” The “Master
Blaster,” cohost of Peter Wolf’s eventual late night WBCN radio show, added, “Ray Riepen? He
was a wild dude, man; he definitely had his own style. He had this big limo and he spent more
time hanging out in that car going somewhere than he did in his house! He conceptualized the
whole idea of the Tea Party and WBCN when people were just starting to question authority and
be free.” Truly a memorable character, Ray Riepen would shuttle in and out of Boston in barely
six years, yet his tenure indelibly altered the city’s cultural landscape, even if his name is often
overlooked today.Ray Riepen, the hippie entrepreneur. Photo by Michael .Ray Riepen was a
bright attorney who hit town from Kansas City to pursue a master’s degree at Harvard Law
School. By 1966, the seeds of the counterculture had been sown and were swiftly taking root.
Change electrified the air, especially in America’s college towns, where like-minded souls
gathered from their diverse and staid homes across the country to collaborate and conspire
freely on campus and in smoky coffeehouses, becoming part of some vast, liberal, petri dish.
Riepen swiftly caught the buzz of the changing times firsthand in Cambridge and, as a voracious
reader, soaked up the rich volumes of contemporary thought expressed by intellectuals all
around him. There were opportunities out there for those who could visualize them, and even
though he was a thirty-year-old graduate student in a scene that soon wouldn’t trust anyone over
that age, he still shared a great deal of the love-your-neighbor mentality that the hippie
movement would emulate. “I’ve never done anything in my life for money,” he explained. “I’ve
done things antithetical to maximizing my money, because I’ve [always] wanted to do the most
tasteful and innovative things.” At the beginning of 1967, after he had clumsily and quite
accidentally backed himself into a deal involving a failed South End coffeehouse on Berkeley
Street called the Moondial, Riepen’s entrepreneurial spirit managed to turn that disaster into a
launch of the city’s eventual preeminent rock club, the Boston Tea Party. It was not without
precedent. “I owned a jazz club back in Kansas City where Count Basie got started and John
Coltrane played.” (This was a measure of coolness not be lost on local jazz and R & B fanatic
Peter Wolf.)Soon the Tea Party was playing host to many of the city’s hippest young bands like
Bagatelle, the Lost, the Hallucinations (featuring Wolf), Beacon Street Union, and Ultimate
Spinach. Riepen also began attracting smaller regional and national acts like Andy Warhol’s
Velvet Underground, Country Joe & the Fish, Canned Heat, Lothar and the Hand People, and
Richie Havens. The legendary gigs that most people associate with the Tea Party—Led
Zeppelin, the Jeff Beck Group, Fleetwood Mac, and The Who—were at least two years down the
road at this point. But Riepen, as a lawyer and entrepreneur, was not all that keen on running the
place: “I don’t like to operate businesses. Once you get them and once you figure them out, it’s
not very elegant to be running them, so I hire people to run them.” Steve Nelson, a Harvard-
schooled lawyer who became disenchanted working in Washington (for NASA, no less, in the
thick of the space race with the Russians), returned to Boston and went to see the Velvet
Underground at the Tea Party to celebrate his twenty-sixth birthday. This was an extra special
celebration night for Nelson: after being drafted years earlier and using his legal skills to avoid



deployment, he had reached the magic age where Uncle Sam declassified him as eligible for
service. “It was the end of May 1967; I went to that gig and I met Ray. A couple of months later,
he said, ‘I know you went to law school, you have a business sense and you know the music
scene; would you be interested in becoming the manager of the Tea Party?’ I thought, ‘Yeah!
That was so much cooler than working for the federal government!’”So Steve Nelson went from
launching moon rockets to moonlighting, taking the day-to-day management of the Tea Party off
Riepen’s shoulders. But things were perilous at best at the Berkeley Street location, and it
seemed like Nelson’s exciting new job might actually end up being the shortest one of his life.
The Tea Party’s bookings, although cool and hip to the underground scene, produced
inconsistent results. While a pair of Country Joe & the Fish shows in August did terrific sell-out
business, many other bands played to near-empty rooms. “It was a pretty small place,” Nelson
acknowledged, “especially when you think about where the music business went after that.” In a
nightclub of this size there was little space for error. With a legal capacity of around seven
hundred patrons, the Tea Party was not the kind of spot that could turn a huge profit unless the
cover charge was jacked up, which Riepen refused to do. “I never made any money at the Tea
Party,” he said. “I was charging three dollars to get in [while] Bill Graham charged twelve, for the
same acts!”WBCN presents concerts at the Boston Tea Party, June 1968, original poster.
Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives. Photo by Matt Dolloff.Don Law, who would eventually
replace Steve Nelson as general manager of the Tea Party and go on to become Boston’s most
successful rock impresario, met Ray Riepen at Boston University (BU) where he was a student,
as well as an instructor who conducted an educational workshop entitled “Evolution of the
Blues.” Law’s early music education came from his quite famous father, Don Sr., who worked as
a talent scout and producer for Brunswick and then Columbia Records, plying the American
South for talent, which included the iconic Robert Johnson, Memphis Minnie, and even Gene
Autry. Through his father, Don Jr. had developed some hefty connections on his own. He brought
in blues artists to play and speak at his BU workshops, including the already-legendary Muddy
Waters and his outstanding piano player Otis Spann. “[The workshop] got a lot of attention; the
New York Times covered it,” Law mentioned, “and that’s how I met Riepen. At the time, he was
struggling with the Tea Party; it was sort of hit or miss.” The pair shared their backgrounds, and
Law filled Riepen in on his recent successes as a young player in the music business. “I
considered myself somewhat of an authority because I had worked as a college [booking] agent
and had gotten Barry and the Remains their recording contract with Epic.” Not only that, Law had
also helped the Boston band land a spot on the road as an opening act for the Beatles. Riepen
was impressed, quickly inducting Don Law into the Tea Party’s inner circle. “It’s been written that
I was a lot smarter than I think I was,” Law revealed, “or more Machiavellian. But the truth is that
we were just kids who wanted to be in the music business. There wasn’t any money in live
entertainment anyway; it was all sort of a small business; we were doing it because we thought it
was fun. Here it was: 1967 and ’68, we really didn’t have that much pressure; we were [just]
having a blast. [But] then, the Earth moved!”In the Tea Party’s daily business conundrum,



accounts receivable often didn’t cover accounts payable, but the inner circle let it ride, counting
on the next night’s gate receipts to save the day. However, even as 1968 arrived with more
consistent bookings, the profits were never outstanding. Plus, as Don Law remembered, his
boss could be a financial problem himself: “Every time I’d get myself in a good position and start
making money, [because] you had to have some around to make guarantees [with bands and
their agents] and pay out bills, [Riepen] would just come in and take it all out to fund whatever
else he was doing. I was always going, ‘Oh no! I’m down to zero again!’ I was always playing this
game trying to keep the place afloat, [acting] as if I had resources . . . and I didn’t!” Riepen’s
personal life also bordered on the dramatic, as Law recalled with a smile: “He was a really sweet
guy, but he was just so difficult. I’d get a call at three in the morning . . . it was him: ‘I’m over here
in Belmont and I’m in jail and I don’t have a license. Can you get me out of here?’ He didn’t have
a license, and he would always drive without one. He had a Porsche one time and he was
visiting some girlfriend on the Hill, then someone stole his Porsche. He said, ‘Aw, fuck it,’ went
down the Hill and just bought himself a Volkswagen!”Ray Riepen asserted that he didn’t make
any money off the Tea Party, but that’s only true depending on how you do the math. To his
credit, he kept the ticket prices low, insanely cheap by today’s standards, and the hippies who
were around then will always tell fond memories about how they saw Led Zeppelin or The Who
for less than five bucks. Even so, Riepen did make money off the club, but he just spent it as
quickly as he made it. Some of those expenditures, like financing his impending venture at
WBCN and eventual stake in the Cambridge Phoenix newspaper, were clever and considered
business endeavors. Others were more impulsive, as Don Law explained: “By 1969, 1970, there
was this ‘Free the Music’ thing [in which] people thought there shouldn’t be any charges for
music. There was a lot of this, so we always tried to be sensitive about it and keep the prices
down. Riepen took it upon himself to buy a Mercedes 600 limo! It was as ugly and corporate as
you could get: a long black box that the only other people in the world used was the Secretary-
General of the U.S. or the Pope. He’d pull up in this massive limousine at the Tea Party; I’d be out
there trying to run things, and people are shouting, ‘Free the music! Free the music!’ He’d get out
in his three-piece suit and stand there on the curb. I’d just go: ‘Damnit!’ And you know, if you
looked in that limo, you’d notice that it was stacked with books. He would spend half his life in
this thing in the back seat; it was really his apartment of sorts.”As a well-read intellectual, Ray
Riepen noticed some recent developments in radio on the West Coast. In San Francisco,
“underground radio” had made its debut on the FM band with a reasonable level of success. The
idea began percolating in his head that the same could be accomplished in a place like Boston,
with its profusion of freethinkers at the area’s multitude of colleges and universities. “There were
84,000 students here and they were all starting to smoke dope,” Riepen asserted. “They were
obviously hipper than the assholes running broadcasting in America.” He knew that a significant
audience was hearing the music they desired every night at the Tea Party, but they were not
hearing that music on the radio. Up to that point, Boston was ruled by the format that had been
dominant in America for over a decade: Top 40, with its tight playlist and hyperactive teams of



shouting DJS to introduce the songs. The recipe of this winning formula was based on repetition.
Since listeners remained locked on a radio station for discrete periods in the day based on their
own personal schedules and preferences, it was important that while tuned in, those listeners
heard the songs they absolutely loved. Relentlessly rotated on the air, that list of “40” selections
ensured that the most popular songs would be heard by the highest-sized audience possible. A
station programmed successfully in this manner could generate huge numbers of listeners
throughout semiannual ratings periods and, as a result, demonstrate to potential clients that it
was the one to purchase advertising on, then command top dollar for every commercial
sold.The Boston Tea Party schedule, May/June 1969. Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives.
Photo of schedule by Matt Dolloff.Top 40 radio stations in the sixties weren’t just marked by their
choice of music; there was also a style or aesthetic behind the sounds of those frequencies.
Program directors encouraged their DJS to shout with abandon into the microphone, modulate
their voices up and down in exaggerated or phony exuberance, and deliver high-powered raps
with machine-gun velocity. Most of what an announcer needed to say in a break between two
songs could be accomplished by talking over the fading music of the first and the instrumental
introduction to the second, before the singer’s voice kicked in. Radio station engineers wired up
echo devices so that DJS could project their voices with the booming, amplified voice of God (or
at least Charlton Heston as Moses). Inane collections of sound effects, bursts of fast-paced
phrases, and clips of words snipped from comedy records were produced into short station IDS
(call letters plus city of origin) to link up songs and constantly remind listeners what radio station
they were listening to. DJS had their own theme music, jingles, and personalized breakers to
instantly convey their identity to the audience. “Cousin Brucie” (Bruce Morrow) at WABC in New
York City assembled a brief, instantly recognizable montage of voices yelling out his name, while
closer to home at Boston’s WMEX-AM, celebrated announcer Arnie “Woo-Woo” Ginsburg
earned his nickname by punctuating on-air raps with blasts from a train whistle.As Lulu’s “To Sir
With Love,” “The Letter” by the Boxtops, “Windy” from the Association, Bobby Gentry’s spooky
“Ode to Billie Joe,” and “Groovin’” from the Rascals became the biggest AM radio hits of 1967,
immense changes were afoot in the youth culture and, eventually, in the media that served it.
Just as the Beatles had quickly outgrown playing neat two-and-a-half-minute pop masterpieces
by absorbing fresh influences and exploring new adventures, fans began searching for more as
well. Young, unsullied minds lay open to innovative approaches in art, music, spirituality, lifestyle,
health, sex, and politics. The sixties became the stage upon which these great changes
occurred, revolutions approaching and flying by like road signs on a highway. The specter of the
Vietnam War haunted the country, uniting America’s teenagers and propelling them forward with
urgency. Why would an eighteen-year-old seeker wait to experience an LSD trip or pass up a
weekend retreat with some Indian guru, when he knew that the following week he might be
plucked by his draft board and sent off to dodge shrapnel in Da Nang. This great injustice,
visited upon the youth by political leaders seemingly ensconced on Mount Olympus, was an
accelerant poured on the fire of the times.Encyclopedia Britannica summarized this turbulent



time in American history: “The 1960s were marked by the greatest changes in morals and
manners since the 1920s. Young people, college students in particular, rebelled against what
they viewed as the repressed, conformist society of their parents. A ‘counterculture’ sprang up
that legitimized radical standards of taste and behavior in the arts as well as in life.” A potent
antiwar movement poured out of the American campuses and took to the streets. Swiftly rising
opposition to the U.S. Air Force bombing of North Vietnam brought a hundred thousand
demonstrators into New York City in April 1967, and an October march on the Pentagon drew
almost the same number. The black population, still largely unable to claim the rights won during
the Civil War a hundred years earlier and guaranteed under the Constitution, had waited long
enough. Simmering anger boiled over into violent action, as evidenced by race riots in dozens of
American cities, particularly Watts in L.A. and other revolts in Newark and Detroit. In the latter,
rampant looting and one thousand fires destroyed almost seven hundred buildings in less than a
week. The nonviolent civil rights movement, led by Martin Luther King Jr., encountered stiff
resistance at every turn but steadily grew, its ranks swelled by sympathetic supporters in the
antiwar movement. Many young protestors also rejected the capitalist stance of their parents,
instead taking it one day at a time to explore alternative lifestyles. The recreational use of
marijuana and LSD soared while drug-culture gurus like Timothy Leary urged his followers to
“turn on, tune in, and drop out.”It’s no mystery, then, that music and the radio stations that played
it were due for a rocket ride of their own. History points a big finger at the Beatles’ June 1967
release of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band as the flash point. There were others, and
some came before, but the Beatles had the attention of the world as pop music’s number 1
spokesmen, so the group’s latest work was greeted with far more attention than any other. Paul
Evans, writing in the Rolling Stone Album Guide, lauded Sgt. Pepper’s as no less than “the most
astonishing single record of popular music ever released.” Never before had a band with this
magnitude made such a bold artistic statement, shrugging off its monochrome past and
embracing a fresh Technicolor one. The group realized this, evidenced by the cover photo
featuring the waxen Fab Four replicas in charcoal-grey suits standing solemnly at their own
funeral, in front of the “new” John, Paul, George, and Ringo in colorful marching-band outfits.
The Beatles didn’t necessarily need the promotion of a hit song, so the band chose not to
release any singles from Sgt. Pepper’s, instead presenting the twelve-inch vinyl record as a
whole piece not unlike a complete classical work of old. Top 40 DJS who didn’t want to be left
out of the newest Beatles project blew the dust off their turntable speed levers and moved them
(maybe for the first time) from 45 rpm down to 33, and then started playing songs of the album.
Sgt. Pepper’s became the largest-selling album in America from July into October 1967,
ushering in an era of sophistication in popular music that hadn’t existed much before. Now, many
listeners began grooving to complete albums rather than stacking up a pile of three-minute
singles on their record player.Tom Donahue, a successful West Coast Top 40 disc jockey and
businessman, had read the same tea leaves as Riepen, but his vision came a year earlier. He
proposed a radio show embracing some revolutionary elements: mixing album tracks, creating



long sets of music drawn from many genres of music, speaking conversationally, and avoiding
the wisecracking gimmicks of Top 40 delivery. He unveiled his ideas to the management at
KMPX-FM in San Francisco, which featured ethnic programming at the time. Facing financial
challenges, the owners decided they had nothing to lose and allowed Donahue to experiment
with a free-form evening show based on folk, blues, and rock music. The new approach became
an immediate sensation, especially amongst Bay Area students, and within a few months KMPX
adopted the revolutionary format full time. Since that complete changeover occurred on 6
August 1967, Tom Donahue is credited with having started the very first “underground radio”
station in America. Soon, the owners called on Donahue to repeat his success by extending the
same type of programming to KMPX’S sister station in the Los Angeles area, KPPC-FM in
Pasadena, which had previously been broadcasting classical music out of a church basement to
no great financial reward. With underground radio visualized and the prototypes already flying on
the West Coast, why couldn’t the same also work in Boston?Riepen considered the FM radio
band as virgin territory for his experiment and attended a 1967 FM broadcasting conclave in
Washington, D.C., to share his views and garner feedback. The reaction, however, was
universally negative, even condescending. “I told them what I wanted to do and they asked,
‘What’s your background?’ I said ‘I’m an attorney, I’ve got a business degree; I’m in the concert
business.’ They said, ‘Well, you better go back and practice law because you’re the dumbest son
of a bitch we’ve ever heard of! You can’t have breaks with no talk-overs and no jingles . . . or [the
DJS] using conversational tones and playing eight to ten minute [musical] pieces!” Ridiculed at
the gathering, he assumed an “I’ll show you!” attitude and forged on even more intently. With
Steve Nelson and then Don Law taking care of the Tea Party, Riepen began examining Boston’s
FM band in great detail for a likely spot to base his experiment.Riepen’s research led him to
104.1, WBCN-FM, a struggling classical music station that had sparked up its transmitter nearly
ten years earlier on April 24, 1958. The owner and president, Theodore Mitchell Hastings,
possessed a colorful and distinguished past as one of the very pioneers of FM radio. With a
genius-level intellect, the man could easily grasp technical concepts that most found
impenetrable; he was a true eccentric, with an almost childlike view of science, who commanded
a great deal of respect from the engineering community. Like Ray Riepen, Mitch Hastings went
to Harvard, graduating in 1933, and then formed an electronic research lab named General
Communications, which performed extensive work in sonar and signaling technology for the
navy during World War II. By 1951, he had become fascinated with the commercial possibilities
of the still largely untouched FM radio band, with its low interference and static, as well as stereo
feasibility. At the time, there were less than two dozen FM programmers in the entire country,
with growth in new frontier virtually nonexistent. Hastings recognized that the newer radio band
had to be readily accessible to the masses before its technology could expand on a grand scale.
The key, he felt, was to create an FM radio for the car, which he developed with Raytheon
engineer Ed Brooks and marketed to listeners on the handful of FM stations around the country.
Hastings became somewhat famous for this, and after a few further developments and



inventions (including a pocket FM transistor radio) he decided to jump into the world of radio
station ownership himself.Pouring his own funds into the project and obtaining additional money
from several financial backers, Hastings formed the General Broadcasting Corporation, later to
be known as Concert Network Inc. The company expanded rapidly, acquiring a handful of
powerful FM radio stations up and down the East Coast. According to Ron Della Chiesa, “His
dream was to create a network of stations that would program classical music all over the
country on FM. Up to that point, classical music was on AM; you couldn’t get the full frequency of
it. [But] when FM came in, it was like a third dimension; you really got the depth and sound.”
Hastings acquired and then changed the call letters of each station, putting a “CN” in each to
designate Concert Network. “So, beginning his dream were these stations: WNCN in New York
City, WHCN in Hartford, WXCN in Providence and [for a time] he had one on Mount Washington,
WMTW.” Added to this list was an additional property in Riverside, Long Island, renamed WRCN
and, of course, WBCN in Boston.Mitch Hastings struggled to keep classical music WBCN afloat.
Photo by Sam Kopper.WBCN began broadcasting classical music on T. Mitchell Hastings’s
birthday in 1958; and so his dream took flight. The idea was, as Hastings told Alan Wolmark
twenty years later in Record World Magazine, “to go forward and develop FM broadcasting into
the great public service it should be.” Hastings organized his network of stations into what he
termed the “Golden Chain.” In effect, he could nearly pull off systemwide live broadcasts of the
Boston Symphony and other classical programming by originating the transmissions on WBCN,
which would then be picked up by high-gain antennas at ’XCN in Providence and rebroadcast to
its own audience. In turn, that transmission would be relayed further down the chain to the
stations in Long Island, Hartford, and New York. Although Boston was the originator in most
cases, programs could also be sent back up the network in the reverse direction. In an age
before satellites blanketed the skies and routinely linked broadcast stations around the globe, T.
Mitchell Hastings was able to bypass the high costs of using phone lines to achieve this same
purpose.T. Mitchell Hastings possessed another side to his personality, quirks and oddities that
often challenged those around him. “[He] was a whack job, and I don’t mean that meanly; but he
was just a very strange guy,” future WBCN program director Sam Kopper pointed out. “In
addition to his sort of visionary eccentricities, he was a religious and spiritual seeker.” Not
secretive about his beliefs in the supernatural, spiritual, and paranormal realms, Hastings and
his wife Margot were regular acquaintances of Edgar Cayce, perhaps the most famous
clairvoyant of the time. The couple sat with the seer on a number of occasions to seek advice
and gain glimpses into a future that Cayce would reveal during his legendary and well-
documented trances. Some of these predictions formed the basis of Hastings’s critical business
decisions. “[He] was a wildly eccentric guy,” Chiesa agreed; “he believed in Atlantis, Cayce and
mystics. [Hastings] lived in another world; he could have been an extra-terrestrial. But, he also
believed in the power of classical music to awaken the spirit and the mind. He was a purist; there
was a depth to what he wanted.”Ray Riepen, who would soon lobby to introduce rock music to
WBCN, understood that Hastings was deeply committed to programming his personal love of



classical music on the station. But he could also see the weaknesses in the owner’s thinking that
jeopardized what he had built. “[Hastings] was a visionary guy in early FM who had put this little
network together,” Riepen said, “but he was not a businessman; nor was he anybody of any taste
or discernment.” In his own role as a program director and classical music expert, Chiesa had to
agree that even though Hastings clearly loved the music, his tastes were quite finite. “He knew
what he liked, [but] he didn’t really know that much about classical music. He would call the
station occasionally and yell, ‘Get that off the air! I’m not enjoying that’; and it would be in the
middle of something great like ‘Scheherazade’ or even Beethoven. He could call and disrupt the
whole flow of what you were doing, and you had to pacify him by saying that you would do it,
whether you did or not.”Personal peculiarities aside, Hastings was still quite a man to respect,
but his innovations and his achievements could only take him so far. It soon became obvious that
the classical music he loved so dearly would not generate the amount of advertiser interest
needed to keep his stations thriving, or even financially afloat. Chiesa remembered, “There were
times where we didn’t get paid for three or four weeks.” The bill for the UPI (United Press
International) newswire service went overdue for so long that the company sent workers to
disconnect the teletype machine and haul it away. This did not end news reporting on WBCN,
though: “Hastings told us, ‘Just read from the newspaper’; so that’s what we did. He also had
problems with his rent [at 171 Newbury Street]. The building was owned by an old architect
named Edward T. P. Graham, who was becoming quite feeble and would just sit around in the
office below the studio with an elderly secretary. I heard T. Mitchell talking to the secretary once
when he was several weeks behind in rent, saying that he’d like to do a memorial program for Mr.
Graham when he passed away. So, he was willing to trade air time for rent!” Plus, he had
proposed the deal for a sponsored radio eulogy before the subject had even died! Sometimes
Hastings took the elevator down to the street and personally canvassed the crowds passing by
on the sidewalk, looking for people who would donate money to the station. Time and time
again, though, classical music lovers or friends of Hastings would arrive in the nick of time, like
the 7th Cavalry, to put up fresh funds to cover the bills.As Hastings’s financial woes deepened,
he became increasingly desperate and open to almost any new possibilities for cash flow. In the
early sixties, radio programmer Marlin Taylor had developed a winning format called beautiful
music or easy listening. Taking advantage of the advanced fidelity available on the FM band,
Taylor blended innocuous vocal songs with light orchestral hits to produce an inconspicuous mix
for background listening. By 1966, after observing the success of several stations with this new
format, Hastings contacted Taylor. Soon the sounds of Montavani, 101 Strings, Johnny Mathis,
and the Ray Coniff Singers wafted with saccharine sweetness out of WBCN’S transmitter.
“There was a period of several months where that’s all that we played,” Chiesa recalled. “Mitch
liked beautiful music probably more than classical, because it was so bland and more
accessible to him. But it didn’t work; the format petered out and we went back to the classical.”
Chiesa also revealed that the first song played in the new format was “The Ballad of the Green
Berets” by SSgt. Barry Sadler. Considering what WBCN would eventually become, the presence



of beautiful music and particularly this song, a promilitary and Vietnam War anthem that went to
number 1 in America and stayed there for five weeks in 1966, remains remarkably ironic.Ron
Della Chiesa, WBCN’S classical music impresario (from 1987). Photo by Dan Beach.The
“Golden Chain” that Hastings had worked so hard to forge began to fall apart: WRCN-FM on
Long Island was sold, WXCN-FM in Providence cut loose in October 1963, and WNCN-FM in
New York unloaded the following year. The network had been whittled down to just WHCN-FM
Hartford and WBCN itself, and Hastings was on the brink of losing even these. Ray Riepen
observed, “[WBCN] was in Chapter 11 bankruptcy; they were not making their payments and it
was going to go down.” Frantic, the board of directors granted Riepen an audience to present his
views about the merits of a free-form, rock music format. Joe Rogers related, “Ray went to them
and said, ‘You have absolutely no income whatsoever during the overnight hours. I can provide
you with actual listeners who might, in turn, generate sponsors who, in turn, could bring revenue
to your station. Face it, you have nothing to lose.’” Don Law added, “Mitch Hastings was such a
classical music lover and saw FM as the salvation for that music.” He shook his head and
marveled: “Riepen actually talked him into changing his format.” It wasn’t easy, though, as
Riepen picks up the story: “Mitch Hastings was appalled at this thing and fought it all the way.
The board, though, were businessmen; they were old friends of his that were trying to save him.
The classical music was continuing to flounder and they understood the deal. They were so
desperate, they gave me [the time slot] after midnight.” Actually it was 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m.
and strictly on a trial basis, but it was a shot. Ray Riepen congratulated himself, got on the
phone, and gave the go signal to Joe Rogers.You had this revolution going on and nobody in
radio was doing anything. Albums were outselling singles, so it seemed to me that someone
ought to be playing the music that people were buying or wanted to listen to. We cut the balls off
of Top 40! RAY RIEPENYou had this revolution going on and nobody in radio was doing
anything. Albums were outselling singles, so it seemed to me that someone ought to be playing
the music that people were buying or wanted to listen to. We cut the balls off of Top 40! RAY
RIEPENTHE AMERICANTHE AMERICANREVOLUTIONJoe Rogers had a new job. It didn’t pay
much, but that wasn’t the point. This was a gig to dream about, like scoring in Vegas for a cool
million or winning a gleaming new ’68 Camaro SS in a raffle. Barely three weeks earlier, the Tufts
student had been spinning his thoughtful arrangement of folk and blues records at WTBS-FM in
Cambridge, the noncommercial station at MIT, when he’d met a most unusual figure. Filled with
energy and ideas, the dynamo of a man radiated a wild entrepreneurial spirit and confidence
that made it seem like his crazy schemes could actually work. His name was Ray Riepen, and
he came off like some older midwestern lawyer: starched and unfappable, with the bulletproof
assurance of an innocent newly arrived in the scheming Versailles of sophisticated Bostonians,
and itching to work his way into the next hand. Even at Rogers’s relatively young age, he had a
sense that the world was often unkind to people with dreams; yet, this guy glowed with foresight
and just seemed to be a heck of a lot smarter than anybody he’d ever met.So, Rogers bought
Riepen’s scheme; what did he have to lose anyway? It wasn’t like he had some big-time radio



career to worry about; the college kid at Tufts merely wanted to stay out of the army and listen to
music. Certainly not a professional disc jockey like Alan Freed or Arnie Ginsburg, he had no
desire to be some fast-talking AM radio jive ass. A natural talent on the air, Rogers loved to
blend the many artists and styles plucked from his treasured record collection for the enjoyment
of his audience. Now, barely a month later, he had gotten the phone call from Riepen about that
crazy idea they’d talked about. This was actually going to happen! Gathering up the records he
needed was a deliciously unhurried process as the DJ lingered in the moment, anticipating the
moods he would create, and the cuts, intros, and segues he would perform. Then, hefting up the
heavy crate of vinyl, Rogers headed toward Back Bay and the 171 Newbury Street studios of
WBCN-FM, the flagship station of the Boston Concert Network and bastion of classical music
programming in the Northeast. Tonight, 15 March 1968, there’d be some new sounds coming
out of the tower, judging by the records Rogers carried: We’re Only in It for the Money by Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention; some Elmore James; Boogie with Canned Heat; Papa’s Got
a Brand New Bag from James Brown; Buffalo Springfield Again; a Kweskin Jug Band disc; and
Fresh Cream from recently departed Bluesbreaker Eric Clapton and his two new
bandmates.Rogers reached 171 Newbury, went in the front door, and took the battered, old
elevator up to the third floor, relieved to put his heavy crate of records down. The doors opened
into WBCN’S cramped office space, now darkened, as it should be this late after a long
workweek. The place seemed deserted. The main air studio was up a couple levels beyond the
reach of the elevator, so he lifted his burden again and hiked up the timeworn stairs to the attic. It
was cramped up there: a main room barely twelve feet across with another production studio
and a massive classical music library all squeezed into a tiny loft. As he crested the steps he
saw some figures milling about: Riepen; a guy he recognized from the Boston Tea Party named
Don Law; fellow college radio jocks Tommy Hadges and Jack Bernstein; and his engineer buddy
Steve Magnell from Tufts. Rogers also saw the man he’d be relieving sitting at the control board.
He smiled at him nervously, but the man grinned back. Although Ron Della Chiesa had become
a veteran announcer and the program director of WBCN, he remembered the excitement of his
first show at the station eight years earlier on Christmas Day, and he knew how Rogers felt.Do
you remember the front cover of the Pink Floyd album Wish You Were Here? Two men in
business suits stood in a studio lot shaking hands—and one of them had burst into flames. This
was that kind of moment, the two DJS standing on opposite sides of a musical chasm. Chiesa
lived and breathed classical music and as a result had forged a steady upward path at the
Boston Concert Network soon after graduating from Boston University. Rogers’s musical
passions traveled elsewhere, in American blues and traditional folk; his enthusiasm embraced
such musical outsiders as the Mothers of Invention, the Fugs, and his beloved Holy Modal
Rounders. Chiesa’s smooth and debonair on-air delivery was a far cry from Rogers’s somewhat
timid approach, his college-radio experience never demanding he develop any amount of polish
or panache. But, the younger, scruffier DJ didn’t care much about his voice or style, just like he
didn’t care so much about how he dressed. Rogers preferred to speak on the radio through his



music. And so he would tonight.Although it didn’t seem like such a big deal at the time, Joe
Rogers’s first shift at WBCN became a shot heard round the world or (at least) a crate of tea
tossed into Boston Harbor. Time and hindsight would be the forces that eventually heaped great
significance on this moment. It was, as Ray Riepen surmised, the time of a new American
revolution. The rebellions in cultural, sexual, musical, artistic, intellectual, and political freedoms
that began slowly at the end of the fifties had gathered speed in the early sixties and burst into
full flower by the middle of the decade. The youth of America and free Europe, witnessing the
daily horrors and rising body counts broadcast every night in living color from Southeast Asia,
united in a bond as strong as those that had toppled totalitarian regimes in the past. All the
turbulence of a new generation unsullied by convention, heedless of authority, and joyfully
seeking answers had arrived on this night in a most unusual place: the control room of a
classical music FM radio station. Even though Ron Della Chiesa hadn’t yet turned thirty and was
quite sympathetic to the forces of change, he still represented an old guard about to be swept
away.Rogers settled into the studio chair, assuming his bluesy radio identity as “Mississippi
Harold Wilson,” and then cued up a record while waiting for Chiesa’s final selection to wind
down. It was almost 10:00 p.m. Time had begun to accelerate in the last few moments, like it
usually did before stressful and important occasions, as Mississippi felt the excitement of leaving
his ten-watt college radio world behind to sit atop a New England radio powerhouse. Mississippi
calmed himself as the classical piece ended, and he flicked on one of the turntables. To
WBCN’S loyal listeners, it was as if an alien mother ship had suddenly invaded their concert hall,
panicking the startled dowagers out of their seats and scattering programs, purses, and fox
stoles as patrons ran wildly for the exits. Hovering menacingly, Frank Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention split the air with “Nasal Retentive Calliope Music,” a bizarre and atonal assortment of
spoken words, music, and farting sounds. Was Mississippi Harold Wilson some emissary from
another planet, come to prepare the populace for a coming invasion? Not likely. But in those first
few seconds of airtime, he provoked a change just about as jolting as an extraterrestrial takeover
(at least one that was filmed in Hollywood). This initial shock led into his next choice, the breezy
blues of Cream’s “I Feel Free.” With that first complete song, WBCN’S new chapter, “The
American Revolution,” one that would span nearly forty-one years and five months, had officially
stepped out of its mother ship.As the prophet of “The American Revolution,” Ray Riepen left a
lasting impression with anyone who worked for him at WBCN or the Boston Tea Party. “[He was]
an extremely intelligent man with a fair amount of W.C. Fields in him,” Joe Rogers recalled.
“When I met him he was living in an apartment in Cambridge with a mattress on the floor and a
stack of books almost up to the ceiling. The man had one three-piece lawyer’s suit and a couple
of shirts. That was it. In the back of his Lincoln Continental was his laundry . . . in the trunk.”
Tommy Hadges described him as “a most unlikely entrepreneur” who drove his Lincoln
“barefoot,” also saying that his first meeting with Riepen “was in his beautiful, luxury apartment,
but there wasn’t a stitch of furniture in the entire place. To sit down, there was an orange crate!
This was the guy that was going to take over a radio station?” Ten years Riepen’s junior, future



WBCN jock and program director Sam Kopper called him “our boss, forever in a pin-stripe blue
suit; that could be daunting. But, he was a hippie in spirit, [if] not in dress or look.” The “Master
Blaster,” cohost of Peter Wolf’s eventual late night WBCN radio show, added, “Ray Riepen? He
was a wild dude, man; he definitely had his own style. He had this big limo and he spent more
time hanging out in that car going somewhere than he did in his house! He conceptualized the
whole idea of the Tea Party and WBCN when people were just starting to question authority and
be free.” Truly a memorable character, Ray Riepen would shuttle in and out of Boston in barely
six years, yet his tenure indelibly altered the city’s cultural landscape, even if his name is often
overlooked today.Ray Riepen, the hippie entrepreneur. Photo by Michael .Ray Riepen was a
bright attorney who hit town from Kansas City to pursue a master’s degree at Harvard Law
School. By 1966, the seeds of the counterculture had been sown and were swiftly taking root.
Change electrified the air, especially in America’s college towns, where like-minded souls
gathered from their diverse and staid homes across the country to collaborate and conspire
freely on campus and in smoky coffeehouses, becoming part of some vast, liberal, petri dish.
Riepen swiftly caught the buzz of the changing times firsthand in Cambridge and, as a voracious
reader, soaked up the rich volumes of contemporary thought expressed by intellectuals all
around him. There were opportunities out there for those who could visualize them, and even
though he was a thirty-year-old graduate student in a scene that soon wouldn’t trust anyone over
that age, he still shared a great deal of the love-your-neighbor mentality that the hippie
movement would emulate. “I’ve never done anything in my life for money,” he explained. “I’ve
done things antithetical to maximizing my money, because I’ve [always] wanted to do the most
tasteful and innovative things.” At the beginning of 1967, after he had clumsily and quite
accidentally backed himself into a deal involving a failed South End coffeehouse on Berkeley
Street called the Moondial, Riepen’s entrepreneurial spirit managed to turn that disaster into a
launch of the city’s eventual preeminent rock club, the Boston Tea Party. It was not without
precedent. “I owned a jazz club back in Kansas City where Count Basie got started and John
Coltrane played.” (This was a measure of coolness not be lost on local jazz and R & B fanatic
Peter Wolf.)Soon the Tea Party was playing host to many of the city’s hippest young bands like
Bagatelle, the Lost, the Hallucinations (featuring Wolf), Beacon Street Union, and Ultimate
Spinach. Riepen also began attracting smaller regional and national acts like Andy Warhol’s
Velvet Underground, Country Joe & the Fish, Canned Heat, Lothar and the Hand People, and
Richie Havens. The legendary gigs that most people associate with the Tea Party—Led
Zeppelin, the Jeff Beck Group, Fleetwood Mac, and The Who—were at least two years down the
road at this point. But Riepen, as a lawyer and entrepreneur, was not all that keen on running the
place: “I don’t like to operate businesses. Once you get them and once you figure them out, it’s
not very elegant to be running them, so I hire people to run them.” Steve Nelson, a Harvard-
schooled lawyer who became disenchanted working in Washington (for NASA, no less, in the
thick of the space race with the Russians), returned to Boston and went to see the Velvet
Underground at the Tea Party to celebrate his twenty-sixth birthday. This was an extra special



celebration night for Nelson: after being drafted years earlier and using his legal skills to avoid
deployment, he had reached the magic age where Uncle Sam declassified him as eligible for
service. “It was the end of May 1967; I went to that gig and I met Ray. A couple of months later,
he said, ‘I know you went to law school, you have a business sense and you know the music
scene; would you be interested in becoming the manager of the Tea Party?’ I thought, ‘Yeah!
That was so much cooler than working for the federal government!’”So Steve Nelson went from
launching moon rockets to moonlighting, taking the day-to-day management of the Tea Party off
Riepen’s shoulders. But things were perilous at best at the Berkeley Street location, and it
seemed like Nelson’s exciting new job might actually end up being the shortest one of his life.
The Tea Party’s bookings, although cool and hip to the underground scene, produced
inconsistent results. While a pair of Country Joe & the Fish shows in August did terrific sell-out
business, many other bands played to near-empty rooms. “It was a pretty small place,” Nelson
acknowledged, “especially when you think about where the music business went after that.” In a
nightclub of this size there was little space for error. With a legal capacity of around seven
hundred patrons, the Tea Party was not the kind of spot that could turn a huge profit unless the
cover charge was jacked up, which Riepen refused to do. “I never made any money at the Tea
Party,” he said. “I was charging three dollars to get in [while] Bill Graham charged twelve, for the
same acts!”WBCN presents concerts at the Boston Tea Party, June 1968, original poster.
Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives. Photo by Matt Dolloff.Don Law, who would eventually
replace Steve Nelson as general manager of the Tea Party and go on to become Boston’s most
successful rock impresario, met Ray Riepen at Boston University (BU) where he was a student,
as well as an instructor who conducted an educational workshop entitled “Evolution of the
Blues.” Law’s early music education came from his quite famous father, Don Sr., who worked as
a talent scout and producer for Brunswick and then Columbia Records, plying the American
South for talent, which included the iconic Robert Johnson, Memphis Minnie, and even Gene
Autry. Through his father, Don Jr. had developed some hefty connections on his own. He brought
in blues artists to play and speak at his BU workshops, including the already-legendary Muddy
Waters and his outstanding piano player Otis Spann. “[The workshop] got a lot of attention; the
New York Times covered it,” Law mentioned, “and that’s how I met Riepen. At the time, he was
struggling with the Tea Party; it was sort of hit or miss.” The pair shared their backgrounds, and
Law filled Riepen in on his recent successes as a young player in the music business. “I
considered myself somewhat of an authority because I had worked as a college [booking] agent
and had gotten Barry and the Remains their recording contract with Epic.” Not only that, Law had
also helped the Boston band land a spot on the road as an opening act for the Beatles. Riepen
was impressed, quickly inducting Don Law into the Tea Party’s inner circle. “It’s been written that
I was a lot smarter than I think I was,” Law revealed, “or more Machiavellian. But the truth is that
we were just kids who wanted to be in the music business. There wasn’t any money in live
entertainment anyway; it was all sort of a small business; we were doing it because we thought it
was fun. Here it was: 1967 and ’68, we really didn’t have that much pressure; we were [just]



having a blast. [But] then, the Earth moved!”In the Tea Party’s daily business conundrum,
accounts receivable often didn’t cover accounts payable, but the inner circle let it ride, counting
on the next night’s gate receipts to save the day. However, even as 1968 arrived with more
consistent bookings, the profits were never outstanding. Plus, as Don Law remembered, his
boss could be a financial problem himself: “Every time I’d get myself in a good position and start
making money, [because] you had to have some around to make guarantees [with bands and
their agents] and pay out bills, [Riepen] would just come in and take it all out to fund whatever
else he was doing. I was always going, ‘Oh no! I’m down to zero again!’ I was always playing this
game trying to keep the place afloat, [acting] as if I had resources . . . and I didn’t!” Riepen’s
personal life also bordered on the dramatic, as Law recalled with a smile: “He was a really sweet
guy, but he was just so difficult. I’d get a call at three in the morning . . . it was him: ‘I’m over here
in Belmont and I’m in jail and I don’t have a license. Can you get me out of here?’ He didn’t have
a license, and he would always drive without one. He had a Porsche one time and he was
visiting some girlfriend on the Hill, then someone stole his Porsche. He said, ‘Aw, fuck it,’ went
down the Hill and just bought himself a Volkswagen!”Ray Riepen asserted that he didn’t make
any money off the Tea Party, but that’s only true depending on how you do the math. To his
credit, he kept the ticket prices low, insanely cheap by today’s standards, and the hippies who
were around then will always tell fond memories about how they saw Led Zeppelin or The Who
for less than five bucks. Even so, Riepen did make money off the club, but he just spent it as
quickly as he made it. Some of those expenditures, like financing his impending venture at
WBCN and eventual stake in the Cambridge Phoenix newspaper, were clever and considered
business endeavors. Others were more impulsive, as Don Law explained: “By 1969, 1970, there
was this ‘Free the Music’ thing [in which] people thought there shouldn’t be any charges for
music. There was a lot of this, so we always tried to be sensitive about it and keep the prices
down. Riepen took it upon himself to buy a Mercedes 600 limo! It was as ugly and corporate as
you could get: a long black box that the only other people in the world used was the Secretary-
General of the U.S. or the Pope. He’d pull up in this massive limousine at the Tea Party; I’d be out
there trying to run things, and people are shouting, ‘Free the music! Free the music!’ He’d get out
in his three-piece suit and stand there on the curb. I’d just go: ‘Damnit!’ And you know, if you
looked in that limo, you’d notice that it was stacked with books. He would spend half his life in
this thing in the back seat; it was really his apartment of sorts.”As a well-read intellectual, Ray
Riepen noticed some recent developments in radio on the West Coast. In San Francisco,
“underground radio” had made its debut on the FM band with a reasonable level of success. The
idea began percolating in his head that the same could be accomplished in a place like Boston,
with its profusion of freethinkers at the area’s multitude of colleges and universities. “There were
84,000 students here and they were all starting to smoke dope,” Riepen asserted. “They were
obviously hipper than the assholes running broadcasting in America.” He knew that a significant
audience was hearing the music they desired every night at the Tea Party, but they were not
hearing that music on the radio. Up to that point, Boston was ruled by the format that had been



dominant in America for over a decade: Top 40, with its tight playlist and hyperactive teams of
shouting DJS to introduce the songs. The recipe of this winning formula was based on repetition.
Since listeners remained locked on a radio station for discrete periods in the day based on their
own personal schedules and preferences, it was important that while tuned in, those listeners
heard the songs they absolutely loved. Relentlessly rotated on the air, that list of “40” selections
ensured that the most popular songs would be heard by the highest-sized audience possible. A
station programmed successfully in this manner could generate huge numbers of listeners
throughout semiannual ratings periods and, as a result, demonstrate to potential clients that it
was the one to purchase advertising on, then command top dollar for every commercial
sold.The Boston Tea Party schedule, May/June 1969. Courtesy of the David Bieber Archives.
Photo of schedule by Matt Dolloff.Top 40 radio stations in the sixties weren’t just marked by their
choice of music; there was also a style or aesthetic behind the sounds of those frequencies.
Program directors encouraged their DJS to shout with abandon into the microphone, modulate
their voices up and down in exaggerated or phony exuberance, and deliver high-powered raps
with machine-gun velocity. Most of what an announcer needed to say in a break between two
songs could be accomplished by talking over the fading music of the first and the instrumental
introduction to the second, before the singer’s voice kicked in. Radio station engineers wired up
echo devices so that DJS could project their voices with the booming, amplified voice of God (or
at least Charlton Heston as Moses). Inane collections of sound effects, bursts of fast-paced
phrases, and clips of words snipped from comedy records were produced into short station IDS
(call letters plus city of origin) to link up songs and constantly remind listeners what radio station
they were listening to. DJS had their own theme music, jingles, and personalized breakers to
instantly convey their identity to the audience. “Cousin Brucie” (Bruce Morrow) at WABC in New
York City assembled a brief, instantly recognizable montage of voices yelling out his name, while
closer to home at Boston’s WMEX-AM, celebrated announcer Arnie “Woo-Woo” Ginsburg
earned his nickname by punctuating on-air raps with blasts from a train whistle.As Lulu’s “To Sir
With Love,” “The Letter” by the Boxtops, “Windy” from the Association, Bobby Gentry’s spooky
“Ode to Billie Joe,” and “Groovin’” from the Rascals became the biggest AM radio hits of 1967,
immense changes were afoot in the youth culture and, eventually, in the media that served it.
Just as the Beatles had quickly outgrown playing neat two-and-a-half-minute pop masterpieces
by absorbing fresh influences and exploring new adventures, fans began searching for more as
well. Young, unsullied minds lay open to innovative approaches in art, music, spirituality, lifestyle,
health, sex, and politics. The sixties became the stage upon which these great changes
occurred, revolutions approaching and flying by like road signs on a highway. The specter of the
Vietnam War haunted the country, uniting America’s teenagers and propelling them forward with
urgency. Why would an eighteen-year-old seeker wait to experience an LSD trip or pass up a
weekend retreat with some Indian guru, when he knew that the following week he might be
plucked by his draft board and sent off to dodge shrapnel in Da Nang. This great injustice,
visited upon the youth by political leaders seemingly ensconced on Mount Olympus, was an



accelerant poured on the fire of the times.Encyclopedia Britannica summarized this turbulent
time in American history: “The 1960s were marked by the greatest changes in morals and
manners since the 1920s. Young people, college students in particular, rebelled against what
they viewed as the repressed, conformist society of their parents. A ‘counterculture’ sprang up
that legitimized radical standards of taste and behavior in the arts as well as in life.” A potent
antiwar movement poured out of the American campuses and took to the streets. Swiftly rising
opposition to the U.S. Air Force bombing of North Vietnam brought a hundred thousand
demonstrators into New York City in April 1967, and an October march on the Pentagon drew
almost the same number. The black population, still largely unable to claim the rights won during
the Civil War a hundred years earlier and guaranteed under the Constitution, had waited long
enough. Simmering anger boiled over into violent action, as evidenced by race riots in dozens of
American cities, particularly Watts in L.A. and other revolts in Newark and Detroit. In the latter,
rampant looting and one thousand fires destroyed almost seven hundred buildings in less than a
week. The nonviolent civil rights movement, led by Martin Luther King Jr., encountered stiff
resistance at every turn but steadily grew, its ranks swelled by sympathetic supporters in the
antiwar movement. Many young protestors also rejected the capitalist stance of their parents,
instead taking it one day at a time to explore alternative lifestyles. The recreational use of
marijuana and LSD soared while drug-culture gurus like Timothy Leary urged his followers to
“turn on, tune in, and drop out.”It’s no mystery, then, that music and the radio stations that played
it were due for a rocket ride of their own. History points a big finger at the Beatles’ June 1967
release of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band as the flash point. There were others, and
some came before, but the Beatles had the attention of the world as pop music’s number 1
spokesmen, so the group’s latest work was greeted with far more attention than any other. Paul
Evans, writing in the Rolling Stone Album Guide, lauded Sgt. Pepper’s as no less than “the most
astonishing single record of popular music ever released.” Never before had a band with this
magnitude made such a bold artistic statement, shrugging off its monochrome past and
embracing a fresh Technicolor one. The group realized this, evidenced by the cover photo
featuring the waxen Fab Four replicas in charcoal-grey suits standing solemnly at their own
funeral, in front of the “new” John, Paul, George, and Ringo in colorful marching-band outfits.
The Beatles didn’t necessarily need the promotion of a hit song, so the band chose not to
release any singles from Sgt. Pepper’s, instead presenting the twelve-inch vinyl record as a
whole piece not unlike a complete classical work of old. Top 40 DJS who didn’t want to be left
out of the newest Beatles project blew the dust off their turntable speed levers and moved them
(maybe for the first time) from 45 rpm down to 33, and then started playing songs of the album.
Sgt. Pepper’s became the largest-selling album in America from July into October 1967,
ushering in an era of sophistication in popular music that hadn’t existed much before. Now, many
listeners began grooving to complete albums rather than stacking up a pile of three-minute
singles on their record player.Tom Donahue, a successful West Coast Top 40 disc jockey and
businessman, had read the same tea leaves as Riepen, but his vision came a year earlier. He



proposed a radio show embracing some revolutionary elements: mixing album tracks, creating
long sets of music drawn from many genres of music, speaking conversationally, and avoiding
the wisecracking gimmicks of Top 40 delivery. He unveiled his ideas to the management at
KMPX-FM in San Francisco, which featured ethnic programming at the time. Facing financial
challenges, the owners decided they had nothing to lose and allowed Donahue to experiment
with a free-form evening show based on folk, blues, and rock music. The new approach became
an immediate sensation, especially amongst Bay Area students, and within a few months KMPX
adopted the revolutionary format full time. Since that complete changeover occurred on 6
August 1967, Tom Donahue is credited with having started the very first “underground radio”
station in America. Soon, the owners called on Donahue to repeat his success by extending the
same type of programming to KMPX’S sister station in the Los Angeles area, KPPC-FM in
Pasadena, which had previously been broadcasting classical music out of a church basement to
no great financial reward. With underground radio visualized and the prototypes already flying on
the West Coast, why couldn’t the same also work in Boston?Riepen considered the FM radio
band as virgin territory for his experiment and attended a 1967 FM broadcasting conclave in
Washington, D.C., to share his views and garner feedback. The reaction, however, was
universally negative, even condescending. “I told them what I wanted to do and they asked,
‘What’s your background?’ I said ‘I’m an attorney, I’ve got a business degree; I’m in the concert
business.’ They said, ‘Well, you better go back and practice law because you’re the dumbest son
of a bitch we’ve ever heard of! You can’t have breaks with no talk-overs and no jingles . . . or [the
DJS] using conversational tones and playing eight to ten minute [musical] pieces!” Ridiculed at
the gathering, he assumed an “I’ll show you!” attitude and forged on even more intently. With
Steve Nelson and then Don Law taking care of the Tea Party, Riepen began examining Boston’s
FM band in great detail for a likely spot to base his experiment.Riepen’s research led him to
104.1, WBCN-FM, a struggling classical music station that had sparked up its transmitter nearly
ten years earlier on April 24, 1958. The owner and president, Theodore Mitchell Hastings,
possessed a colorful and distinguished past as one of the very pioneers of FM radio. With a
genius-level intellect, the man could easily grasp technical concepts that most found
impenetrable; he was a true eccentric, with an almost childlike view of science, who commanded
a great deal of respect from the engineering community. Like Ray Riepen, Mitch Hastings went
to Harvard, graduating in 1933, and then formed an electronic research lab named General
Communications, which performed extensive work in sonar and signaling technology for the
navy during World War II. By 1951, he had become fascinated with the commercial possibilities
of the still largely untouched FM radio band, with its low interference and static, as well as stereo
feasibility. At the time, there were less than two dozen FM programmers in the entire country,
with growth in new frontier virtually nonexistent. Hastings recognized that the newer radio band
had to be readily accessible to the masses before its technology could expand on a grand scale.
The key, he felt, was to create an FM radio for the car, which he developed with Raytheon
engineer Ed Brooks and marketed to listeners on the handful of FM stations around the country.



Hastings became somewhat famous for this, and after a few further developments and
inventions (including a pocket FM transistor radio) he decided to jump into the world of radio
station ownership himself.Pouring his own funds into the project and obtaining additional money
from several financial backers, Hastings formed the General Broadcasting Corporation, later to
be known as Concert Network Inc. The company expanded rapidly, acquiring a handful of
powerful FM radio stations up and down the East Coast. According to Ron Della Chiesa, “His
dream was to create a network of stations that would program classical music all over the
country on FM. Up to that point, classical music was on AM; you couldn’t get the full frequency of
it. [But] when FM came in, it was like a third dimension; you really got the depth and sound.”
Hastings acquired and then changed the call letters of each station, putting a “CN” in each to
designate Concert Network. “So, beginning his dream were these stations: WNCN in New York
City, WHCN in Hartford, WXCN in Providence and [for a time] he had one on Mount Washington,
WMTW.” Added to this list was an additional property in Riverside, Long Island, renamed WRCN
and, of course, WBCN in Boston.Mitch Hastings struggled to keep classical music WBCN afloat.
Photo by Sam Kopper.WBCN began broadcasting classical music on T. Mitchell Hastings’s
birthday in 1958; and so his dream took flight. The idea was, as Hastings told Alan Wolmark
twenty years later in Record World Magazine, “to go forward and develop FM broadcasting into
the great public service it should be.” Hastings organized his network of stations into what he
termed the “Golden Chain.” In effect, he could nearly pull off systemwide live broadcasts of the
Boston Symphony and other classical programming by originating the transmissions on WBCN,
which would then be picked up by high-gain antennas at ’XCN in Providence and rebroadcast to
its own audience. In turn, that transmission would be relayed further down the chain to the
stations in Long Island, Hartford, and New York. Although Boston was the originator in most
cases, programs could also be sent back up the network in the reverse direction. In an age
before satellites blanketed the skies and routinely linked broadcast stations around the globe, T.
Mitchell Hastings was able to bypass the high costs of using phone lines to achieve this same
purpose.T. Mitchell Hastings possessed another side to his personality, quirks and oddities that
often challenged those around him. “[He] was a whack job, and I don’t mean that meanly; but he
was just a very strange guy,” future WBCN program director Sam Kopper pointed out. “In
addition to his sort of visionary eccentricities, he was a religious and spiritual seeker.” Not
secretive about his beliefs in the supernatural, spiritual, and paranormal realms, Hastings and
his wife Margot were regular acquaintances of Edgar Cayce, perhaps the most famous
clairvoyant of the time. The couple sat with the seer on a number of occasions to seek advice
and gain glimpses into a future that Cayce would reveal during his legendary and well-
documented trances. Some of these predictions formed the basis of Hastings’s critical business
decisions. “[He] was a wildly eccentric guy,” Chiesa agreed; “he believed in Atlantis, Cayce and
mystics. [Hastings] lived in another world; he could have been an extra-terrestrial. But, he also
believed in the power of classical music to awaken the spirit and the mind. He was a purist; there
was a depth to what he wanted.”Ray Riepen, who would soon lobby to introduce rock music to



WBCN, understood that Hastings was deeply committed to programming his personal love of
classical music on the station. But he could also see the weaknesses in the owner’s thinking that
jeopardized what he had built. “[Hastings] was a visionary guy in early FM who had put this little
network together,” Riepen said, “but he was not a businessman; nor was he anybody of any taste
or discernment.” In his own role as a program director and classical music expert, Chiesa had to
agree that even though Hastings clearly loved the music, his tastes were quite finite. “He knew
what he liked, [but] he didn’t really know that much about classical music. He would call the
station occasionally and yell, ‘Get that off the air! I’m not enjoying that’; and it would be in the
middle of something great like ‘Scheherazade’ or even Beethoven. He could call and disrupt the
whole flow of what you were doing, and you had to pacify him by saying that you would do it,
whether you did or not.”Personal peculiarities aside, Hastings was still quite a man to respect,
but his innovations and his achievements could only take him so far. It soon became obvious that
the classical music he loved so dearly would not generate the amount of advertiser interest
needed to keep his stations thriving, or even financially afloat. Chiesa remembered, “There were
times where we didn’t get paid for three or four weeks.” The bill for the UPI (United Press
International) newswire service went overdue for so long that the company sent workers to
disconnect the teletype machine and haul it away. This did not end news reporting on WBCN,
though: “Hastings told us, ‘Just read from the newspaper’; so that’s what we did. He also had
problems with his rent [at 171 Newbury Street]. The building was owned by an old architect
named Edward T. P. Graham, who was becoming quite feeble and would just sit around in the
office below the studio with an elderly secretary. I heard T. Mitchell talking to the secretary once
when he was several weeks behind in rent, saying that he’d like to do a memorial program for Mr.
Graham when he passed away. So, he was willing to trade air time for rent!” Plus, he had
proposed the deal for a sponsored radio eulogy before the subject had even died! Sometimes
Hastings took the elevator down to the street and personally canvassed the crowds passing by
on the sidewalk, looking for people who would donate money to the station. Time and time
again, though, classical music lovers or friends of Hastings would arrive in the nick of time, like
the 7th Cavalry, to put up fresh funds to cover the bills.As Hastings’s financial woes deepened,
he became increasingly desperate and open to almost any new possibilities for cash flow. In the
early sixties, radio programmer Marlin Taylor had developed a winning format called beautiful
music or easy listening. Taking advantage of the advanced fidelity available on the FM band,
Taylor blended innocuous vocal songs with light orchestral hits to produce an inconspicuous mix
for background listening. By 1966, after observing the success of several stations with this new
format, Hastings contacted Taylor. Soon the sounds of Montavani, 101 Strings, Johnny Mathis,
and the Ray Coniff Singers wafted with saccharine sweetness out of WBCN’S transmitter.
“There was a period of several months where that’s all that we played,” Chiesa recalled. “Mitch
liked beautiful music probably more than classical, because it was so bland and more
accessible to him. But it didn’t work; the format petered out and we went back to the classical.”
Chiesa also revealed that the first song played in the new format was “The Ballad of the Green



Berets” by SSgt. Barry Sadler. Considering what WBCN would eventually become, the presence
of beautiful music and particularly this song, a promilitary and Vietnam War anthem that went to
number 1 in America and stayed there for five weeks in 1966, remains remarkably ironic.Ron
Della Chiesa, WBCN’S classical music impresario (from 1987). Photo by Dan Beach.The
“Golden Chain” that Hastings had worked so hard to forge began to fall apart: WRCN-FM on
Long Island was sold, WXCN-FM in Providence cut loose in October 1963, and WNCN-FM in
New York unloaded the following year. The network had been whittled down to just WHCN-FM
Hartford and WBCN itself, and Hastings was on the brink of losing even these. Ray Riepen
observed, “[WBCN] was in Chapter 11 bankruptcy; they were not making their payments and it
was going to go down.” Frantic, the board of directors granted Riepen an audience to present his
views about the merits of a free-form, rock music format. Joe Rogers related, “Ray went to them
and said, ‘You have absolutely no income whatsoever during the overnight hours. I can provide
you with actual listeners who might, in turn, generate sponsors who, in turn, could bring revenue
to your station. Face it, you have nothing to lose.’” Don Law added, “Mitch Hastings was such a
classical music lover and saw FM as the salvation for that music.” He shook his head and
marveled: “Riepen actually talked him into changing his format.” It wasn’t easy, though, as
Riepen picks up the story: “Mitch Hastings was appalled at this thing and fought it all the way.
The board, though, were businessmen; they were old friends of his that were trying to save him.
The classical music was continuing to flounder and they understood the deal. They were so
desperate, they gave me [the time slot] after midnight.” Actually it was 10:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m.
and strictly on a trial basis, but it was a shot. Ray Riepen congratulated himself, got on the
phone, and gave the go signal to Joe Rogers.There was an immense freedom; you were defined
by your personality and your musical tastes. That was very intoxicating and exhilarating for
everyone involved because you realized you were part of something incredibly new. PETER
WOLFA RADIOCOMMUNERay Riepen gathered his recruits for the new WBCN air staff, but, in
a surprising move, avoided chasing after professional disc jockeys. “I didn’t want people who
were in radio trying to figure out what we ought to do, because they couldn’t. They were
swimming in the sea of a Top 40 world; all over-hyped and screaming. As far as [producing]
something tasteful or smart, they didn’t have that kind of vision.” Joe Rogers marveled at the
idea: “He could have staffed the station with real announcers, but he stuck with rank amateurs
because that’s how he saw it. In the end I guess it was the right decision, but it was a peculiar
thing to do at the time.” The place where Riepen could find the type of people he wanted, in an
environment that embraced freethinking and was uncluttered by format and focused on the
music, was on the Boston area’s many student-run radio stations. With Top 40 dominating the
AM band and classical programming holding down the FM side, college radio was the place
where the sounds of the burgeoning folk and blues revival and growing rock revolution could be
heard.“When Ray originally decided to start a radio station, he went to the MIT and Harvard
stations: WTBS and WHRB, to find people who would be willing to do this sort of alternative [he
envisioned], and that was the core that started [WBCN],” Tommy Hadges pointed out. Both



Hadges and Rogers were Tufts University students but had found their way onto WTBS. Riepen
checked them out as well as several other jocks at the station including Jack Bernstein, plus
Steve Magnell at Tufts and Tom Gamache on Boston University’s WBUR. He passed on
Gamache but approached the others and set up a meeting at his nearly unfurnished Cambridge
apartment to present his plan to them. After floating the idea around the room and receiving
assurances from the jocks that they were certainly interested, not much else was discussed.
Even later, when Riepen had confirmed that WBCN was giving the jocks a shot, there was
virtually no planning or guidance from their mentor. Rogers elaborated, “No serious preparation.
We knew there was a date coming up and whatever that was [in his best Riepen imitation], ‘Be
ready and go do your god-damned radio show! Don’t fuck it up!’ There was no discussion of the
format; it was, ‘Just do what you’ve been doing on these college stations, but do it better!’”
Riepen added, “They didn’t have the concept that I had, but once we set the parameters, I didn’t
restrict them. I wasn’t going to program the station; the idea of it was to be free-form and
spontaneous.”It was only three weeks after their initial meeting that Rogers got the call to get
down to 171 Newbury, but in that time Riepen had also pitched his idea to a familiar face at the
Tea Party. “Peter Wolf sang in a group called the Hallucinations, who were mostly guys from the
Museum Art School; I used to book them from time to time. Peter Wolf was kind of a star; he had
the moves. He was a smart guy and very together in certain ways.” Showmanship, a keen ear for
what the people wanted, and an encyclopedic knowledge of R & B and blues combined to make
this gifted neophyte an excellent candidate for some musical vocation, in spite of his chosen
field of study. As Wolf put it in the 2003 essay compilation Martin Scorsese Presents the Blues, “I
was a student looking to become a painter somewhat in the German Expressionist manner. But
then I was sidetracked by the blues.” Born and raised in New York City, Wolf’s entire life was
surrounded by the arts: learning the basics of drawing, filling canvas after canvas, and then
seeing jazz greats like John Coltrane and Miles Davis in the Village and soul giants James
Brown and Ray Charles at the legendary Apollo. Upon arriving in Boston on his thumb, Wolf
pursued his love of music with a passion, settling in Cambridge just a stone’s throw from Club
47, the most important early sixties terminus for local and touring folk artists in New England.
Soon the singing novice and harmonica trainee became a regular at Club 47 and Boston’s Jazz
Workshop, meeting and jamming with A-list favorites like Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker,
Howlin’ Wolf, and James Cotton. Peter Wolf’s apartment morphed into a haven of sorts for bands
playing Club 47. Waters and his band became regular visitors, relaxing, playing cards, and
cooking dinners before and after their sets while their scrawny host built some solid friendships
and soaked it all in.Wolf threw his musical passions into the Hallucinations and began to perform
on a steady basis around the area, finding a regular home at the Tea Party in early 1967. The
word started getting around about the skinny kid who always dressed in black and sang like he
grew up on the south side of Chicago. Riepen saw not only a talented lead singer for a band
here, but one who could equally mesmerize on the radio. He piqued Wolf’s interest with his plan
for WBCN. “[Riepen] was in my apartment one day and he was all full of steam and pumped up,



telling me about this business venture he was getting into,” remembered Wolf. “He was going to
take over this radio station, but he could only come in slowly by doing the evening [shifts], and if I
had ten thousand dollars I could partner with him.‘Ten thousand dollars? Ray, I don’t have ten
dollars.’‘Well listen, you’ve got ten thousand records! How about [being] a DJ and helping me get
together a staff and build up a library?’ And I loved radio; when I was growing up, it was so
important to my knowledge of music. The idea of doing a radio show was exciting.”“He had a
beautiful understanding of what to do with the radio,” Joe Rogers said of Wolf. “He understood
something about show business and how to grab people’s attention, then what to do with them
once you had them.” Charles Daniels, the “Master Blaster,” added, “We used to hang out in
[Harvard] Square and spent a lot of time at Peter’s place because that’s where it all seemed to
happen; it was like a big family. He always had the best records.”Rogers would be first, stepping
across the threshold at 10:00 p.m. and into a new world not unlike Neil Armstrong’s small step a
little more than a year later. Wolf would then arrive for the overnight shift, often, as demonstrated
in future months, literally out of breath after rushing over from a gig. Indeed, it happened the very
night he made his WBCN debut; the Hallucinations performed at the Boston Tea Party with the
Beacon Street Union. WBCN would eventually broadcast from a back room at that dancehall,
and many have speculated that it was a simple matter on 15 March 1968 for Wolf to run offstage,
towel himself dry, and jump in behind the turntables. But Rogers is quick to refute this. “Many
people think that the first [radio] show was at the Tea Party; I’ve given up trying to correct them.
We began where the proper studios were located: 171 Newbury Street.”“He’s absolutely correct,”
Tommy Hadges concurred. “I remember [Joe’s] hand shaking so much I might have been the
one running the turntable!”Don Law also confirmed that the debut occurred in the WBCN studio
on Newbury Street. “The very first time the needle dropped on that first record, I remember being
in the next room with Riepen, [who was] popping pills and drinking champagne, looking through
the glass. Riepen was readably nervous as the calls and the complaints started coming in.”
Although WBCN’S previous format had not kept the station in the black, the few classical music
listeners who were tuned in at that late hour erupted with dismay, lighting up the phone lines in
disbelief. But calls of support from a new audience were just as vocal and would increase
dramatically over the next few weeks. “God bless Peter Wolf for many things,” Rogers stated,
“but among them, he was the only one who had the presence of mind to instruct listeners that it
would be a good idea to send in letters and postcards if they liked what they heard. An awful lot
came in too; I saw some 30-gallon barrels of letters. It made a significant impression on the
people [in the office] downstairs.” This was important since, as Rogers added, “There were
objections to us; we weren’t entirely welcome at 171 Newbury Street. We weren’t . . . uh . . . what
they were used to at a classical radio station.”“They were from the Nixon conservative era; but
the [new] staff was anti-Vietnam, progressive left-wing,” Wolf recalled. “Sandra [Newsom] was
this woman that ran the old ’BCN office, sort of like a gal Friday: did all the billing and booking
and stuff. She had this huge poster of Barry Goldwater on the wall. Goldwater was Attila the Hun
to us! She couldn’t stand these dirty hippies; didn’t want them in the office, even though they



were creating this thing.”Peter Wolf in 1968. “He had a beautiful understanding of what to do with
the radio.” Photo by Charles Daniels.“I guess they were afraid we were on acid all the time and
we’d steal the records or something,” Riepen chuckled.Wolf didn’t just arrive at the station with a
box or two of R & B records to play; he arrived with a plan. He had a theme song to start the
show: “Mosaic” by Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, over which he’d rap introductions for a
cast of characters, both real and imagined. He came with an entourage, including neighbor and
friend Charles Daniels, who was becoming a celebrity as the Tea Party’s house emcee. Daniels
recalled, “The radio was just a reflection of what we were doing at that time. I’d talk about the Tea
Party, who I’d hung out with, or if I was wearing some funky new underwear. I’d take my pants off
[in the studio] and say, ‘check this out!’” Daniels evolved into a sort of cohost: an Ed McMahon to
Wolf’s Johnny Carson. “I started calling him the ‘Woofa-Goofa’ and he started calling me ‘The
Master Blaster.’ We’d joke back and forth, than jump right into a song,” Daniels explained. “It
wasn’t comedy radio, but a lot of slapstick and jiving, with really, really good music.” One of their
favorite bits was an old slice of black folklore called “doing the dozens,” as represented by “Say
Man,” one of Wolf’s favorite songs by blues great Bo Diddley. The two would launch into a
lengthy and friendly rant based on the “your baby is so ugly” motif that Diddley and colead singer
Jerome Green jived over on their 1958 Chess single. Wolf and Master Blaster volleyed, piling on
the insults until one or the other, both usually, collapsed in laughter. “It was very funny,” Rogers
laughed. “I was into blues, but R & B was [Wolf’s] specialty. It was new material to me, and I’d
say, 98% of our listeners, who would have heard nothing like it.”“My show was an enigma.
Because of my relationship with Ray, I was given carte blanche,” Wolf explained. “I brought all my
records and 45’s in; I’d program Billy Stewart, lots of blues, R & B, rock and roll, Van Morrison,
deep Bob Dylan tracks, Tim Hardin and a lot of singer/songwriters like Jesse Winchester. I’d play
things that were not in the main vein of what ’BCN was going after, which was Country Joe and
the Fish, Jethro Tull and the new music that was coming out.” In his husky growl, he’d grant
blessings on the “stacks of wax,” “mounds of sound,” and the “platters that matter.” But Wolf still
had to learn the basics of radio, as he related:I got a call one night from Ron Della Chiesa. In his
great, great voice, he said, “Hey man, what’s wrong with you? Where’s the ID?”And I went,
“What?”“The ID!”“What’s that?”“The station identification!”“Well, what’s that?”“Don’t you know
you’ve got to give an ID every half hour and hour?”“Oh!” So, then I said “WBCN” on the air when I
was supposed to. He called back and said, “No, no! You’ve got to name the city too; you have to
say the whole thing: WBCN, Boston!” [Wolf laughed.] So, you know, he taught me to do that!
Within a week of his first show on ’BCN, Peter Wolf ran into Jim Parry, a Princeton graduate and
self-professed “unregenerate folkie” who had made his way north to the folk music Mecca of
Harvard Square. “I was working at Club 47 and I knew Wolf from the music scene,” Parry
remembered. “He said, ‘I’m doing this show at this new station,’ which I had vaguely heard
about, ‘but I’ve never engineered before and I have no idea how to do that.’ I said, ‘Oh, gee, I did
that when I was in school. I’ll do it for you.’” So, as simply as that, Parry joined the cast of
characters, manning the controls, pushing the buttons, and cueing up records for his new boss.



“[Wolf] was always a total music-head; he had a shit-load of very esoteric records.” As dawn
closed in and began to dissipate the nocturnal spell that Wolf had cast during the wee hours, he
would launch into a closing rap in which he thanked his cohorts and bid adieu to another long
night. “Jim Parry—looking so merry” would get his nod as well as “Master Blaster” and “the Kid
from Alabama keeping it all hid” (who was Ed Hood, a friend from the Square who studied at
Harvard and had been the star of Andy Warhol’s 1965 film My Hustler). Wolf would also mention
the station engineer he dubbed “Sassy John Ten-Thumbs.” Jim Parry explained, “He was an MIT
dropout and sort of lived in the back room of the Newbury Street studio. There were cubicles
back there and he walled off this area with science-fiction books. He was essentially homeless
and lived there for about a year.”Also working the board for Wolf on occasion was Al Perry, who
had been at WBCN for six months at that point. “Ron Della Chiesa actually hired me when [the
station] was still classical. I swept floors; then I got my FCC license and did a little news and
weather at the top of the hour. When Ray Riepen came in, I started selling [the station].” This
meant that he was working the streets for the sales department by day and jamming on the air
most of the night. “T. Mitchell Hastings had actually built a shower and a bathroom downstairs
with a roll-out couch,” Perry recalled. “I’d get off at six in the morning, sleep for a while, shower
and shave, go to a sales meeting at 8:30, then hit the road. So, yeah, I was pretty tired. Wolf
would yell at me because I’d fall asleep and the record would be spinning around . . . ‘Wake up,
you sonuvabitch!’”“I’d come in and Al would be lying there on the floor,” Jim Parry laughed. “He
slept with his eyes half open for some reason, so we were never sure if he was asleep or awake.”
Master Blaster added, “If I like you, at some point I’m going to give you a name; that’s just how I
am. So, I started calling [him] Crazy Al, because he was always doing something at the station;
he never got to go home!”Shortly after the initial shows at the Newbury Street studio, the
broadcasts from Riepen’s nightclub, the Boston Tea Party, began. “Ray spent the money for a
Sparta [control board] and that was put over at the club,” Rogers explained. “Then it became
normal for us to broadcast from there on weekends.”“I got the board for two or three hundred
dollars and put it in the dressing room, and of course, it didn’t hurt us if we could talk to people
like The Who, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Beck, or Rod Stewart between sets!”“There wasn’t really a
backstage dressing room,” Tea Party general manager Steve Nelson explained about the layout
of the club. “It was originally built as a church, so there was only this one little room, almost like a
ready room, where you could go and sit, then jump up on stage. But the big room off of my office
on the other side of the building we called the ‘back room’; that was a hangout space and
dressing room. Bands would walk right from that room, through the crowd, to the stage, and vice
versa. There wasn’t really any privacy; if you were in that room, then you got to hang out with the
band.”“I remember music coming through the door while we were on the air,” Jim Parry recalled.
“Soundproofing? What’s that?”“We’d put a blanket over our heads so we couldn’t hear the
concert through the microphone when we were trying to talk!” Wolf added. Jim Parry also
shivered at the memory of the Tea Party, because after the concerts were over, the staff would
clean up the mess, flick off the heat, and leave. “The place was locked down after hours. It was



still, basically, winter. [Wolf] was doing all night, and it was cold as hell! I was in a pea coat and
gloves, and he was wearing some kind of winter coat for about the first month. He periodically
put on a long cut, and we’d break into the ballroom and steal sodas from the concession stand
there. He practiced screaming on the stage, [doing] his Howlin’ Wolf imitation.”Ray Riepen’s
strategy was dependent on showing Mitch Hastings and WBCN’S board of directors some
significant sales progress during the experimental hours of free-form rock. “I told [the sales
department], ‘Listen, we don’t have any [ratings] numbers. I don’t want you to go into the big
agencies and talk to these guys that want to see our numbers. I want you to go into small stores
and sell them. I want you to bring in money . . . five dollars at a time.” But, word-of-mouth
awareness of Boston’s latest radio format spread at an astonishing pace. When Al Perry and his
colleagues hit the streets, they found their potential customers already well aware of what was
going on at 104.1. “Back in those days,” Perry related, “the head shops pretty much stretched
from Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street in Boston to Cambridge. Typically, you’d go in
and say, ‘I’d like to talk about radio; I work for WBCN.’“Jim Parry, looking so merry.” Photo by Dan
Beach.‘You do? Who are you?’‘Al Perry.’‘Al Perry? I was getting laid last night listening to you!’
Then they’d start signing up.”Soon the money began trickling in as the sales team mined their
fresh vein of paisley- and Nehru-clad clients. These new buyers actually preferred the late night
commercials being sold during “The American Revolution,” since most of their customers
followed a far more nocturnal lifestyle than the nine to five workers that Mitch Hastings’s team
had pursued. Sam Kopper, newly returned to Boston after graduating from Syracuse University,
briefly took a job selling for Riepen alongside Al Perry and longtime veteran Jack Kearney, who
had also been at BCN during the classical days. “Selling [time on] the station was not hard,”
Kopper revealed. “[WBCN] was coming out of every window in Back Bay, so places like head
shops and record stores totally got it. By the way, it cost eleven dollars for a 60-second spot!”
Though it was easy selling time, Kopper despised doing it, lasting only two days in the
department. Fortunately, he got a second shot as a DJ one night in May, filling in for Joe Rogers,
who was still in school and had forgotten he had to take an exam. Kopper’s timing couldn’t have
been more perfect. Within a matter of days, Hastings announced that Riepen had proven his
point, and ’BCN went on the hunt for full-time jocks to fill out the schedule. Except for some
weekly recorded religious programs, “The American Revolution” had gone twenty-four-seven.
Rock and roll was here to stay!“Traditionally, it’s been difficult to sell FM time during prime
periods, let alone after 10 o’clock at night through 5 in the morning,” explained Riepen to the
Boston Sunday Globe in early 1969. “We showed Mr. Hastings we could sell ‘spots’ at those
ungodly hours, so he figured we should sell even more during prime time. Due to the
tremendous community response we went 24 hours a day as of last May 20th [other sources
indicate May 17th] with the rock or contemporary music format, and the financial feasibility of
such programming has been proven.”“We had these pictures of opera singers and conductors
on the wall at the old 171 Newbury Street studios, and I’ll never forget taking them all down,” Ron
Della Chiesa recollected. “It was the end of an era, and I was tinged with sadness [at] the fact



that it couldn’t work.” As Chiesa moved out, Riepen moved his people in. Certainly Joe Rogers,
now well known around town as Mississippi Harold Wilson, would remain along with Peter Wolf,
whom Rogers labeled “the key to the station,” in a 1972 story in the Real Paper. Sam Kopper,
with his experience hosting a folk music show on WAER-FM in Syracuse, actually had more
radio experience than any of the others and was tapped to do mornings. That slot, as Kopper
related, was not coveted: “It was considered lower than even overnights because hippies and
college students didn’t get up that early. I developed a completely different philosophy: whereas
most morning shows were about yelling or bells and whistles to wake you up, my idea was to
play energized music. I would take people through these changes: a set might begin very gently,
as mellow as Nick Drake, but then work its way up to higher and higher energy. One of my
favorite compliments was from the first chair violinist of the Boston Symphony who wrote me a
letter flipping out over a segue I’d done from Franz Schubert into BB King.”Tommy Hadges, Al
Perry, and Jim Parry all earned shifts, cashing in on the experience they’d received helping Wolf
and Rogers on their initial shows. But Riepen still needed more talent and, in an inspired move,
imported underground radio veteran Steve Segal, who had been working for the legendary Tom
Donahue at KPPC-FM in Pasadena. Segal flew the coop to arrive in Boston in June 1968. “I
remember my first night, landing at Logan Airport; Riepen was waiting for me. He meets me
where the passengers and guests were mingling; we shake hands and he says, ‘My Cadillac
broke down on the way here and I had to pull it off the road, so we’re going to have to walk back
to Cambridge. Don’t worry, it’s not too far.’” Segal laughed at the memory of Riepen’s blatant fib.
“I swear to God, I walked all the way from the fuckin’ airport to Cambridge! It took me forever,
and all I can remember was him telling me about Peter Wolf, Mississippi, and all these guys. His
basic take on them was that they were all nuts; but, of course, he was the craziest of them
all.”Riepen, crazy or not, knew what he wanted, promptly putting Segal on the air and installing
him as the temporary head of programming, although his responsibility was not as official as a
modern program director’s. Since every jock at WBCN was encouraged to play their own
musical blend, Segal’s taste and greater experience would merely serve as a beacon for the
others to follow. “He had been mentored by Tom Donahue and that whole scene out there,” Sam
Kopper mentioned. “Whereas we had perfectly good makings for what would become a valid
underground rock station, bringing in Steven at that time made a huge difference. He was very
much the guru for our station.”“It just came naturally to him,” Al Perry added. “He’d play three
songs and you were just dying to hear what he’d have to say.”“It was 1968. We were all socio-
political; we were all involved,” Kopper pointed out. “The commitment to [that] was almost as
important as the music, but Steven did it better. I consider him, maybe, the Howard Stern for
NPR [or] a left-wing Rush Limbaugh, other than the fact that he made it happen with music.”
Charles Laquidara, who was not yet in the picture at WBCN, would summarize years later,
“Steven was the most brilliant disc jockey that ever existed; Howard Stern paled next to
him.”“Everyone treated me with this great respect,” Segal explained, “but as far as me being the
big radio veteran from the West Coast, I’d only been on the air for six months in L.A. by that



point! I was excited to be [at BCN]; I met [everyone] and they all seemed to be, not professional
radio guys, but funny, wacky . . . out of their minds. I felt like I was home.” Segal noticed a
fundamental difference between the underground radio of the East Coast as opposed to his
former home.The original WBCN jocks out on the town: (from left) sports reporter Bud Collins,
Steve Segal, Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul, and Mary, Joe Rogers, Sam Kopper, and Al Perry.
Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.The West was mostly ex-star disc jockeys who had made
a revolutionary change: they realized that albums were going to kill 45s and they better be where
the action was. [They were] super-professional guys re-creating radio with plenty of thought
about the things they wanted to present. But in Boston we were on our own just trying to figure it
out. It was an enormously talented group of people who just didn’t have a whole lot of
experience. The creative energy flow was way more intense than Los Angeles, light years ahead
in the depth of music played and in sheer insanity. At ’BCN it was like a playground; we were like
little kids. We loved it, adored it, and had a passion for it.Steve Segal became “the Seagull” on
the air. “First I thought that Steve Segal sounded way too Jewish and I wasn’t comfortable being
myself on the air yet. So I guess [the name] had something to do with me coming in from
California.” Don Law, busy running the Tea Party, became Segal’s first Boston roommate: “Other
than Ray Riepen, there is nobody more responsible for what happened at WBCN than Steve.
They all followed his lead, everybody. He moved in with me on Beacon Hill and we were the odd
couple. He was a really sweet guy, but he had a very tough time keeping it together. He was as
disorganized as an adolescent, [with a] kind of arrested development, but he was brilliant, just
brilliant.”“There’s no question as I look back, but I was quite insane,” Segal added; “I was clearly
bi-polar. We knew I had something, but we weren’t sure what it was. Manic depression sounded
kind of right; it was a Jimi Hendrix song and it made some sense.” Despite Segal’s genius as a
DJ, his personal life of constant chaos indicated that he might not be the best choice to lead the
air staff, so Sam Kopper assumed that role. “When Steven arrived, he was the P.D. [program
director], and the ‘John Lennon’ of our station. I basically exercised and made real his
visions.”The term “program director” was not a real part of the WBCN vernacular yet, but
someone had to sit in the middle and make adjustments, even if those decisions were pondered
in billows of smoke around a hookah pipe or during the meandering circles of a passed joint.
Indeed, in the June 1970 issue of Boston magazine, journalist (and future WBCN employee)
David L. Bieber wrote an in-depth six-page article about the radio station, not mentioning the
words “program director” once. He did, however, explain ’BCN’S method for loosely organizing
the anarchy of musical choice available to each jock: “Steve Segal refined and formulated the
current station concept of programming as a train of thought via music. In this approach, two to
four related records are connected by a sometimes fragile relationship which can be musical,
thematic or consist of several different cuts which evoke a uniform feeling. Each of the station’s
announcers follow the formula.” Joe Rogers commented on that concept in the article: “The
music is all flow of moods, and, properly displayed, sparks can flash between two cuts.” Creating
montages of related sound bites, songs, and comedy pieces completely on the fly, thereby



providing golden links in some kind of intellectual or even spiritual thread, made the station
unique among its counterparts as the jocks strived for something greater than merely putting two
songs back to back.As Peter Wolf and Jim Parry stomped their feet in the Tea Party to stay
warm, the last of winter finally transformed into a magical spring. Boston’s underground radio
experiment dropped its training wheels and began wobbling down the road in all of its groovy, hit
or miss glory. The station’s first promotional placard appeared: a pen-and-ink sketch of a lovely
psychedelic lady peering out from her tresses to proclaim, “Ugly Radio Is Dead!” Record label
representatives, swiftly realizing the opportunity to promote their hip underground albums
through WBCN airplay, began dropping stacks of promotional copies off at the station. Rapidly
growing record libraries were established at both Newbury Street and the back room at the Tea
Party, sparing the jocks that long walk with heavy boxes of vinyl from their home collections
(except for Wolf, of course, who still relied on his prized assortment of R & B singles). Parry
remembered, “The record library [at the Tea Party] was four shelves in this closet in the back
room. One night, I think it was when Ten Years After was there, Ray Riepen [walked in] and
expansively told [guitarist] Alvin Lee, ‘Hey, you want some records? Take anything you want.’ So,
he took the whole first shelf, which was everything A through Beatles, and like, the Doors! So, for
the next month or so, we couldn’t play any band whose name began with anything before the
letter E!”Back at 171 Newbury, “We had two Sparta boards tied together, five-channel each, with
rotary pots, the cheapest you could get for a radio station,” Sam Kopper recalled.But we had a
[great] Neumann microphone and these two big old transcription turntables. The platters were,
like, 17 inches across! They were really slow-starting, you couldn’t just hit the start switch, so
you had to slip-cue all the records [start the turntable, hold the disc steady on its felt pad while
the turntable rotated below, and then let it fly when it was time to play the song]. Directly behind
the disc-jockey was the outside wall and there was an air conditioner in there. In the summer of
’68, our engineer, Sassy John “Ten Thumbs,” who wore a long green raincoat like a flasher and
never took it off, rigged up a relay so that whenever the microphone was on, the air conditioner
would shut off. Therefore, every time the listeners would hear a [jock] start talking, in the
background they’d also hear this “EEEEEEEEEUUUUUUUUU . . .” sound of the air conditioner
[winding down]!“Because the air conditioner was completely incapable of doing anything to keep
the studio livable,” Parry laughed, “we’d climb out onto the roof of the next building from a
window in the production studio.” Recalling the scene for Record World magazine in 1978, Parry
added, “It was like looking over the rooftops of Paris. We’d get long cables on the microphones,
run them out the window and broadcast from the roof as the sun was coming up.”Soon, a
quarter-million students made their annual fall migration to Boston. After three months at home,
many were delighted to hear that the hip, underground radio experiment they’d loved during
spring semester had not gone away and, in fact, had thrived. WBCN’S attic studio, dubbed the
“Penthouse” by Wolf, no longer stifled its inhabitants, and the underwhelming air conditioner was
shut down for the season. As the cold returned, the adjoining roof where the jocks had fled for
relief from the heat now doubled as a wintry battlefield. “There were some infamous snowball



fights out on that roof,” Perry recollected with a laugh. “We had a big fight one night while Charles
was on the air,” referring to a brand-new jock named Charles Laquidara. “He made two or three
snowballs and brought them into the studio [for defense], then put them on the board. Of course,
they melted! The damn station went of the air!”Laquidara rebutted this tale: “The real story is that
a listener named Deirdre, who called herself ‘Green,’ came in from the street and handed me
that infamous snowball with a green ribbon wrapped around it.” But, the result was the same: the
snowball was forgotten and the sound of static soon replaced that of music on 104.1. Laquidara,
who began working at the station in December ’68 and would become WBCN’S most enduring,
and endearing, personality for its entire history, was one of two significant hires. The other new
voice was J.J. Jackson, who would achieve industry notoriety as the earliest radio proponent of
an unknown new band named Led Zeppelin, as well as gaining nationwide popularity as one of
MTV’s first video jocks.By day, Jackson held down a computer technology job to pay the bills,
and then hit the clubs at night to explore his real passion: music. One evening he discovered the
Hallucinations playing a show and, after striking up a conversation with the band’s lead singer,
found that Wolf doubled as a disc jockey on the all-new WBCN. A novice jock himself, on Tufts
University’s AM station WTUF (the facilities of which would soon be closed down by the FCC
and occupied by WMFO-FM in January 1970), Jackson tuned in 104.1 and was blown away. “I
really flipped out over it,” Jackson told Record World in June 1978. “I went up to visit Peter while
he was on the air, and I just fell in love with the station and everyone I met. There was a lot of
love and warmth there.”Sam Kopper on the air at 171 Newbury Street, WBCN’S first location.
Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.“I knew J.J. Jackson to be a 300-pound R & B singer,”
Wolf recalled. “So he called me from an old club called the Sugar Shack. I said, ‘Well, come on
by.’ There was no one in the studio but me, so I ran downstairs, opened the door and there was
this thin cat there, wearing ‘the hat’ and glasses: the whole ‘Super-fly’ outfit, pimped out. I
realized, ‘This is not the R & B singer.’ He says, ‘I love your show; can I come up?’ He seemed
genuinely into the station, so I said, ‘Sure!’” Jackson’s timing, like all of those in ’BCN’S early
lineup, was simply perfect, plus he was a black man. Jackson arrived at a time when diversity
and “love your brother” were real aims. “Early on we wanted to hire a black guy,” Sam Kopper
explained, “plus, J.J. Jackson was one of the great souls and hearts going; he was just a sweet
human being.” The new guy was slotted into the WBCN’S midday shift.Steve Segal worked
closely with the station’s new hire: “I was the one that kind of mentored J.J.; I was the one who
taught him to say ‘ask’ instead of ‘acts.’ J.J. was obviously a historical figure; he figured out how
to be a commercial success and eventually became the first Afro-American VJ.”“The racial irony
of the thing,” Kopper revealed, “was that out of all of us, he probably played the least Motown
and soul, and the most Led Zeppelin and Yardbirds.” The evidence agrees: J.J. Jackson was
acknowledged by guitarist Jimmy Page as being the first disc jockey in the world to play
Zeppelin’s second and third albums on the air. Laquidara recalled that the station also played a
“white-label record” (advance promotional copy) of Led Zeppelin’s first album when no one else
had even heard of the group. J.J.’s own memorable moments included emcee spots for Led



Zeppelin at the Boston Tea Party, Carousel Ballroom in Framingham, and Boston Garden. Pete
Townshend joined J.J. Jackson in the ’BCN studio to personally debut The Who’s Tommy on the
air; the DJ hosted The Who at Boston University, and he brought Jimi Hendrix onstage at the
Garden.Any radio sales manager will tell you that the morning and afternoon drive shifts provide
most of a station’s bread and butter. In 1968, though, evenings and overnights were where the
action was at WBCN. Wolf might have kept vampire hours, but his shift was key in achieving
Riepen’s advertising goal. But, as the year grew long in the tooth, “Woofuh-Goofuh” began
having second thoughts. The Hallucinations had packed it in, and the singer fell in with a new
group of musicians, the J. Geils Blues Band. As that group expanded its lineup and moved from
acoustic to electric, the members dropped the “Blues” from their name and began attracting a
following around town. Soon his growing commitment to the new project edged into Wolf’s all-
night radio turf. Sam Kopper related, “It was early December that Peter said he couldn’t do a
show five days a week anymore because [the J. Geils Band] was gigging all the time. He said he
would do some kind of shift when he could.”There was an immense freedom; you were defined
by your personality and your musical tastes. That was very intoxicating and exhilarating for
everyone involved because you realized you were part of something incredibly new. PETER
WOLFThere was an immense freedom; you were defined by your personality and your musical
tastes. That was very intoxicating and exhilarating for everyone involved because you realized
you were part of something incredibly new. PETER WOLFA RADIOA RADIOCOMMUNERay
Riepen gathered his recruits for the new WBCN air staff, but, in a surprising move, avoided
chasing after professional disc jockeys. “I didn’t want people who were in radio trying to figure
out what we ought to do, because they couldn’t. They were swimming in the sea of a Top 40
world; all over-hyped and screaming. As far as [producing] something tasteful or smart, they
didn’t have that kind of vision.” Joe Rogers marveled at the idea: “He could have staffed the
station with real announcers, but he stuck with rank amateurs because that’s how he saw it. In
the end I guess it was the right decision, but it was a peculiar thing to do at the time.” The place
where Riepen could find the type of people he wanted, in an environment that embraced
freethinking and was uncluttered by format and focused on the music, was on the Boston area’s
many student-run radio stations. With Top 40 dominating the AM band and classical
programming holding down the FM side, college radio was the place where the sounds of the
burgeoning folk and blues revival and growing rock revolution could be heard.“When Ray
originally decided to start a radio station, he went to the MIT and Harvard stations: WTBS and
WHRB, to find people who would be willing to do this sort of alternative [he envisioned], and that
was the core that started [WBCN],” Tommy Hadges pointed out. Both Hadges and Rogers were
Tufts University students but had found their way onto WTBS. Riepen checked them out as well
as several other jocks at the station including Jack Bernstein, plus Steve Magnell at Tufts and
Tom Gamache on Boston University’s WBUR. He passed on Gamache but approached the
others and set up a meeting at his nearly unfurnished Cambridge apartment to present his plan
to them. After floating the idea around the room and receiving assurances from the jocks that



they were certainly interested, not much else was discussed. Even later, when Riepen had
confirmed that WBCN was giving the jocks a shot, there was virtually no planning or guidance
from their mentor. Rogers elaborated, “No serious preparation. We knew there was a date
coming up and whatever that was [in his best Riepen imitation], ‘Be ready and go do your god-
damned radio show! Don’t fuck it up!’ There was no discussion of the format; it was, ‘Just do
what you’ve been doing on these college stations, but do it better!’” Riepen added, “They didn’t
have the concept that I had, but once we set the parameters, I didn’t restrict them. I wasn’t going
to program the station; the idea of it was to be free-form and spontaneous.”It was only three
weeks after their initial meeting that Rogers got the call to get down to 171 Newbury, but in that
time Riepen had also pitched his idea to a familiar face at the Tea Party. “Peter Wolf sang in a
group called the Hallucinations, who were mostly guys from the Museum Art School; I used to
book them from time to time. Peter Wolf was kind of a star; he had the moves. He was a smart
guy and very together in certain ways.” Showmanship, a keen ear for what the people wanted,
and an encyclopedic knowledge of R & B and blues combined to make this gifted neophyte an
excellent candidate for some musical vocation, in spite of his chosen field of study. As Wolf put it
in the 2003 essay compilation Martin Scorsese Presents the Blues, “I was a student looking to
become a painter somewhat in the German Expressionist manner. But then I was sidetracked by
the blues.” Born and raised in New York City, Wolf’s entire life was surrounded by the arts:
learning the basics of drawing, filling canvas after canvas, and then seeing jazz greats like John
Coltrane and Miles Davis in the Village and soul giants James Brown and Ray Charles at the
legendary Apollo. Upon arriving in Boston on his thumb, Wolf pursued his love of music with a
passion, settling in Cambridge just a stone’s throw from Club 47, the most important early sixties
terminus for local and touring folk artists in New England. Soon the singing novice and
harmonica trainee became a regular at Club 47 and Boston’s Jazz Workshop, meeting and
jamming with A-list favorites like Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker, Howlin’ Wolf, and James
Cotton. Peter Wolf’s apartment morphed into a haven of sorts for bands playing Club 47. Waters
and his band became regular visitors, relaxing, playing cards, and cooking dinners before and
after their sets while their scrawny host built some solid friendships and soaked it all in.Wolf
threw his musical passions into the Hallucinations and began to perform on a steady basis
around the area, finding a regular home at the Tea Party in early 1967. The word started getting
around about the skinny kid who always dressed in black and sang like he grew up on the south
side of Chicago. Riepen saw not only a talented lead singer for a band here, but one who could
equally mesmerize on the radio. He piqued Wolf’s interest with his plan for WBCN. “[Riepen] was
in my apartment one day and he was all full of steam and pumped up, telling me about this
business venture he was getting into,” remembered Wolf. “He was going to take over this radio
station, but he could only come in slowly by doing the evening [shifts], and if I had ten thousand
dollars I could partner with him.‘Ten thousand dollars? Ray, I don’t have ten dollars.’‘Well listen,
you’ve got ten thousand records! How about [being] a DJ and helping me get together a staff
and build up a library?’ And I loved radio; when I was growing up, it was so important to my



knowledge of music. The idea of doing a radio show was exciting.”“He had a beautiful
understanding of what to do with the radio,” Joe Rogers said of Wolf. “He understood something
about show business and how to grab people’s attention, then what to do with them once you
had them.” Charles Daniels, the “Master Blaster,” added, “We used to hang out in [Harvard]
Square and spent a lot of time at Peter’s place because that’s where it all seemed to happen; it
was like a big family. He always had the best records.”Rogers would be first, stepping across the
threshold at 10:00 p.m. and into a new world not unlike Neil Armstrong’s small step a little more
than a year later. Wolf would then arrive for the overnight shift, often, as demonstrated in future
months, literally out of breath after rushing over from a gig. Indeed, it happened the very night he
made his WBCN debut; the Hallucinations performed at the Boston Tea Party with the Beacon
Street Union. WBCN would eventually broadcast from a back room at that dancehall, and many
have speculated that it was a simple matter on 15 March 1968 for Wolf to run offstage, towel
himself dry, and jump in behind the turntables. But Rogers is quick to refute this. “Many people
think that the first [radio] show was at the Tea Party; I’ve given up trying to correct them. We
began where the proper studios were located: 171 Newbury Street.”“He’s absolutely correct,”
Tommy Hadges concurred. “I remember [Joe’s] hand shaking so much I might have been the
one running the turntable!”Don Law also confirmed that the debut occurred in the WBCN studio
on Newbury Street. “The very first time the needle dropped on that first record, I remember being
in the next room with Riepen, [who was] popping pills and drinking champagne, looking through
the glass. Riepen was readably nervous as the calls and the complaints started coming in.”
Although WBCN’S previous format had not kept the station in the black, the few classical music
listeners who were tuned in at that late hour erupted with dismay, lighting up the phone lines in
disbelief. But calls of support from a new audience were just as vocal and would increase
dramatically over the next few weeks. “God bless Peter Wolf for many things,” Rogers stated,
“but among them, he was the only one who had the presence of mind to instruct listeners that it
would be a good idea to send in letters and postcards if they liked what they heard. An awful lot
came in too; I saw some 30-gallon barrels of letters. It made a significant impression on the
people [in the office] downstairs.” This was important since, as Rogers added, “There were
objections to us; we weren’t entirely welcome at 171 Newbury Street. We weren’t . . . uh . . . what
they were used to at a classical radio station.”“They were from the Nixon conservative era; but
the [new] staff was anti-Vietnam, progressive left-wing,” Wolf recalled. “Sandra [Newsom] was
this woman that ran the old ’BCN office, sort of like a gal Friday: did all the billing and booking
and stuff. She had this huge poster of Barry Goldwater on the wall. Goldwater was Attila the Hun
to us! She couldn’t stand these dirty hippies; didn’t want them in the office, even though they
were creating this thing.”Peter Wolf in 1968. “He had a beautiful understanding of what to do with
the radio.” Photo by Charles Daniels.“I guess they were afraid we were on acid all the time and
we’d steal the records or something,” Riepen chuckled.Wolf didn’t just arrive at the station with a
box or two of R & B records to play; he arrived with a plan. He had a theme song to start the
show: “Mosaic” by Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, over which he’d rap introductions for a



cast of characters, both real and imagined. He came with an entourage, including neighbor and
friend Charles Daniels, who was becoming a celebrity as the Tea Party’s house emcee. Daniels
recalled, “The radio was just a reflection of what we were doing at that time. I’d talk about the Tea
Party, who I’d hung out with, or if I was wearing some funky new underwear. I’d take my pants off
[in the studio] and say, ‘check this out!’” Daniels evolved into a sort of cohost: an Ed McMahon to
Wolf’s Johnny Carson. “I started calling him the ‘Woofa-Goofa’ and he started calling me ‘The
Master Blaster.’ We’d joke back and forth, than jump right into a song,” Daniels explained. “It
wasn’t comedy radio, but a lot of slapstick and jiving, with really, really good music.” One of their
favorite bits was an old slice of black folklore called “doing the dozens,” as represented by “Say
Man,” one of Wolf’s favorite songs by blues great Bo Diddley. The two would launch into a
lengthy and friendly rant based on the “your baby is so ugly” motif that Diddley and colead singer
Jerome Green jived over on their 1958 Chess single. Wolf and Master Blaster volleyed, piling on
the insults until one or the other, both usually, collapsed in laughter. “It was very funny,” Rogers
laughed. “I was into blues, but R & B was [Wolf’s] specialty. It was new material to me, and I’d
say, 98% of our listeners, who would have heard nothing like it.”“My show was an enigma.
Because of my relationship with Ray, I was given carte blanche,” Wolf explained. “I brought all my
records and 45’s in; I’d program Billy Stewart, lots of blues, R & B, rock and roll, Van Morrison,
deep Bob Dylan tracks, Tim Hardin and a lot of singer/songwriters like Jesse Winchester. I’d play
things that were not in the main vein of what ’BCN was going after, which was Country Joe and
the Fish, Jethro Tull and the new music that was coming out.” In his husky growl, he’d grant
blessings on the “stacks of wax,” “mounds of sound,” and the “platters that matter.” But Wolf still
had to learn the basics of radio, as he related:I got a call one night from Ron Della Chiesa. In his
great, great voice, he said, “Hey man, what’s wrong with you? Where’s the ID?”And I went,
“What?”“The ID!”“What’s that?”“The station identification!”“Well, what’s that?”“Don’t you know
you’ve got to give an ID every half hour and hour?”“Oh!” So, then I said “WBCN” on the air when I
was supposed to. He called back and said, “No, no! You’ve got to name the city too; you have to
say the whole thing: WBCN, Boston!” [Wolf laughed.] So, you know, he taught me to do that!
Within a week of his first show on ’BCN, Peter Wolf ran into Jim Parry, a Princeton graduate and
self-professed “unregenerate folkie” who had made his way north to the folk music Mecca of
Harvard Square. “I was working at Club 47 and I knew Wolf from the music scene,” Parry
remembered. “He said, ‘I’m doing this show at this new station,’ which I had vaguely heard
about, ‘but I’ve never engineered before and I have no idea how to do that.’ I said, ‘Oh, gee, I did
that when I was in school. I’ll do it for you.’” So, as simply as that, Parry joined the cast of
characters, manning the controls, pushing the buttons, and cueing up records for his new boss.
“[Wolf] was always a total music-head; he had a shit-load of very esoteric records.” As dawn
closed in and began to dissipate the nocturnal spell that Wolf had cast during the wee hours, he
would launch into a closing rap in which he thanked his cohorts and bid adieu to another long
night. “Jim Parry—looking so merry” would get his nod as well as “Master Blaster” and “the Kid
from Alabama keeping it all hid” (who was Ed Hood, a friend from the Square who studied at



Harvard and had been the star of Andy Warhol’s 1965 film My Hustler). Wolf would also mention
the station engineer he dubbed “Sassy John Ten-Thumbs.” Jim Parry explained, “He was an MIT
dropout and sort of lived in the back room of the Newbury Street studio. There were cubicles
back there and he walled off this area with science-fiction books. He was essentially homeless
and lived there for about a year.”Also working the board for Wolf on occasion was Al Perry, who
had been at WBCN for six months at that point. “Ron Della Chiesa actually hired me when [the
station] was still classical. I swept floors; then I got my FCC license and did a little news and
weather at the top of the hour. When Ray Riepen came in, I started selling [the station].” This
meant that he was working the streets for the sales department by day and jamming on the air
most of the night. “T. Mitchell Hastings had actually built a shower and a bathroom downstairs
with a roll-out couch,” Perry recalled. “I’d get off at six in the morning, sleep for a while, shower
and shave, go to a sales meeting at 8:30, then hit the road. So, yeah, I was pretty tired. Wolf
would yell at me because I’d fall asleep and the record would be spinning around . . . ‘Wake up,
you sonuvabitch!’”“I’d come in and Al would be lying there on the floor,” Jim Parry laughed. “He
slept with his eyes half open for some reason, so we were never sure if he was asleep or awake.”
Master Blaster added, “If I like you, at some point I’m going to give you a name; that’s just how I
am. So, I started calling [him] Crazy Al, because he was always doing something at the station;
he never got to go home!”Shortly after the initial shows at the Newbury Street studio, the
broadcasts from Riepen’s nightclub, the Boston Tea Party, began. “Ray spent the money for a
Sparta [control board] and that was put over at the club,” Rogers explained. “Then it became
normal for us to broadcast from there on weekends.”“I got the board for two or three hundred
dollars and put it in the dressing room, and of course, it didn’t hurt us if we could talk to people
like The Who, Led Zeppelin, Jeff Beck, or Rod Stewart between sets!”“There wasn’t really a
backstage dressing room,” Tea Party general manager Steve Nelson explained about the layout
of the club. “It was originally built as a church, so there was only this one little room, almost like a
ready room, where you could go and sit, then jump up on stage. But the big room off of my office
on the other side of the building we called the ‘back room’; that was a hangout space and
dressing room. Bands would walk right from that room, through the crowd, to the stage, and vice
versa. There wasn’t really any privacy; if you were in that room, then you got to hang out with the
band.”“I remember music coming through the door while we were on the air,” Jim Parry recalled.
“Soundproofing? What’s that?”“We’d put a blanket over our heads so we couldn’t hear the
concert through the microphone when we were trying to talk!” Wolf added. Jim Parry also
shivered at the memory of the Tea Party, because after the concerts were over, the staff would
clean up the mess, flick off the heat, and leave. “The place was locked down after hours. It was
still, basically, winter. [Wolf] was doing all night, and it was cold as hell! I was in a pea coat and
gloves, and he was wearing some kind of winter coat for about the first month. He periodically
put on a long cut, and we’d break into the ballroom and steal sodas from the concession stand
there. He practiced screaming on the stage, [doing] his Howlin’ Wolf imitation.”Ray Riepen’s
strategy was dependent on showing Mitch Hastings and WBCN’S board of directors some



significant sales progress during the experimental hours of free-form rock. “I told [the sales
department], ‘Listen, we don’t have any [ratings] numbers. I don’t want you to go into the big
agencies and talk to these guys that want to see our numbers. I want you to go into small stores
and sell them. I want you to bring in money . . . five dollars at a time.” But, word-of-mouth
awareness of Boston’s latest radio format spread at an astonishing pace. When Al Perry and his
colleagues hit the streets, they found their potential customers already well aware of what was
going on at 104.1. “Back in those days,” Perry related, “the head shops pretty much stretched
from Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street in Boston to Cambridge. Typically, you’d go in
and say, ‘I’d like to talk about radio; I work for WBCN.’“Jim Parry, looking so merry.” Photo by Dan
Beach.‘You do? Who are you?’‘Al Perry.’‘Al Perry? I was getting laid last night listening to you!’
Then they’d start signing up.”Soon the money began trickling in as the sales team mined their
fresh vein of paisley- and Nehru-clad clients. These new buyers actually preferred the late night
commercials being sold during “The American Revolution,” since most of their customers
followed a far more nocturnal lifestyle than the nine to five workers that Mitch Hastings’s team
had pursued. Sam Kopper, newly returned to Boston after graduating from Syracuse University,
briefly took a job selling for Riepen alongside Al Perry and longtime veteran Jack Kearney, who
had also been at BCN during the classical days. “Selling [time on] the station was not hard,”
Kopper revealed. “[WBCN] was coming out of every window in Back Bay, so places like head
shops and record stores totally got it. By the way, it cost eleven dollars for a 60-second spot!”
Though it was easy selling time, Kopper despised doing it, lasting only two days in the
department. Fortunately, he got a second shot as a DJ one night in May, filling in for Joe Rogers,
who was still in school and had forgotten he had to take an exam. Kopper’s timing couldn’t have
been more perfect. Within a matter of days, Hastings announced that Riepen had proven his
point, and ’BCN went on the hunt for full-time jocks to fill out the schedule. Except for some
weekly recorded religious programs, “The American Revolution” had gone twenty-four-seven.
Rock and roll was here to stay!“Traditionally, it’s been difficult to sell FM time during prime
periods, let alone after 10 o’clock at night through 5 in the morning,” explained Riepen to the
Boston Sunday Globe in early 1969. “We showed Mr. Hastings we could sell ‘spots’ at those
ungodly hours, so he figured we should sell even more during prime time. Due to the
tremendous community response we went 24 hours a day as of last May 20th [other sources
indicate May 17th] with the rock or contemporary music format, and the financial feasibility of
such programming has been proven.”“We had these pictures of opera singers and conductors
on the wall at the old 171 Newbury Street studios, and I’ll never forget taking them all down,” Ron
Della Chiesa recollected. “It was the end of an era, and I was tinged with sadness [at] the fact
that it couldn’t work.” As Chiesa moved out, Riepen moved his people in. Certainly Joe Rogers,
now well known around town as Mississippi Harold Wilson, would remain along with Peter Wolf,
whom Rogers labeled “the key to the station,” in a 1972 story in the Real Paper. Sam Kopper,
with his experience hosting a folk music show on WAER-FM in Syracuse, actually had more
radio experience than any of the others and was tapped to do mornings. That slot, as Kopper



related, was not coveted: “It was considered lower than even overnights because hippies and
college students didn’t get up that early. I developed a completely different philosophy: whereas
most morning shows were about yelling or bells and whistles to wake you up, my idea was to
play energized music. I would take people through these changes: a set might begin very gently,
as mellow as Nick Drake, but then work its way up to higher and higher energy. One of my
favorite compliments was from the first chair violinist of the Boston Symphony who wrote me a
letter flipping out over a segue I’d done from Franz Schubert into BB King.”Tommy Hadges, Al
Perry, and Jim Parry all earned shifts, cashing in on the experience they’d received helping Wolf
and Rogers on their initial shows. But Riepen still needed more talent and, in an inspired move,
imported underground radio veteran Steve Segal, who had been working for the legendary Tom
Donahue at KPPC-FM in Pasadena. Segal flew the coop to arrive in Boston in June 1968. “I
remember my first night, landing at Logan Airport; Riepen was waiting for me. He meets me
where the passengers and guests were mingling; we shake hands and he says, ‘My Cadillac
broke down on the way here and I had to pull it off the road, so we’re going to have to walk back
to Cambridge. Don’t worry, it’s not too far.’” Segal laughed at the memory of Riepen’s blatant fib.
“I swear to God, I walked all the way from the fuckin’ airport to Cambridge! It took me forever,
and all I can remember was him telling me about Peter Wolf, Mississippi, and all these guys. His
basic take on them was that they were all nuts; but, of course, he was the craziest of them
all.”Riepen, crazy or not, knew what he wanted, promptly putting Segal on the air and installing
him as the temporary head of programming, although his responsibility was not as official as a
modern program director’s. Since every jock at WBCN was encouraged to play their own
musical blend, Segal’s taste and greater experience would merely serve as a beacon for the
others to follow. “He had been mentored by Tom Donahue and that whole scene out there,” Sam
Kopper mentioned. “Whereas we had perfectly good makings for what would become a valid
underground rock station, bringing in Steven at that time made a huge difference. He was very
much the guru for our station.”“It just came naturally to him,” Al Perry added. “He’d play three
songs and you were just dying to hear what he’d have to say.”“It was 1968. We were all socio-
political; we were all involved,” Kopper pointed out. “The commitment to [that] was almost as
important as the music, but Steven did it better. I consider him, maybe, the Howard Stern for
NPR [or] a left-wing Rush Limbaugh, other than the fact that he made it happen with music.”
Charles Laquidara, who was not yet in the picture at WBCN, would summarize years later,
“Steven was the most brilliant disc jockey that ever existed; Howard Stern paled next to
him.”“Everyone treated me with this great respect,” Segal explained, “but as far as me being the
big radio veteran from the West Coast, I’d only been on the air for six months in L.A. by that
point! I was excited to be [at BCN]; I met [everyone] and they all seemed to be, not professional
radio guys, but funny, wacky . . . out of their minds. I felt like I was home.” Segal noticed a
fundamental difference between the underground radio of the East Coast as opposed to his
former home.The original WBCN jocks out on the town: (from left) sports reporter Bud Collins,
Steve Segal, Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul, and Mary, Joe Rogers, Sam Kopper, and Al Perry.



Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.The West was mostly ex-star disc jockeys who had made
a revolutionary change: they realized that albums were going to kill 45s and they better be where
the action was. [They were] super-professional guys re-creating radio with plenty of thought
about the things they wanted to present. But in Boston we were on our own just trying to figure it
out. It was an enormously talented group of people who just didn’t have a whole lot of
experience. The creative energy flow was way more intense than Los Angeles, light years ahead
in the depth of music played and in sheer insanity. At ’BCN it was like a playground; we were like
little kids. We loved it, adored it, and had a passion for it.Steve Segal became “the Seagull” on
the air. “First I thought that Steve Segal sounded way too Jewish and I wasn’t comfortable being
myself on the air yet. So I guess [the name] had something to do with me coming in from
California.” Don Law, busy running the Tea Party, became Segal’s first Boston roommate: “Other
than Ray Riepen, there is nobody more responsible for what happened at WBCN than Steve.
They all followed his lead, everybody. He moved in with me on Beacon Hill and we were the odd
couple. He was a really sweet guy, but he had a very tough time keeping it together. He was as
disorganized as an adolescent, [with a] kind of arrested development, but he was brilliant, just
brilliant.”“There’s no question as I look back, but I was quite insane,” Segal added; “I was clearly
bi-polar. We knew I had something, but we weren’t sure what it was. Manic depression sounded
kind of right; it was a Jimi Hendrix song and it made some sense.” Despite Segal’s genius as a
DJ, his personal life of constant chaos indicated that he might not be the best choice to lead the
air staff, so Sam Kopper assumed that role. “When Steven arrived, he was the P.D. [program
director], and the ‘John Lennon’ of our station. I basically exercised and made real his
visions.”The term “program director” was not a real part of the WBCN vernacular yet, but
someone had to sit in the middle and make adjustments, even if those decisions were pondered
in billows of smoke around a hookah pipe or during the meandering circles of a passed joint.
Indeed, in the June 1970 issue of Boston magazine, journalist (and future WBCN employee)
David L. Bieber wrote an in-depth six-page article about the radio station, not mentioning the
words “program director” once. He did, however, explain ’BCN’S method for loosely organizing
the anarchy of musical choice available to each jock: “Steve Segal refined and formulated the
current station concept of programming as a train of thought via music. In this approach, two to
four related records are connected by a sometimes fragile relationship which can be musical,
thematic or consist of several different cuts which evoke a uniform feeling. Each of the station’s
announcers follow the formula.” Joe Rogers commented on that concept in the article: “The
music is all flow of moods, and, properly displayed, sparks can flash between two cuts.” Creating
montages of related sound bites, songs, and comedy pieces completely on the fly, thereby
providing golden links in some kind of intellectual or even spiritual thread, made the station
unique among its counterparts as the jocks strived for something greater than merely putting two
songs back to back.As Peter Wolf and Jim Parry stomped their feet in the Tea Party to stay
warm, the last of winter finally transformed into a magical spring. Boston’s underground radio
experiment dropped its training wheels and began wobbling down the road in all of its groovy, hit



or miss glory. The station’s first promotional placard appeared: a pen-and-ink sketch of a lovely
psychedelic lady peering out from her tresses to proclaim, “Ugly Radio Is Dead!” Record label
representatives, swiftly realizing the opportunity to promote their hip underground albums
through WBCN airplay, began dropping stacks of promotional copies off at the station. Rapidly
growing record libraries were established at both Newbury Street and the back room at the Tea
Party, sparing the jocks that long walk with heavy boxes of vinyl from their home collections
(except for Wolf, of course, who still relied on his prized assortment of R & B singles). Parry
remembered, “The record library [at the Tea Party] was four shelves in this closet in the back
room. One night, I think it was when Ten Years After was there, Ray Riepen [walked in] and
expansively told [guitarist] Alvin Lee, ‘Hey, you want some records? Take anything you want.’ So,
he took the whole first shelf, which was everything A through Beatles, and like, the Doors! So, for
the next month or so, we couldn’t play any band whose name began with anything before the
letter E!”Back at 171 Newbury, “We had two Sparta boards tied together, five-channel each, with
rotary pots, the cheapest you could get for a radio station,” Sam Kopper recalled.But we had a
[great] Neumann microphone and these two big old transcription turntables. The platters were,
like, 17 inches across! They were really slow-starting, you couldn’t just hit the start switch, so
you had to slip-cue all the records [start the turntable, hold the disc steady on its felt pad while
the turntable rotated below, and then let it fly when it was time to play the song]. Directly behind
the disc-jockey was the outside wall and there was an air conditioner in there. In the summer of
’68, our engineer, Sassy John “Ten Thumbs,” who wore a long green raincoat like a flasher and
never took it off, rigged up a relay so that whenever the microphone was on, the air conditioner
would shut off. Therefore, every time the listeners would hear a [jock] start talking, in the
background they’d also hear this “EEEEEEEEEUUUUUUUUU . . .” sound of the air conditioner
[winding down]!“Because the air conditioner was completely incapable of doing anything to keep
the studio livable,” Parry laughed, “we’d climb out onto the roof of the next building from a
window in the production studio.” Recalling the scene for Record World magazine in 1978, Parry
added, “It was like looking over the rooftops of Paris. We’d get long cables on the microphones,
run them out the window and broadcast from the roof as the sun was coming up.”Soon, a
quarter-million students made their annual fall migration to Boston. After three months at home,
many were delighted to hear that the hip, underground radio experiment they’d loved during
spring semester had not gone away and, in fact, had thrived. WBCN’S attic studio, dubbed the
“Penthouse” by Wolf, no longer stifled its inhabitants, and the underwhelming air conditioner was
shut down for the season. As the cold returned, the adjoining roof where the jocks had fled for
relief from the heat now doubled as a wintry battlefield. “There were some infamous snowball
fights out on that roof,” Perry recollected with a laugh. “We had a big fight one night while Charles
was on the air,” referring to a brand-new jock named Charles Laquidara. “He made two or three
snowballs and brought them into the studio [for defense], then put them on the board. Of course,
they melted! The damn station went of the air!”Laquidara rebutted this tale: “The real story is that
a listener named Deirdre, who called herself ‘Green,’ came in from the street and handed me



that infamous snowball with a green ribbon wrapped around it.” But, the result was the same: the
snowball was forgotten and the sound of static soon replaced that of music on 104.1. Laquidara,
who began working at the station in December ’68 and would become WBCN’S most enduring,
and endearing, personality for its entire history, was one of two significant hires. The other new
voice was J.J. Jackson, who would achieve industry notoriety as the earliest radio proponent of
an unknown new band named Led Zeppelin, as well as gaining nationwide popularity as one of
MTV’s first video jocks.By day, Jackson held down a computer technology job to pay the bills,
and then hit the clubs at night to explore his real passion: music. One evening he discovered the
Hallucinations playing a show and, after striking up a conversation with the band’s lead singer,
found that Wolf doubled as a disc jockey on the all-new WBCN. A novice jock himself, on Tufts
University’s AM station WTUF (the facilities of which would soon be closed down by the FCC
and occupied by WMFO-FM in January 1970), Jackson tuned in 104.1 and was blown away. “I
really flipped out over it,” Jackson told Record World in June 1978. “I went up to visit Peter while
he was on the air, and I just fell in love with the station and everyone I met. There was a lot of
love and warmth there.”Sam Kopper on the air at 171 Newbury Street, WBCN’S first location.
Courtesy of the Sam Kopper Archives.“I knew J.J. Jackson to be a 300-pound R & B singer,”
Wolf recalled. “So he called me from an old club called the Sugar Shack. I said, ‘Well, come on
by.’ There was no one in the studio but me, so I ran downstairs, opened the door and there was
this thin cat there, wearing ‘the hat’ and glasses: the whole ‘Super-fly’ outfit, pimped out. I
realized, ‘This is not the R & B singer.’ He says, ‘I love your show; can I come up?’ He seemed
genuinely into the station, so I said, ‘Sure!’” Jackson’s timing, like all of those in ’BCN’S early
lineup, was simply perfect, plus he was a black man. Jackson arrived at a time when diversity
and “love your brother” were real aims. “Early on we wanted to hire a black guy,” Sam Kopper
explained, “plus, J.J. Jackson was one of the great souls and hearts going; he was just a sweet
human being.” The new guy was slotted into the WBCN’S midday shift.Steve Segal worked
closely with the station’s new hire: “I was the one that kind of mentored J.J.; I was the one who
taught him to say ‘ask’ instead of ‘acts.’ J.J. was obviously a historical figure; he figured out how
to be a commercial success and eventually became the first Afro-American VJ.”“The racial irony
of the thing,” Kopper revealed, “was that out of all of us, he probably played the least Motown
and soul, and the most Led Zeppelin and Yardbirds.” The evidence agrees: J.J. Jackson was
acknowledged by guitarist Jimmy Page as being the first disc jockey in the world to play
Zeppelin’s second and third albums on the air. Laquidara recalled that the station also played a
“white-label record” (advance promotional copy) of Led Zeppelin’s first album when no one else
had even heard of the group. J.J.’s own memorable moments included emcee spots for Led
Zeppelin at the Boston Tea Party, Carousel Ballroom in Framingham, and Boston Garden. Pete
Townshend joined J.J. Jackson in the ’BCN studio to personally debut The Who’s Tommy on the
air; the DJ hosted The Who at Boston University, and he brought Jimi Hendrix onstage at the
Garden.Any radio sales manager will tell you that the morning and afternoon drive shifts provide
most of a station’s bread and butter. In 1968, though, evenings and overnights were where the



action was at WBCN. Wolf might have kept vampire hours, but his shift was key in achieving
Riepen’s advertising goal. But, as the year grew long in the tooth, “Woofuh-Goofuh” began
having second thoughts. The Hallucinations had packed it in, and the singer fell in with a new
group of musicians, the J. Geils Blues Band. As that group expanded its lineup and moved from
acoustic to electric, the members dropped the “Blues” from their name and began attracting a
following around town. Soon his growing commitment to the new project edged into Wolf’s all-
night radio turf. Sam Kopper related, “It was early December that Peter said he couldn’t do a
show five days a week anymore because [the J. Geils Band] was gigging all the time. He said he
would do some kind of shift when he could.”
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Burt H., “The Day the Music Died. Of course if you are a former listener of the late, great WBCN
you already know you should buy this book. And to the question “but is it actually good?” the
resounding answer is yes! Carter Alan has done a brilliant job of documenting the “rise and fall”
of WBCN, chock full of amazing interviews, anecdotes, and rare archival photos.And it will of
course appeal to listeners of various eras of the station, in my case the late ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s, and
‘00s. But also I enjoyed the first chapters dealing with the transition of the station from the initial
classical Boston Concert Network (BCN) to the progressive rock station that it eventually grew
into.It is true that that there is a small mistake in that throughout the book The Firesign Theatre is
referred to as “The Fireside Theater,” and at the first iteration of this I just thought that the person
being interviewed was mis-quoting but it is consistently wrong. (The group’s name stems in part
from astrology, because the membership encompasses all three “fire signs”: Phil Austin-Aries,
Phil Proctor-Leo, Peter Bergman and David Ossman-Sagittarius; although there probably was a
nod to FDR’s radio “fireside chats” as well.)But I basically read most of the book in one sitting,
that’s how engrossing and nostalgic it is, harkening back to when, let’s face it, terrestrial radio
was actually good; what a concept! And the fact that WBCN throughout its storied history
survived the perpetual onslaught of rivals and imitators (WCOZ, WAAF, etc) was a fine tribute to
its consistent integrity. Personally I did disagree with one or two of the minor conclusions
reached by Alan, but the over-arching themes are right on the money. For instance, yes WBCN’s
progressive and album oriented rock approach was a big departure from the Top-40 radio format
prevalent in the ‘60s and ‘70s, but actually stations like WRKO did at least play an eclectic mix of
music during their heyday, even though of course it was a crappy AM signal.And for me the most
poignant chapters of the book deal with the ‘80s and ‘90s in which Alan correctly describes the
powerhouse triumvirate of DJs which were of course Charles Laquidara in the mornings, Ken
Shelton in midday, and Mark Parenteau in the afternoons. The whole day was totally fun, which
of course is a far cry from all the garbage and talentless nitwits that inhabit the airwaves today.
Personally I’ve always thought Parenteau was the absolute best, a naturally funny man who
played excellent music and conducted brilliant interviews. Actually it came to a shock to me that
he died in June of this year! The only live ‘BCN event that I went to was their “Toga Party” in
which I saw Parenteau but didn’t get to speak to him, but I did get to meet the marvelously clever
and quick-witted Tami Heide. And at the event she was attired in an amazingly revealing Roman
costume and I can tell you she literally is a goddess!And Laquidara was brilliant as well, of
course. When the powers that be put Howard Stern (Ugh, and I’m ashamed to admit that he
went to the same university as I did) on in the morning and moved “The Big Mattress” to WZLX
in 1996, you could tell things were already spiraling out of control. And then to add insult to
injury, they replaced The Big Mattress with “Steve Sweeney’s Neighborhood.” Yikes! I mean
sure, he was mildly amusing as the cop in THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY but give me a
break, he would make goofy gaffs like calling Michael Stipe “Michael Stripe!” The final straw



came in 2005 when listeners suddenly tuned into a “Morning Zoo” radio show (Karlson &
McKenzie). Not that I have anything personally against Kevin Karlson, Pete McKenzie, and
Heather Ford (compared to absolute cretins like Opie & Anthony) but at that moment I realized
that it had totally gone middle-of-the-road. But at least Charles eventually was able to semi-retire
to Hawaii, aloha Rangoon!Carter Alan also covers the final last gasps of the once fine radio
station in the end chapters, although the fact that they turned into a “Modern Rock” station didn’t
bother me since I like a lot of new as well as older music. It’s just that the whole radio dial has
become so fragmented and cubby-holed nowadays. As well as finally doing away with actual
DJs altogether with the whole “Jack/Mike FM” concept (an iPod connected to a transmitter), with
WMKK 93.7 existing as a failed experiment in the Boston market (actually I was reading the Tami
Heide actually does voice snippets for the “Jack FM” in L.A.).But actually for me terrestrial radio
has become almost totally irrelevant nowadays and I basically listen to internet radio stations,
iTunes, and the new Apple Music service which actually to their credit do recognize the
importance of having actual human DJs. And as Alan said near the end of the book, the only
radio stations in Boston that are even worth tuning into are the small independent and college
stations like WXRV (“The River”) and Emerson College’s WERS (88.9 FM), lonely candles of
goodness flickering against the background of blazing beacons of crap and stupidity. (For
instance: one morning I heard Jesca Hoop’s hauntingly beautiful song “Dreams in the Hollow” on
WERS for the first time.)”

JNagarya, “Overall excellent, but a few lapses . . .. Perhaps Carter Alan was so young when The
Beatles came to the US that the facts were "before his time," or he didn't research the point
because his metaphor makes for a good story. He writes:". . . . History points a big finger at the
Beatles' June 1967 release of _Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band_ as the flash point. . . .
The Beatles didn't necessarily need the promotion of a hit song, so the band chose not to
release any singles from _Sgt. Pepper's_, instead presenting the . . . record as a whole
piece . . . . Top 40 [AM radio] DJS who didn't want to be left out of the newest Beatles project
blew the dust off their turntable speed levers and moved them (maybe for the first time) from 45
rpm down to 33, and then started playing songs off the album. . . ." "Radio Free Boston," pp.
12-13.Cursory research finds that as early (or late) as March 23, 1964, numbers 1 through 15
(with two tied at 13) on Top 40 Boston AM radio station "WMEX 1510" were all Beatles songs --
many of which were only available on LP: WMEX 1510/Boston Massachusetts March 23,
1964ThisWeek Title Artist1. All My Loving The Beatles2. Twist And Shout The Beatles3.
Love Me Do The Beatles4. She Loves You The Beatles5. Do You Want To Know A Secret The
Beatles6. Roll Over Beethoven The Beatles7. Don't Bother Me The Beatles8. P.S. I Love You
The Beatles9. I Want To Hold Your Hand The Beatles10. I Saw Her Standing There The
Beatles11. Till There Was You The Beatles12. Can't Buy Me Love The Beatles13. Please
Please Me/From Me To You The Beatles14. It Won't Be Long The Beatles15. This Boy The
BeatlesMoreover, on August 28, 1965, Top 40 Boston AM radio station WBZ listed The Beatles



LP "Help!" at #2 on its hit _singles_ chart:WBZ RADIO 103 HIT PARADEWeek ending August
28, 1965TW LW ARTIST TITLE 1 1 Barry McGuire Eve Of Destruction 2 2 Beatles "Help"
LPAnd WBZ was not alone:WMEX, 15 AND 10 SURVEY, WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 3,
1965TW LW TITLE ARTIST1 1 Eve Of Destruction Barry McGuire2 6 Help (Listed As "Help"
Album) The BeatlesThe next day, on WBZ's singles chart:WBZ RADIO 103 HIT PARADE, Week
ending September 4, 1965TW LW ARTIST TITLE1 4 Sonny & Cher Baby Don't Go2 1 Barry
McGuire Eve Of Destruction3 3 McCoys Hang On Sloopy4 2 Beatles Help LPOn
September 11 it had dropped to #8, and on the 18th -- with "Yesterday" at #1, and "Act Naturally"
at #2 -- the LP was --WBZ RADIO 103 HIT PARADE, Week ending September 18, 1965:TW
LW ARTIST TITLE1 1 Beatles Yesterday1 1 Beatles Act Naturally2 4 Fortunes You've Got
Your Troubles3 7 Gentrys Keep On Dancing4 10 Jay & Americans Some Enchanted
Evening5 19 Ramsey Lewis Trio The "In" Crowd6 2 McCoys Hang On Sloopy7 3 Sonny &
Cher Baby Don't Go8 6 Lovin' Spoonful Do You Believe In Magic9 11 Elvis Presley I'm
Yours10 8 Beatles Help LPMore extensive research will probably find that Beatles LPs,
beginning with at latest "Beatles '65" -- and certainly "Sgt. Pepper" -- usually reached number #1
on both singles and LP charts of the several major Boston AM Top 40 radio stations. That was
how it happened: With every new Beatles LP, requests were for every song on the LP, so their
LPs nearly always ended up at #1, simultaneously, on both singles and LP charts.There is one
other glaring error: Alan several times mentions "The Fireside Theater". Those who were and
are actually familiar with the comedy group (but which I didn't first hear on WBCN) knew it was
"The FireSIGN Theater," with the spelling of "Theater" changed to "Theatre" beginning with their
second LP ("How Can You Be in Two Places at Once When You're Not Anywhere at All?").Last
but not least, not explained is how the network of which WBCN was part became "Infinity
Braodcasting" (see pp. 182-184).Those several clarifications/corrections notwithstanding, this is
pretty much a must read.”

The book by Jean Porter has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 110 people have provided feedback.
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